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Ramsey county actually received BJA funding for 
instituting a civil DCM program but subsequently expanded the DCM 
concept to the criminal docket and drug cases, specifically I 
utilizing EDCM techniques being tested by EDCM jurisd:ictions. 
For this reason, a summary of the Ramsey County criminal/drug 
EDCM program is included in this volume . 
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PART ONE: OVERVIEW OF BJA'S 
EXPEDITED DRUG CASE MANAGEMENT (EDCM) DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 

I. SUMMARY 

In July 1989, the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) of the U.S. Department of Justice launched the 
Expedited Drug Case Management (EDCM) Demonstration Program. The EDCM program builds upon the 
principles of Differentiated Case Management (DCM) tested in an earlier BJA demonstration program but 
adds two new dimensions: (1) the application of DCM principles specifically to drug cases, and (b) 
coordination of expedited adjUdication functions with programs to also expedite the application of various 
treatment and other intermediate sanctions, both pretrial and post adjudication. The following year, BJA 
awarded funds to develop and implement EDCM demonstration programs to three jurisdictions: Marion 
County (Indianapolis), Indiana; Middlesex County (New Brunswick), New Jersey; and Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. In October 1991, BJA selected Multnomah County (Portland), Oregon as a fourth jurisdiction 
to participate in the EDCM Demonstration Program. In addition to these four jurisdictions, a number of 
other jurisdictions participating in the earlier BJA DCM Demonstration Program developed or enhanced 
criminal DCM programs with the strategies for community and treatment supervision developed in the 
EDCM sites. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Differentiated Case Management 

1. Definition 

Differentiated Case Management (DCM) is a technique which courts can use to 
tailor the case management process -- and the allocation of judicial system resources -- to the characteristics 
of individual cases. The DCM concept is premised upon the assumption that not all cases are alike in terms 
of their processing needs. Some cases can be disposed of fairly expeditiously, with little or no discovery 
required; others require extensive "court" supervision over the pretrial process. In addition, some cases, even 
if complex, may need to be resolved more promptly than others for reasons unrelated to their complexity 
(age or physical condition of one or more parties or witnesses; prosecutorial priorities, etc.). Inherent in the 
concept of DCM is the recognition also that many cases can proceed through the court system at a faster 
pace if appropriate pathways exist to allow simpler cases to bypass more complex cases filed earlier. 

The fact that all cases are not alike and do not make the same demands upon court 
resources is a premise that everyone accepts intuitively but, until BJA's DCM Demonstration Program, had 
not been broadly applied to case management. Although civil cases have been distinguished from criminal 
cases, and, within the criminal case classification, misdemeanors distinguished from felonies, fmer distinctions 
within a context of an overall case management philosophy had been rare. It was for the purpose of 
developing a case management framework which accommodated these finer distinctions that BJA's 
Differentiated Case Management Demonstration program was launched. 

2. The BJA DCM Demonstration Program 

In July 1987, BJA instituted a demonstration program to pilot test the application of 
Differentiated Case Management (DCM) techniques to criminal and civil caseloads to assist state trial courts 
in accommodating the impact of increasing drug caseloads on the total court docket. BJA's DCM 
Demonstration program focussed both on drug cases specifically as well as the general criminal and civil 
caseload to assure that the needs of the non-drug segment of the caseload were not sacrificed to the 
dema.nds of the drug filings. At the time B.TA instituted its DCM Demonstration Program, only one court in 
the country had introduced a DCM program -- the Superior Court in Bergen County, New Jersey -- which 
adopted a pilot civil DCM program in March 1986 designed by the New Jersey Administrative Office of the 
Courts. No courts had yet applied DCM to criminal cases. ' 
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When BJA launched its DCM Demonstration program there was very little 
literature on DCM and virtually no operational experience, except for the Bergen County pilot program 
which had not yet published operational results or evaluative data. An initial task for BJA was, therefore, to 
develop a deflnition and framework for implementing criminal and civil DCM programs which could have 
general applicability to state trial courts and provide a foundation for their participation in the DCM 
demonstration program. 

In January 1988, a Program Announcement of BJA's National Differentiated Case 
Management Program and Request for Proposals to Undertake Local Differentiated Case Management 
Projects was prepared and distributed to more than 600 state and local court administrative officers and 
judges. In response to this Program Announcement, approximately twenty state courts submitted proposals 
for instituting DCM programs, reflecting local case processing concerns and priorities and geared to the 
organization, procedures and resources of the local justice system. An essential application requirement was 
the demonstrated commitment of the local prosecutor, indigent defense service provider and the bar to work 
with the court to develop the DCM program. 

On the basis of this competition, BJA selected the following flve demonstration 
courts, representing a cross-section of DCM approaches, jurisdictional environments and case processing 
systems, to receive start-up awards to implement DCM programs, with speciflc case focus as noted below: 

Camden County, New Jersey Superior Court: both criminal and civil cases; 

- Pierce County (Tacoma), Washington Superior Court: drug cases initially; later 
expanded to Sexual Assault Cases and then to the rest of the criminal docket; 

- The Recorder's Court for the City of Detroit, Michigan: criminal cases; 

- Second Judicial Circuit Court, St. Joseph (Berrien County), Michigan: criminal 
cases 

- Second Judicial District Court, st. Paul (Ramsey County), Minnesota: civil 
cases; subsequently expanded to drug cases and later expanded to other criminal 
cases 

Although each of the DCM jurisdictions initially focussed the DCM system on one segment of the caseload 
(e.g., criminal, civil, drug, etc.), each subsequently expanded (or is in the process of expanding) its DCM 
program to the entire criminal and/or civil docket. 

B. Expedited Drug Case Management (EDCM) Program 

1. Program Concept and Characteristics 

The compelling logic of the Differentiated Case Management concept and 
signmcant beneflts which the BJA DCM Demonstration jurisdictions experienced in regard to their 
adjudication processes, focussed attention on the need to also differentiate in the management of defendants 
regarding the range of appropriate pretrial and post adjudication sanctions which the court should consider. 
For drug cases, particularly, the imposition of court-imposed sanctions early in the adjudication process has 
been deemed essential for many reasons, none the least of which include (a) the greater likelihood for 
successful defendant treatment and monitoring, (b) the importance of having court intervention occur as soon 
as possible, even if fmal disposition might not take place for some time, and (c) the loss of credibility to the 
court system if an expedited adjudication program only results in expediting the time for a defendant to 
return to the street with no greater support network than he or she had when the offense was committed. 

The concept of expedited drug case management therefore required, in addition to 
a DCM system for the adjudication process, early screening and evaluation of each defendan~ in terms of 

2 
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drug dependency; educational, family and employment background; criminal history; and other information 
relevant to the Court's determination of conditions for both pre-trial release and post adjudication 
disposition. Inherent in the implementation of an EDCM program is the capability to provide this 
assessment very early in the adjudication process; to maintain and coordinate a range of treatment and other 
supervision programs and sanction alternatives for both incarcerated and released defendants; and a close 
working partnership between the court and local pretrial and probation supervision agencies regarding 
defendant assessments, available sentencing options, and defendant compliance with court-imposed sanctions. 
The interlinking of the adjudication process, addressed by the DCM program, with the use of differentiated 
management of defendants during the pre-trial and post adjudication screening and supervision process, is 
the essential characteristic of BJA's Expedited Drug Case Management Demonstration program. 

2. The BJA EDCM Demonstration Program 

In early 1989, BJA developed a program announcement describing the Expedited 
Drug Case Management (EDCM) Demonstration Program which blended the elements of the DCM 
adjudication process with those of pretrial and post adjudication supervision and treatment of defendants 
involved in drug cases. The competitive process generated by this EDCM Program Announcement resulted 
in BJA funding of the EDCM Demonstration projects described in this volume. 

III. THE BJA DCM AND EDCM DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS: INITIAL PROGRAM 
EXPERIENCE 

A. Program Goals and Operational Principles 

The goal of BJA's DCM and EDCM Demonstration Programs has been to develop, pilot 
test and refine differentiated case management techniques for case processing and application of various 
treatment and/or intermediate sanctions both pretrial and post adjudication in a number of demonstration 
jurisdictions which, if successful, could be subsequently adapted by other trial courts. 

Although the specific operational characteristics of the DCM programs differed, they all 
applied fundamental DCM case management principles: 

(1) early case screening (shortly after filing) and classification according to case processing 
complexity and priority; 

(2) assignment of each case to appropriate "tracks" or "plans", each of which has special 
provisions regarding the applicable court "events" (~retrial conferences, discovery provisions and deadlines, 
etc.) and applicable timeframes for their occurrence; and 

(3) continuous monitoring of each case, with track reassignment if necessary, to assure that 
the case is processed in a manner consistent with the tasks and resources required. 

In addition, a significant feature of the criminal DCM programs has been the modification of the 
arraignment proceeding to assure that it is a significant event in the adjudication process, with the possibility 
of plea entry at that point, and, for the EDCM programs, much greater coordination between the 
adjudication and pretrial and post adjudication treatment and supervision functions. 

2 The number and characteristics of each ''track'' or "plan" has been determined !?y the local 
jurisdiction. I 
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B. Summary of the DCM and EDCM Demonstration Program Experience 

1. Focus of the Participating Projects 

The DCM projects became operational in July 1988; the EDCM programs began in 
January 1990. Four of the DCM projects focussed on expediting the criminal caseload in different ways: 

- the Pierce County project focussed initially on drug case~ and was expanded in 
June 1989 to include sexual assault cases as well. Since April 1990, the DCM 
system has been applied to all criminal cases and efforts are now underway to 
develop a DCM system for civil cases as well. Implementation of the DCM 
program has involved transfer of case management functions for criminul cases 
from the prosecutor to the newly established court administrator's office. Three 
case processing "plans" are established: expedited, normal and complex. 
Disposition:al timeframe standards range from 30 to 90 days, depending upon the 
specific track, or plan. A "special" category for very complicated sexual assault 
cases has been developed, the disposition of which is guided by the individual 
judge assigned. 

- the Camden County project extended the concept of the Central Judicial 
Processing hearing (CJP) established some time ago for screening purposes in 
other New Jersey jurisdictions, and establishes a subsequent Pre-indictment 
Conference (PIC) for case review and possible disposition. Initially four tracks 
were established for cases not disposed of at the PIC conference: expedited, 
standard, complex, and a priority track geared to serious offenses which required 
expedited processing. The expedited and priority tracks have now been 
combined. 

- the Berrien Coun~ criminal DCM project built upon a civil DCM project 
instituted by the Court on its own initiative in 1988. Three tracks were 
established into which all criminal cases are assigned based on a number of 
factors reflecting the complexity of the case and its priority for disposition. 

- Detroit's DCM project, unlike the other three criminal programs, is based on 
existing sentencing guideline provisions and is premised on the assumption that 
those cases with lesser guideline penalties are managerially less complex and 
should exit the system sooner. Five case categories, with additional subtracks, 
each with different case processing timeframes, have been established for case 
assignment according to applicable guideline characteristics. 

Each of the two civil DCM projects establishes multiple tracks with differing provisions regarding pretrial 
discovery, court events and timeframes. 

- the Camden County project, modelled after the earlier DCM project in Bergen 
County, New Jersey, established three tracks: standard and expedited tracks 
(which can be requested by the attorneys) and a complex track to which a case 
can be assigned only with the approval of the presiding Civil Judge. Special 
subtracks were subsequently established for certain types of cases, including 
medical malpractice, asbestos claims, PIp3 claims, and other special case classes. 

3 Personal Injury Protection coverage, of a no-fault nature, provided for automobile insurance claims 
by insurance carriers in some states. ' 
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the Ramsey County project has developed three tracks, the dispositional 
timeframes for which are triggered by the filing of a Note of Issue (NOI) 4 90 
days after which a Joint at Issue Memorandum (JIM) is fIled: (a) expedited, 
with disposition within 90 days of the NOI; (b) standard, with disposition within 
305 days of the NOI; and (c) complex, with disposition within a maximum of two 
years of the NOI. For expedited cases, the only court neventn scheduled is the 
trial. For standard cases, a Joint Disposition Conference of the attorneys is 
scheduled 245 days after track assignment, a Judicial Settlement Conference held 
30 days thereafter, and trial held within the next 30 days. Complex cases are 
assigned to an individual judge for a case management conference shortly after 
track assignment at which time a schedule for requisite subsequent events and 
applicable timetable is established. 

The EDCM projects are characterized by DCM principles applied to drug cases specifically and by early and 
on-going coordination between the court and treatment providers and other community resources. 

The Middlesex County program assigns drug cases to two tracks within five days of 
fIling: Track A (for cases subject to mandatory incarceration) and track B (for other drug cases). Track A 
cases which are not disposed of early by plea are referred to the Grand Jury for indictment and then tried. 
Track B cases which are not disposed of early by plea are assigned to a third track, Track C, for trial on an 
information. The EDCM Judge has also established a network of community resources to work with the 
Court to provide immediate monitoring for drug defendants and with job and other placements during the 
pretrial and post-adjudication period. 

The Philadelphia program initially established four tracks and applied the DCM 
adjudication system to less serious felonies because of the volume of criminal cases handled and the 
frequency of defendants with multiple pending drug and non-drug charges. Track A targets incarcerated 
defendants and Track B focusses upon non-incarcerated defendants, all of whom wish to enter a plea at 
arraignment or shortly thereafter (pending action on a motion, etc.); Track C is for defendants with multiple 
cases pending in the system and who wish to consider disposition of them through a plea agreement. All 
other felonies are assigned to track D. Any Track A, B, or C cases not disposed of within 21 days of filing 
are also assigned to Track D. Several months after the 4-track program was instituted, the EDCM program 
was expended to include a fifth track, Track E, consisting of more serious felony offenses. 

The Indianapolis program initially established three tracks for felony drug cases 
fIled in the Superior Court, with timeframes ranging from 30 days to 120 days. The Municipal Court, which 
has jurisdiction over Class D felonies, also began differentiating all cases by type (i.e., domestic violence, 
drunk driving, etc.) with a view to then developing a two track system for felony drug cases: one track for 
first offender cases eligible for diversion and the second track for other drug offenses. 

The Multnomah County Program has established five tracks: (a) a diversion track 
handled by a specially assigned judge; (b) a track for defendants with extra-jurisdictional holds; ( c) a track for 
defendants detained pretrial who are receiving intensive drug treatment; (d) a track for defendants on pro
bation participating in drug and other treatment; and ( e) a track to which all other drug cases are assigned. 

Among the common features which all of these programs share are (1) very early 
case screening by prosecution and defense counsel to differentiate both the adjudication requirements and 
treatment/supervision needs presented by each case; (2) redesign of the caseflow process to assure that each 
scheduled event meaningfully contributes to case disposition as early as possible; (3) an interlinking between 
the adjudication function and treatment/supervision functions; and (4) continuing coordination and 
cooperation among all of the various agencies which comprise the criminal justice system in each jurisdiction. 

41n Minnesota, parties are not required to file initial pleadings with the Court so that, for the purposes 
of the DeM program in Ramsey County, the court's management of a case begins when the parties file a 
Note of Issue indicating their desire (not necessarily readiness) for trial. : 
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2. Preliminary Observations 

a. The DCM Demonstration Projects 

Looking back over the initial experiences of the DCM demonstration 
programs, several common features emerge. First, the tremendous variation in the way the fundamental 
DCM concept has been applied to create effective differentiated case management programs. As the 
summaries demonstrate, jurisdictions are experimenting with a variety of criteria to isolate those factors that 
truly differentiate among cases in their respective justice systems. These factors necessarily differ among 
jurisdictions according to differences in judicial system structure, policy, statutes and practice. 

Second, the various ways in which the early screening required for DCM 
cases can be performed. Case classification can be done by judges and court staff, by attorneys, or both, and 
can be done on the basis of overall case complexity (Pierce County, for example), relative sentencing 
guideline severity (Detroit, for example), or, potential amenability to early settlement discussions 
(i.e.,Camden-criminal), to name just a few approaches. 

Third, the adaptability of the DCM concept to both large jurisdictions, with 
case characteristics determined primarily through computer analysis (Detroit, for example), as well as small 
jurisdictions (Berrien County, Michigan, for example) where case characteristics can be reviewed with counsel 
by the Chief Judge. 

Fourth, the importance of a judicious balance between adherence to DCM 
principles and flexibility in implementing procedures. The essence of all of the DCM programs has been (1) 
early case evaluation by both the Court and the attorneys, (2) the development of individualized case 
schedules for appropriate events which permit all parties a reasonable time to prepare -- i.e., not too soon 
but, also, no longer than necessary -- (3) establishment of event deadlines, and (4) adherence to all dates 
scheduled. Within this context, all of the participating jurisdictions have developed and implemented their 
operational plans, modifying them and fme-tuning them as experience dictated. 

Fifth, the need for an effective DCM program to (a) involve all components 
of the adjudication process, working together under the Court's leadership, and (b) draw upon the principles 
of good caseflow management. While no effective DCM program can be developed by only one component 
of the justice system in isolation of the others, it is essential that responsibility for managing and monitoring 
a DCM program be lodged with the Court. 

Sixth, the importance of adequate information for day to day case 
management and monitoring. The DCM Demonstration Program experience has made it clear that much 
greater emphasis must be placed upon equipping courts with effective case management information systems 
that can support a DCM program specifically and good case management generally. Attempts to implement 
the DCM demonstration programs have made it more apparent than ever that many courts are not well 
served by th~ir information systems. In order to provide the management differentiation and scheduling 
certainty central to the DCM concept, information regarding the daily status of the docket and the individual 
cases in it is essential to enable a court (1) to identify the status of the pending caseload and (2) to allocate 
the judicial and other resources necessary to efficiently handle it. The most serious problem the DCM 
demonstration courts encountered during the implementation process was the lack of effective information 
systems geared to producing the information needed to manage the DCM program. Efforts to adapt 
statewide court or county information systems proved cumbersome and, in the end, futile, so that most of the 
projects had no choice but to develop a supplemental PC-based system to provide the immediate and 
continual information required. 

Seventh, the recognition that a DCM program requires certain fundamental 
resources to implement and operate: senior attorneys in the prosecutor and indigent defense offices in a 
position to screen and evaluate cases early, make meaningful plea offers, and determine subsequent 
"processing" tasks; judicial leadership to set the policies, framework and overall parameters of the DCM 
program; adequate judicial resources to provide requisite judicial supervision and conduft events as 
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scheduled; court staff to screen cases, monitor case progress and deadlines and monitor the program; and an 
adequate information system to indicate, daily, the status of the caseload. Whether implementation of a 
DCM program in a given jurisdiction requires additional resources depends upon the extent to which the 
basic prerequisites, summarized above, are present and can, if necessary, be reorganized to support the DCM 
program. 

Finally, DCM is a dynamic concept as well as an operational system. The 
implementation of an effective DCM program requires continual awcueness on the part of judges, attorneys, 
court staff and others involved in the caseflow process of the differing characteristics of each case ftled and 
how each case can be most efficiently and fairly resolved. The tracks which are characteristic of a DCM 
program are but the program's skeletal framework; their application and adaptation must be an on-going 
process. 

b. The EDCM Demonstration Projects 

The initial period of the EDCM Demonstration program has confirmed the 
experiences of the DCM demonstration jurisdictions regarding the application of DCM to the adjudication 
process. In addition, it has highlighted the tremendous range of community programs and resources that 
need to be identified and can be integrated into the pretrial and post-adjudication processes. In addition to 
the obvious existing treatment, monitoring and supervision resources, the EDCM demonstration projects have 
tapped into a variety of less well known resources to support the Court's supervisory and sanction functions, 
including the use of community volunteers, educational institutions and local businesses. Effective use of 
these resources has required careful and on-going planning, coordination, and training, with attention to 
numerous tasks that go beyond the conventional pretrial and probation department functions, addressing such 
issues as participant motivation, potential liability, and quality control. Successfully managed, however, these 
resources can provide a broad base to support the court's supervisory and sanctioning authority. 

C. Initial Impact 

Formal program assessments of the DCM and EDCM projects have been conducted by the 
National Center for State Courts and the Jefferson Institute, respectively. Interim project information 
indicates that all of the jurisdictions participating in BJA's DCM and EDCM Demonstration Programs have 
experienced a significant reduction in case processing time for cases included in the program and increased 
court effIciency, evidenced by their capability to handle a greater number of cases in a shorter period of time 
with no corresponding increase in resources. Several of the jurisdictions have also noted an actual reduction 
in the number of felony cases fIled in the general jurisdiction court, compared with the number of felony 
complaints initiated in the limited jurisdiction court, which is attributed to the enhanced early case screening 
and settlement activities being conducted as a result of the DCM program. Numerous other benefits have 
been noted -- improved coordination among justice system agencies; reduction in pre-trial jail days used for 
detained defendants; better preparation of counsel, etc. -- the nature and degree of which vary among the 
sites and generally depend upon the characteristics of the caseflow process prior to instituting the DCM 
program. 

The experience of the criminal DCM programs is typified by Pierce County, where the drug 
caseload has increased approximately 50% during the first year of the DCM program, with 88% of the drug 
cases disposed of within 90 days compared with only 11% prior to the DCM program. Detroit, which had an 
over 30% increase in felony drug cases during the first two years of the DCM program, reduced the number 
of cases over 180 days old by almost 50% and decreased the pending inventory by 18%. The impact of the 
criminal DCM programs has also been reflected in other aspects of the case processing systems, including a 
reduction in the number of bench warrants issued and the number of pre-trial detention days in local jails. 

The civil DCM programs have had similar experience. In St. Paul, for example, the pending 
caseload was reduced from 2008 to 680 (66%) within the first eight months of the DCM program. As of 
June 30, 1990, when the DCM program had been underway for slightly more than two years, the: ratio of case 
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dispositions to case fIlings had increased from 70% to 105% and the percent of cases over 12 months old had 
decreased from 46% to 33%. In addition, more trials have been conducted since the program began which 
local officials attribute to the elimination of nonproductive scheduled events (events which were continued or 
which did not promote case disposition) so that judges now have more time to conduct trials. In Camden, 
the Court has been able to handle an approximate 80% increase in civil filings with no additional judicial 
resources. The Court has also not experienced any increase in motions despite the increase in case filings 
because court .&t;:Jf monitor the discovery process and address discovery problems as they occur. 

Although the EDCM projects have been operating for a shorter period, their experience 
mirrors that of the DCM sites. In Philadelphia, for example, the pending felony caseload has been reduced 
by almost 40% after the fIrst year of the project. In Middlesex County, the median age of Track Ba cases at 
disposition has been under 10 days, for Track A cases 31 days, and for Track C cases, all of which go through 
to the trial stage, 48 days. These programs also demonstt(!.te the importance of a close partnership between 
the adjudication process and defendant supervision functions and the interrelationship between the provision 
of relevant defendant background information and appropriate sentencing options to the court early in the 
process and the court's capacity to expedite the disposition of drug cases. 

IV. PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT 

This volume presents the program summaries for the following EDCM demonstration projects: 
Middlesex County, New Jersey; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In addition, a program summary is included 
for the criminal DCM and Fast Track Drug Case Management Program developed in Ramsey County, 
Minnesota which builds upon the e}..l'erience of the earlier BJA-funded civil DCM adjudication program and, 
in addition, draws upon the techniques for incorporating intermediate sanctions into the adjudicatibn process 
being tested by the EDCM sites. Program summaries for each of the six DCM demonstration projects5 are 
provided in a separate publication. 6 

The program summaries presented in this report describe the principal operational characteristics 
and procedures of the Expedited Drug Case Management Demonstration Program launched with the support 
of the Bureau of Justice Assistance of the U.S. Department of Justice. The summaries follow a consistent 
format to address the essential elements of an EDCM program and to provide a guideline for other 
jurisdictions interested in adapting the Expedited Drug Case Management (EDCM) concept to their judicial 
process. 

Within this common framework, however, each of the programs has developed an EDCM program 
which is unique, reflecting the priorities and policies adopted by local justice officials when the EDCM 
program was begun. In one jurisdiction (Middlesex County), the EDCM program takes the form of a "drug 
court"; in another (Philadelphia), the EDCM program addresses all felony cases without segregating them 
into drug or non-drug classifications. Ramsey County combines both approaches, instituting a general DCM 
program for criminal cases, combined with a special Fast Track for less serious drug offenses. Since the 
MuItnomah County, Oregon EDCM demonstration project has been in operation for only a brief period, a 
program summary has not been prepared. When fully developed, the Multnomah County EDCM program 
will consist of five tracks, ranging from diversion to full-scale adjudication, and also providing for special 
procedures for defendants with detainers from other jurisdictions. 

5 Berrien County (st. Joseph), Michigan (criminal); Camden 
County (Camden), New Jersey (separate civil and criminal DCM 
programs; Pierce County (Tacoma), Washington (criminal); Ramsey 
County (st. Paul), Minnesota (civil); and Wayne County (Detroit), 
Michigan (criminal. 

6 See BJA pilot Differentiated Case Management (DCM) 
Program: Overview and Program Summaries. January 1992. 
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A chart summarizing the comparative features of the demonstration projects and the names and 
addresses of contact individuals is provided in the Appendix. Readers interested in adapting any of the 
program components described in this volume are encouraged to contact the individuals listed in each 
program summary for further information. 

A companion Implementation Guide has also been prepared which discusses the planning tasks and 
issues bearing on the development of a DCM program and the relative merits of alternative strategies. BJA 
has also prepared a Program Brief which summarizes the principal policy issues, critical program elements 
and performance indicators relevant to a DCM program. 

This report presents but a snapshot of the experiences of the BJA demonstration jurisdictions in 
implementing the EDCM concept and in adapting it to their judicial processes. Additional modifications and 
"fme-tuning" of the EDCM concept will undoubtedly occur during the months ahead in these and other 
jurisdictions as they experiment with criteria and techniques for case differentiation. Although there is still 
much to learn about how to coordinate the court's adjudication functions and its responsibilities for imposing 
effective sanctions and supervision for drug offenders, it is clear that the partnership b~tween these two 
components which underlies the EDCM concept is essential if courts are to meaningfully and effectively deal 
with drug cases. 
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PART 1WO: SUMMARIES OF THE EDCM DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS 

I. Middlesex County (New Brunswick), New Jersey 

II. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

III. Ramsey County (St. Paul), Minnesota 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

1. Project Summarv 

The Middlesex County EDCM program consists of two components which are closely 
interwoven: an adjudicatory component which utilizes differentiated case management principles to assign 
cases within a 3-track system; and a treatment/ community supervision component which relies heavily upon 
corporate, university, agency and individual volunteers to provide alternatives to incarceration and augment 
probation supervisory resources and placement opportunities. The EDCM program is designed to ensure 
that (1) all drug offenses are adjudicated as promptly as possible; (2) those defendants who are in need of 
rehabilitative services receive them as soon as possible after arrest; and (3) all defendants convicted of 
serious drug crimes and who deserve punishment do not pass through the system unpunished. 

2. Relevant Geographic and Demographic Factors 

Middlesex County, located in northern New Jersey along a corridor linking Philadelphia and 
New York, has a population of 650,000 locat~d in 28 municipalities. Fifty percent of the population is 
concentrated in four urban areas: New Brunswick (population: 41,885); Perth Amboy (population: 38,798); 

.. Woodbridge (population: 98,949) and Edison (population: 67,120). The main campus of Rutgers University, 
the state university, is located in New Brunswick as is the corporate headquarters for Johnson and Johnson. 

Between 1983 and 1988, the county's criminal caseload almost doubled, with indictable 
criminal complaints increasing from 4,000 to 7,718 with no corresponding increase in resources. Sixty-five 
percent of the criminal caseload consists of drug offenses. 

B. Description of the Judicial System 

1. Jurisdiction and Organization of the Middlesex County Courts 

Middlesex County is served by two levels of courts: the Municipal Court and the Superior 
Court. There are 25 Municipal Courts in Middlesex County, each located in one of the county's 
municipalities. The Municipal Court has limited jurisdiction over civil matters and criminal jurisdiction 
extending to misdemeanors and preliminary matters relating to felony cases. Municipal Courts set bail for 
defendants charged with less serious felonies; han for defendants charged with murder, rape and other more 
serious felony offenses is set by the Superior Court. The Superior Court's jurisdiction extends to all felony, 
civil, juvenile, probate and family matters and appeals from the Municipal court for. 

2. Description of the Sl!lperior Court of Middlesex County 

a. Organization 

The Superior Court is served by 28 judges, organized in the following divisions: 
Criminal (10 judges); Civil - Law (10 judges); Special Civil for Landlord/Tenant, Small Claims and civil 
matters under $ 5,000 ( 1 judge); Family (5 jUdges); Tax; and General Equity (2 judges). 

Judges now appointed to the Superior Court rotate assignments annually; 
assignments of the other judges do not rotate. 

b. Calendaring System and Support Staff 

The Superior Court uses a master assignment system for civil cases and modified 
master calendaring system for criminal cases. Prior to implementing the EDCM program, four of the seven 
judges in the Criminal Division heard cases represented by the public defender, a fifth judge ~eard cases 
represented by private counsel, and a sixth judge heard motions and probation violation hearings. The 
seventh judge was assigned to handle remaining matters, including sentencings, arraignments, etc. When the 
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EDCM program was implemented, the Court introduced an individual calendaring system for the EDCM 
judge to whom all drug cases were assigned at the time of filing and who handles all events related to the 
processing of drug cases, from time oEfiling through disposition. 

The Court staff consists of a court administrator, two assistant trial ci)urt 
administrators a'ad a support staff of six persons. The criminal case management office is headed by the 
Criminal DivisiolJ. Manager who assists the Criminal Presiding Judge and supervises five divisions: (1) 
predispositional services: (65 staff assigned to probation, investigative, and related clerical functions); (2) 
criminal assignment (1 assistant assignment clerk and 3 clerical staff); (3) criminal records (1 records 
supervisor and 10 clerical support); (4) PROMIS/GA VEL support (1 coordinator and 3 terminal operators); 
and (5) a pretrial release program (12 staff performing probation, investigative and clerical functions). 

c. Caseload 

Case filings in the Middlesex County Superior Court for the years 1988 - 1990 
consisted of the following: 

1988 ' 1989 1990 
Civil 

Law Division 10,144 15,233 16,124 
Special Civil 31,128 31,168 34,000 
Criminal 3,586 4,815 4,845 

Probate 20 22 37 
Gen. Equity 590 575 719 
Juv. Del. 5,859 5,907 5,617 
Other Fam. 2,894 4,016 3,939 

(non-div. sup.) 3,093 3,258 4,019 
Other 749 838 1,~01 

Dom Viol. 2,392 2,190 2,385 
Pam Cris. Pets. 178 162 191 
Ch. Placement Rev. 305 292 305 
Abuse/Neg. 53 77 79 
Term of Par. Rts. 22 12 14 
Adopts. 191 190 207 
Other Crim.(post-conv, 

reI. & Mun. Ct. Aps.) 273 358 339 

Total 61,477 69,113 73,582 

3. Principal Components of the Middlesex County Criminal Justice System 

The Middlesex County criminal justice system is made up of a mix of state, county and city 
agencies. Judges of the Superior Court are appointed by the Supreme Court for an initial seven-year term, 
upon satisfactory completion of which they receive a permanent appointment; judges of the Municipal Court 
are appointed by the Mayor for a four-year term. The County Prosecutor is appointed by the Governor for a 
five-year term. The County Public Defender is appointed by the State Public Defender. Pretrial supervision 
and probation services are provided by the County's Probation Department whose employees are paid by 
Middlesex County but under the. administrative authority of the State Probation Department. Law 

.. 'enforcement services are provided by 25 separate municipal police departments as well as by the New Jersey 
State Police whose activities are primarily confmed to the several miles of interstate highways that traverse 

" the County .. Several of the police departments have narcotics squads. The County Sheriff's Department is 
responsible for transporting defendants between the Court and the County's detention facilities located seven 
miles from the Courthouse in North Brunswick. 
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4. Relevant StatutorY Provisions Regarding Drug Cases 

In 1987, the New Jersey Legislature unanimously adopted the Comprehensive Drug Reform 
Act of 1987 which provides for very stringent mandatory penalties for drug offenses. 

5. Organization of the Prosecutor's Office and Indigent Defense Services 

a. Prosecutor's Office 

The Middlesex County Prosecutor's Office is staffed by 42 attorneys, organized into 
specialized units including units for Major Crimes, Homicide, Sex Crimes, Special Investigations (economic 
crimes and police corruption cases) and a major Narcotics Task Force. The office also has 86 investigators 
responsible for investigating alI cases prior to indictment. 

To implement the EDCM Program, the Prosecutor's Office has assigned one senior 
prosecutor and two assistant prosecutors who handle the drug caseIoad through the entire case process, from 
the time of initial filing. 

b. Indigent Defense Services' 

Indigent defense services are provided by the Middlesex County Office of the Public 
Defender which has a staff of 20 attorneys. Indigent defense cases involving conflicts are assigned to two 
designated "conflict" public defenders in neighboring Somerset County. In the event that more than two co
defendants require indigent defense services, assignments are made to private counsel. Indigency 
determination is made by the Superior Court Criminal Case Manager's Office at the time the case is filed, 
which is within two days of arrest. To implement the EDCM Program, the Public Defender assigned two 
senior public defenders to staff the EDCM court. 

6. Provision of Pretrial Release and Probation Services 

Pretrial release supervision and probation services are provided by the County Department 
of Probation and Parole which is under the supervision of the Court. Prior to implementing the EDCM 
program, defendants were assigned one probation officer for purposes of pretrial supervision and a different 
officer for purposes' of probation. With the implementation of the EDCM program, pretrial and probation 
supervision functions have been "verticalized," so that the same probation officer who conducts the initial 
interview of the defendant following arrest remains with the defendant through probation. 

7. Diversion (Deferred Prosecution Programs 

For many years New Jersey has operated a Pre-Trial Intervention (PTI) program for first 
offenders, defendants who have not previously participated in the PTI program or who have not been on 
probation during the past five years. Eligibility determination for the PTI program is made by the Superior 
Court Criminal Case Manager's Office at the time the case is filed. Defendants who successfully complete 
the PTI program have their cases dismissed. If a defendant is charged with a drug offense and is waiting 
action on his/her application to participate in the PT! program, the defendant can tender a plea at the Pre
Indictment Conference (see· Section IIBlc below) subject to the action taken on the PTI application. If 
he/she is subsequently accepted into the PTI program, the plea is stricken and the PTI program procedures 
then govem the disposition of the case. 
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A. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE EDCM PROGRAl'v1 

Program Goals and Objectives 

The goals of the Middlesex County EDCM program are to assure that: 

(1) all drug offenses are adjudicated promptly; 
(2) defendants who are in need of rehabilitative services receive these services as soon 

as possible after arrest; and 

(3) defendants convicted of serious drug crimes who deserve punishment receive it 
promptly. 

To accomplish these objectives, the Court has (1) designated a special judge to handle all drug cases, 
and (2) deVeloped a differentiated case management (DCM) system which segregates drug cases from the 
rest of the criminal docket and assigns them to appropriate case processing tracks, each involving special 
procedures to expedite their adjudication. In addition, a community network has been established of 
corporate, government agency and volunteers which provides resources for monitoring compliance with 
pretrial and probation conditions, job placement and restitution assignments and provides other related 
support to expand existing alternatives to incarceration. 

B. Program Description 

1. General 

a. Adjudication Component 

The EDCM program in Middlesex County has been designed to address the 
common problems causing delay in both the adjudication and treatment referral of drug offenders. The 
adjudication component is premised upon (a) performing comprehensive case screening and defendant 
evaluation within five days following the filing of the complaint in the Superior Court; (b) conduct of a pre
indictment conference before the EDCM judge five days following case filing at which time the prosecutor 
and defense counsel are prepared to enter into plea agreements or, if disposition is not possible at that time, 
determine what needs to be done to dispose of the case either through plea or trial. 

b. Treatment/Community Supervision Component 

The treatment/community supervision component is premised upon very early 
screening of each defendant and, for those defendants who are released pretrial, placement of him/her under 
a comprehensive and closely monitored court-imposed program of drug treatment, job placement, 
educational program development, etc., which continues after adjudication. Regardless of the pace with 
WhiC.';l the defendant's case is adjudicated, he/she is placed under immediate court ordered conditions of 
release conducive to assuring that necessary drug treatment, job placement, educational program 
participation and other support which the Court deems appropriate is obtained for each, defendant. 

2. Adjudication Component 

a. Tracks Created and Their Criteria 

The adjudication component of Middlesex County's EDCM program involves two 
primary tracks, each with selection criteria geared to the nature of the offense, case characteristics, sentence 
exposure and offender proflle. Less serious offenses not disposed of at. the time of the five-day pre
indictment conference are referred to the Grand Jury a)~d, when indicted, assigned to a third track. The 
specific tracks created and their criteria are as follows: 

4 
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Track A: Track A includes drug cases in which incarceration is either mandated or 
presumed, cases involving drug trafficking and recidivist drug offenders. Track A cases not disposed of at the 
five-day conference are referred to the Grand Jury for indictment within 21 days. All pending motions are 
heard prior to Grand Jury referral. 2 

Track B: Track B consists predominantly of cases in which incarceration is neither 
statutorily mandated nor presumed to be appropriate, such as cases involving small scale distribution outside 
of a school zone, possessory offenses and non-recidivist drug offenders. 

Track C: Track B cases not disposed of at the five-day conference and which have 
no pending motions 3 are referred to the Grand Jury under the procedures applicable to Track A cases and 
set for trial on a third track, Track C. At the prosecutor's discretion, a Track B case may proceed on an 
accusation rather than by Grand Jury indictment. 

b. Track Assignment Process and Point at Which Track 
Assignment is Made 

Cases are assigned to either Track A or B within five days of filing by the Criminal 
Case Manager, based on an assessment of the charges and the defendant's prior history. Track B cases are 
assigned to Track C when. the . arraignment on the indictment is held. 

c. Track Processing Procedures 

Track A and B cases proceed similarly from the time of filing to the Pre-Indictment 
Conference held five days after arrest. For those cases not disposed of at the pre-indictment conference, a 
review is made of the defendant~s custody status. Those defendants released pretrial or deemed eligible for 
release at that time are placed under a series of court-ordered conditions including urine testing, drug 
counselling, job placement, etc. Following the five-day conference, pending motions in Track A and B cases 
are scheduled for hearing within 14 days. Those cases which are not disposed of at the pre-indictment 
conference or the motions hearing if motions are fIled then proceed as follows: 

Track A cases are referred to the Grand Jury for indictment within 21 days and 
filing in Superior Court within an additional 7 days. 4 An arraignment on the indictment is held in 7 days for 
jail cases (14 days for bail cases) and a trial is scheduled within 50 days for jail cases and 43 days for bail 
cases -- i.e., within 90 days of arrest. 

Track B cases not disposed of at the five-day conference are also referred to the 
Grand Jury in accordance with the procedures applicable for Track A cases. At the time of arraignment on 
the indictment they are assigned to Track C. 

2 Motions are heard wi thin two weeks of filing. 
Frequently, a case is disposed of very shortly after the Court's 
ruling on the motion. 

3 See Note 2 above. 

4 Under New Jersey's Speedy Trial procedures, the Grand Jury 
should return an indictment within 30 days for a detained defend
ant and 60 days for a defendant not in custody. However, the 
prosecutor in Middlesex county has accelerated this timefFame to 
assure return of indictments within 21 days for all defendants. 
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3. Treatment/Community Supervision Component 

a. Community Network 

A major premise of the Middlesex County EDCM program is the need for 
community support of the Court's intervention efforts. Accordi.ngly, shortly after launching the program, the 
EDCM judge formed a community advisory committee consisting of approximately 50 community leaders 
representing the religious, educational, law enforcement, commercial and industrial sectors of New 
Brunswick, the Middlesex County seat. The community advisory committee functions in seven subcommittees 
which focus their efforts on developing education, job placement, restitution, monitoring, public relations and 
coordinating functions to support release conditions imposed by the court on defendants pretrial or on 
adjudicated offenders placed on probation. Each subcommittee includes volunteers who serve as daily 
monitors of defendants released pretrial and on probation to assure their compliance with the court-ordered 
conditions for their release. 

An initial reluctance of local community agencies to provide restitution 
opportunities to offenders was removed with the passage of a statute by the New Jersey General Assembly 
immunizing agencies accepting offenders for placement from civil liability (See Attachment 1). With the 
passage of the statute, the restitution subcommittee has developed sites for defendants assigned to 
community service (government owned housing projects, offices, etc.) Each defendant assigned wears an 
orange vest imprinted with "community service". 

The treatment component also benefits from an arrangement made with the deans 
of the Rutgers University graduate and undergraduate schools of criminal justice and social work to provide 
interns to assist volunteers in the operation of some of the network units. These interns receive university 
academic credit for their participation in the treatment units as well as on-the-job training from experienced, 
professional court staff. 

b. Treatment Programs Available for Drng Offenders 

The recently implemented CADRE (Court Alcohol Drug Rapid Evaluation) and 
NIP (Narcotics Intervention Program) programs, funded by federal and state grants, are permitting the Court 
to provide comprehensive drug and alcohol evaluation services, both pretrial and post adjudication. Several 
special treatment programs are also planned. Various additional local treatment programs operate which 
serve defendants who can afford them. 

c. Description of the EDCM Screening/Referral/Supervision Procedures 

The project's treatment and adjudicatory components are closely interlinked and 
interdependent. When a defendant is initially interviewed followin,? arrest, a probation officer is assigned 
who remains with the defendant through disposition and sentence. At the five-day hearing, in addition to 
considering the adjudicatory disposition of the case, the defendant's custody status is reviewed and, if the 
defendant is released pretrial, specific conditions of release are ordered by the court, including employment, 
drug treatment, educational development, etc. The probation officer then notifies the appropriate volunteer 
monitors regarding those conditions which can be regularly monitored (i.e., attendance at work and drug 
counselling progranls, results of periodic urine tests, etc.) and the volunteer then telephones the employer, 
counselling center, etc. regularly to assure the defendant's compliance. In the event noncompliance is noted, 
the volunteer reports the noncompliance immediately to the probation officer who, upon verification, 
prepares a warrant and the defendant is arrested the same day and brought before the court. 6 This same 

5 Formerly, a defendant had two different probation officers: one for the pretrial and one for the post 
adjudication period. 

6 Since immediate sanction for noncompliance is essential for the credibility of the defendant's treatment 
.program as well as for the overall EDCM project, the court worked with the local police departp1ents when 
the EDCM program began to assure their cooperation in the immediate arrest of noncomplying r'eleasees. 
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4. Summarv of the EDCM Felonv Case Process 

a. EDCM Case Processing Procedures 

Defendants arrested on felony charges appear before a Municipal Court judge 
irpmediately at which time bail is set or other conditions of release established. On the following day, staff of 
the Superior Court Criminal Case Manager's office interview the defendant, review the bail, determine 
his/her eligibility for indigent defense services and PTI program participation and gather relevant personal 
history which will also be used for presentence investigation purposes. At that time the defendant is also 
notified of the five-day hearing. During the next two days, the prosecutor and defense counsel screen the 
case and discuss a potential plea agreement. 

At the pre-indictment conference held five days after arrest before the EDCM 
judge, those cases in which a plea is accepted are disposed of. In cases in which laboratory tests or action on 
a PTI application is still pending, a plea can be made conditional on the results of the lab tests and/or PTI 
application. In the event the lab tests do not support the offense pled to or the defendant is accepted for 
PTI program. participation, the plea is stricken when the lab report or PTI applicqtion report is completed. If 
a motion to suppress or other dispositive motioq is pending, a hearing on the motion will be scheduled within 
14 days. 

Track A and B cases 7 not disposed of at the pre-indictment conference (and which 
have no pending motions) are referred to the Grand Jury which must return an indictment within 21 days. 
The prosecutor must file a complaint in Superior Court within seven days for custody defendants and within 
14 days for released defendants; an arraignment on the indictment is held the following day. If the case is 
not disposed of at the arraignment, it is scheduled for trial. Custody cases are scheduled within 50 days; bail 
cases are scheduled within 43 days. Generally a pretrial conference is held at some point prior to trial, the 
precise scheduling depending upon the issues presented in each case. 

Arrest 

Mun. Ct. Pro 
Hrg. 

b. 

Interview by Sup. 
Ct. Crim. Case 
Mgt. Staff 

Pre-Indictment (five
day) conference 

Grand Jury Indictment 

Filing of Complaint in 
Superior Court 

Arraignment on the 
Indictment 

Trial 

EDCM Track Timeframes 

Track A Track B Track C 

Day 1 Day 1 n/a 

Day 1 Day 1 n/a 

Day 2 Day 2 n/a 

Day 5 Day 5 n/a 

Day 26 n/a Day 26 

Day 33 n/a Day 33 

Day 4O-Jail n/a Day 4O-Jail 
Day 47-Bail Day 47-Bail Post-indictment 

- conference scheduling day depends on issues presented -

Day 9O-Jail 
Day 9O-Bail 

n/a Day 9O-Jail 
Day 90-Bail 

7 Track B cases then become Track C cases. 
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5. Project Start-up Date 

The adjudicatory component of the EDCM program began January 2, 1990 for cases flled 
on that date or afterward. The treatment/supervision component also began on January 2, 1990, with the 
community network committees continuing to b~ phased in. 

6. Cases Included in the EDCM Program 

All cases with a felony drug offense flled after January 2, 1990 are included in the program. 

7. Provision for Handling the Pending Inventory 

Drug cases flled prior to January 2, 1990 were handled as part of the Court's general 
criminal caseload and not subject to the EDCM program procedures. 

8. Case Monitoring Performed 

The EDCM judge and the Criminal Case Manager closely monitor the activity of the cases 
in the EDCM program. They have developed a special pc-based information program to provide daily 
information on the status of the EDCM cases, including the age of the pending caseload in each'track and 
the next event scheduled. The pc-based system also provides daily information on the age at disposition of 
cases in each track; the point at which disposition occurs; the number and reasons for continuances at each 
stage; and the custody/release status of pretrial defendants. A sample of the monthly case status report used 
to monitor the program is provided in Attachment 2. 

III. CHANGES REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT THE EDCM PROGRAM 

A. Rules 

No rule changes were required to implement the EDCM program. 

B. Procedures 

1. Within the Court 

The EDCM program required numerous changes within the court process, generally 
described in section TIB2 above. One of the most significant changes necessitated by the program was the 
increased role of the Criminal Case Manager's office which took on responsibility for coordipating all tasks 
nec,essary for case disposition under the EDCM program as soon as a case was filed. These included pretrial 
release screening, indigency determination, case screening and track assignment, monitoring of case process 
to assure compliance with the EDCM time goals, and coordination with probation functions to assure 
immediate court sanction of violators of pretrial release or probation conditions. 

2. Within the Prosecutor's Office 

Essential to the achieving the goals of the expedited drug case management program was 
the prosecutor's commitment to assign senior attorneys to screen cases immediately upon filing and to make 

. plea offers which were realistic in terms of the strength of the case and its likely disposition. In ;:tddition, the 
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prosecutor agreed to provide full discovery to defense counsel prior to the pre-indictment conference so that 
meaningful plea negotiations could occur. Prior to the EDCM program, discovery was generally not 
provided prior to indictment and for some weeks following. In addition, the Prosecutor agreed to proceed 
to grand jury indictment for those cases not disposed of at the pre-indictment conference within 21 days in 
lieu of the prior unspecified timeframe which often extended for months. 

3. Within the Public Defender's Office 

Like the Prosecutor, the Public Defender also committed senior attorneys to screen cases 
immediately upon assignment and to enter into realistic plea negotiations as soon as full discovery was 
provided. In agreeing to participate in the EDCM program and in return for the prosecutor's commitment 
to provide full and prompt discovery, the Public Defender also agreed to limit Motions to those situations in 
which genuine issues existed. The public defender and prosecutor also agreed to have rulings on these 
motions prior to referral to the Grand Jury so that, for those cases for which the ruling on the motion was 
dispositive, the case could be disposed of following the ruling on the motion. 

4. Within Other Agencies 

a. Probation Office 

Three principal changes were introduced into probation office functions when the 
EDCM program was implemented. First, as noted in Section IB above, the organization of probation officer 
functions was changed from a system in which a defendant had a different probation officer for pretrial and 
post-adjudication supervision to one in which the same probation officer assigned pretrial remained with the 
defendant through completion of his/her probation. Second, probation officer supervision became more 
intensive in light of the range of conditions imposed on defendants pretrial at the pre-indictment conference 
through disposition. To support this enhanced supervisory role, a cadre of volunteers was provided to each 
probation officer who could assist with supervision and monitoring, reporting periodically to the probation 
officer assigned. Third, in order to effect prompt sanctions for pretrial and probation violations, a close 
relationship was established with the local police department regarding immediate arrest of persons violating 
conditions of release so that they could be brought back before the EDCM judge for sanctioning. 

b. Police Departments 

As noted above, police departments have been working closely with the Court to 
enforce pretrial and probation conditions of release by immediately arresting persons violating these 
conditions. 

c. Sheriffs Office 

The EDCM program imposed a significant increase in prisoner transportation needs 
as a result of the increased case volume and pace of case processing occurring in the EDCM court. The 
Sheriff's Office attempted to meet these increased resource needs by continually monitoring sheriff's 
assignments and assigning those not being immediately used in one courtroom to the EDCM court. 

IV. PROJECT EXPERIENCE TO DATE 

A. Case Assignment and Status by Track 

As of January 31, 1991, drug cases in Middlesex County had been assigned to the following tracks 
during the first thirteen months of the EDCM program: : 

9 
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Track A: 463 (59%) 
Track B: 283 (36%) 
Track C: 44 (6%) 

Total 790 (100%) 

B. Implementation Problems and Issues Addressed 

During each stage of developing and implementing the EDCM program, implementation problems 
have surfaced and been resolved. These problems have ranged from coordination issues between the Court 
and other justice agencies regarding their respective operational functions in the program, to "growth pains" 
surfacing as the program has been expanded to other municipalities in the Counties. Most of these 
implementation problems have been resolved promptly through the cooperative efforts of local justice system 
officials who have been committed to making the EDCM program succeed. 

C. Initial Program Impact 

1. On Case Age and Disposition 

a. . Age of Pending Drug Caseload 

As of January 31, 1991, after the fIrst thirteen months of the EDCM program had 
been completed, the median age of the pending drug caseload was as follows: 

Track A 
Track B: 
Track C: 

b. Age of Disposed Caseload 

28.26 days 
7.49 days 
9.02 days 

The median age (from arrest to disposition) of the 613 drug cases disposed of 
during the fIrst thirteen months of the program (Le., January 1, 1990 through January 31, 1991) was: 

Track A: 
Track B: 
Track C: 

50.71 
18.24 
92.89 

C. Points at Which Dispositions are Occurring 

The 613 drug cases disposed of during the fIrst thirteen months of the EDCM 
program were disposed of as follows: 

Track A Track B Track C Total 

Pre Indictment 
Conference 214 236 3 454 (74%) 

Grand Jury Hearing 5 5 (1%) 

Arraignment 14 10 24 (4%) 

PTI Enrollment 0 1 1 (.2%) 

Trial 16 4 20 (3%) 

Post lnd Conf 27 9 36 (6%) 

.. Dismissal 49 13 11 73: (12%) 
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d. Methods of Case Disposition 

During January 1990 - January 1991, drug case were disposed of by the following 
methods: 

Track A Track B Track C Total 

Plea 221 236 18 475 
Trial 16 4 20 
Dismissal 49 13 11 73 

e. Event at Which Disposition Has OcculTed 

Track A Track B Track C Total 

PIC 215 236 3 454 
Gr. Jury Hrg 5 5 
Arrgntment 14 10 24 
PTI Enrollmt 1 1 
Trial 16 4 20 
Post Ind Conf 27 9 36 
Other (Dismsl) 49 13 11 73 

2. On Pre-Dis12osition SU12ervision of Defendants 

The EDCM program has resulted in greatly increased supervISlOn, treatment and 
rehabilitation efforts for defendants released pretrial. During January 1991, the pretrial status of defendants 
was as follows:' 

Track A Track B Track C Total 

Detained 54 6 3 63 (43%) 
Released on 

Bail 42 14 2 58 (40%) 
Defendants 

Released to 
Pretr. ReI. 0 0 0 0 

Defendants 
Released to 
ROR 13 12 ~ 25 (17%) 

Total 109 32 5 146 (100%) 

An additional 7 defendants were carried on bench warrants. 

3. On Use of Grand Jury Indictment 

Since the EDCM program was implemented, the number of grand jury indictments and the 
ration of grand jury indictments to felony complaints has decreased significantly, primarily as a result of the 
dispositions of indictable cases achieved at the pre-indictment conference and the prosecutor's greater 

.' willingness to proceed on accusations for those cases still open. 
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4. On Motions Practice 

The number of motions fIled in drug cases has decreased significantly as a result of the early 
open discovery practices instituted by the prosecutor and the public defender's agreement to limit motions to 

. those' cases in which a genuine issue. is presented. For those cases in which motions are fIled, they are 
generally fIled and heard prior to indictment -- i.e., within 2 -3 weeks of filing. 

D. Post Disposition Status of Adjudicated Defendants 

Of the 619 defendants sentenced during the fIrst thirteen months of the EDCM program, the 
following dispositions were made, including those to the various committees comprising the special 
community net'Nork established for the program: 

Probation 
Probation: Treatment Committee 
Probation: Job Placement Committee 
Probation: Monitoring Committee 
Probation: Community Service. 
Custodial Sentence (local) 

. Custodial Sentence: State 
PTI 
Probation Only 

TOTAL 

20 
135 
76 

113 
77 
70 

123 
2 

l 
619 

(3%) 
(22%) 
(12%) 
(18%) 
(12%) 
(11%) 
(20%) 
(1%) 
i1PQl 

(100%) 

The various referral committees providing placements for adjudicated defendants have offered a 
range of intermediate sanction options used in conjunction with probation supervision. 

For further information, contact: 

Hon. George Nicola 
Presiding Criminal Judge 
Superior Court of New Jersey 
Middlesex County Courthouse or 
1 JFK Square, Chambers 501 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903 
TEL: (201) 745-3438 

,. 
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John M. Chacko 
Criminal Division Manager 
Superior Court of New Jersey 
Middlesex County Courthouse 
1 JFK Square 
New Brunswick, NJ 08903 
TEL: (201) 745-4273 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

ATIACHMENTS 

Civil Liability Immunity Statute (for agencies participating in the Community Restitution 
Program) 

Sample Monthly Case Monitoring Report 

Forms Relating to Treatment/Community Service Component 

(a) Community Service Program Intake Form 
,(b) " ..... Community.Service, Conditions and Release of Information 
(c) Physical Limitation Statement 
(d) Community Service Site Information 
(e) Working Agreement with Work Site 
(I) Monthly Progress Report: Work Site 
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F.bsolves a couni;:y and municiDalitv 
from any civil liability- for 
community' service performed by' an 
offender as part of.a .court ordered 
sentence. 

(COUNTY AND WUNICIPF_L C-oVEfu~""M.ENT) 

This bill would absolve a .county or municipality of civil 
liability in connection with any community service performed by 
an offender as part of a court ordered sentence, penalty or 
other disDosition imnosed for the violation of a statute or 
ordinance ,- This bill also exempts the county or municipality 
from laws governing the provision of labor, workers' 
compensation, . conditio~s "of employment or' insurance in 
connection w.ith .. an offenders' community 'service, 

The League of Municipalities supports this bill ... 
,
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ATTACHMENT 2 

EDCH PROJECT HONTBLY CASE STATUS REPORT 

Jur~~:Middlesex County N.J. No. of Drug cases Filed.-.2.1.. 

Reporting Period Covered1 6/l/90 -. 6/30/.90 Total criminal cases 
Filed ______________ _ 

A. Case Status By Track .' 
j Track/. 

A B C 'Ittal 

(1 ) Pendina InventoIT 

Cases Assigned to Tracks as of 53 5 13 71 -
start of Renortina Period 

New Cases Assigned to Tracks 21 8 0 29 
Durina Renortina Period 

Total Number of Cases 74 13 13 100 . Assianed to Tracks 

I (2 ) ~ge of Pending Cases 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Median Age (in days} Bv Track3 53.16 0.85 65.46 

Age Ranae By Track (in days) 4 170/23 11/11 148/41 

(3 ) Next Event Scheduled 

Next Scheduled Event for Cases 
'Already Assigned To Tracks5 : 

. 

a. Pre Indt. Conf. 1 1 1 , ') 
b. Grand Jurv 1 0 4 , J1 

c. Arraignment 10 2 1 ;/ 

d. Trial 20 1 4 ;/C) 
"'- .b DrugCases FlIed But not Ye~ Asslgned to Tracks 28 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Indicate the, month and year covered by the report. 

Please 'designat~ the appropriate tracks for your DCM program. 
" 

Indica te the ~edian age of cases in each track on the last day of the 
reporting ~iCd. arii ,irrlicate the point from which case age is measured in 
your system. ./ ,.. 

" 

. Indicate the oldest ani yot:rn;Jest cases in each track on the last day of the 
reporting period. ' 

List the maj or events in your caseflcwprccess ar:d irrlicate the nurriber of 
cases?Y track awaitirB each event as of the last Cay of the ~:p=ricd. 

I , 
In::li.cate the total n1.J.TIlbe.r of caso..5 filed but not yet assign::d to b:ad<s as of 
the last day of the reporting period. 
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B. continuances/Extensions of Deadlines 

No. of continuances/Extensions Granted 
Track . : .. 

,', 
C 

-\..;-: . A B rn:tal 
(1) EVI 3nts ~ .. -~ 

st applicable deadlines/ 
vents in yOUJ; system') 

a. Pre-Indict. Conf 82 1 l2 q~ 

b. Grand Jurv 1 - n 1 

c. Arraianment 7 1 R 

d. . 

(2) Most Common Reasons For continuances/Extensions (if available)' 

a. Defense Requ'est 
b. Defendant to obtain atty. 
c. Pros. ·Awaiting Discovery 

c. 'Dispositions 

No. of Cases Disposed of 
During Reporting Period 

Event at Which Disposition 
occurred7 

14 

a. Pre Indictment Coni. 13 
b. Dismissal 1 

Track 
B 

12 

1 1 
l' 

c 

o 

o 
o 

Total 

26 

24 
2 

c. _______________________________________________________ '_'_' __ __ 
.·d. ________________________________________________________ _ 

Age (in days) of Cases at Disposition8 

Median (A) 23_14 (B) 21.67 ( c) 

Aae Ranae 45/13 113/7 

7 

8 

Ir.dicate the major fNents at which case di.sp:::sitirn cxxm:s in}o..II:" systan ar.d 
the number of cases cli..sf:>osed of by track at each event as of the last. day of 
the reporting period. 

I 

Indicate the point from which case age is measured in your kystem. 

-, 
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..... EDCM PROJECT MONTHLY CASE STATUS REPORT· 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT 

REPORTING PERIOD COVERED: 01/01/90 THRU 07/01/90 

I ... :J ........ -

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total No Of Cases This Period 345 Assigned: 315 Unassigned: 30 

********************************************************************************************************************************** 
Track A Track B Track t Total 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pending Inventory: Cases Already Assigned To Tracks 0 0 0 . 0 
New Cases Assigned to Tracks During Reporting Period 178 107 30 315 
Total No Of Cases Assigned To Tracks 178 107 30 . 315 

********************************************************************************************************************************** 

Rge Of Pending Cases 
Media~ Age Of Cases 22.39 0.11 28.73 
Oldest Case (In Days) In Reporting Period 171 12 149 
Youngest Case (In Days) I, Reporting Period 24 12 42 

B&C Combined 
6.38 

**********************************************************************************************************************~*********** 

NeHt Event Scheduled 
Pre Indictment Conference 11 0 1 12 
Grand Jury 10 4 14 
Indictment ill ill 0 
Arraignment On Indictment 10 2 12 
Disposition Of Case 20 1 4 25 

********************************************************************************************************************************** 
Drug Cases Filed But Not Yet Assigned To Tracks This Period 30 
Total Drug Cases Filed But Not Yet Assigned To Tracks 30 

********************************************************************************************************************************** 

Continuances EHtensions Granted 
Pre Indictment Conference 
Grand Jury 
Indictment 
Arra i gnrnent, 
Disp/7rial/Conf 
Totals By Track 

--- 82 
1 
o 
7 
o 

90 

. 1 

ill 
1 

12 95 
0 1 
0· I]) 

1 8 
0 0 

13 104 
***********************************************************************************************~***.~****************************** 

-

Continuances Reasons 
Code Description 
03 CRSE POSTPONED PER PROSECUTOR 
04 DEFN TO OBTAIN ATTORNEY/PD 
05 PROS WITNESS NOT AVRILABLE 
06 BW/DEFN FAILED TO APPEAR 
08 SCHED. PROBLEMS/DEFT. REQUEST 
10 DEFN ATTORNEY UNAVRILABLE 
11 DEFENSE REQUEST 
19 JOINT REQUEST BY PROS/DEFENSE 
20 PROS. AWRITING ADD. POLICE DOC 

Unknown/Blank 

Count 
5 

14 
1 
1 

42 
3 

15 
7 

10 

6 

********************************************************************************************************************************** 

- - - - - •. - - - - - - - - - - - -I 
'"'L'''·.'''''''<·.' <c ..... v..:. ~w. ,:- <.~J.:~~".,1ec<"'~."'~'t.,;-,'ri·>." &:\',:;;.;:.Hfo • 
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EDCl'rl PROJECT MONTHLY CASE STATUS REPORT 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT 

REPORTING PERIOD COVERED: 01/01/90 THRU 07/01/90 

Track A Track B 

. Page No 2 . 

Track C Total 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ases Disposed In Reporting Period 117 106 17 240 

************************************************************************************************************************* 

ge Of Disposed Cases 
edian Age Of Cases 28.86 

110 
10.96 

113 
1 

52.12 
B&C Cornbined 

16.65 
ldest Case (In Days) In Reporting Period 
oungest Case (In Days) In Reporting Period 5 

110' 
7 

*************************************************************i~**********************************-I!'********************'**** 
vent At Which Disposition Occurred 
t'e Indictrnent CClnference 81 105 0 186 
rand Jury Hearl ng 1 0 1 
t'raignment 7 6 13 
't i Enrclllrnent 0 0 0 0 
rial 2 2 4 
elst Ind, Celnf 1 0 1 2 
isrnissal -- 25 1 8 34 
************************************************************************************************************************* 
re Dispositional Status: Pending 
efendants Detained At MCACC 
efendants Released On ~ail 
efendants Released To PTR 
efendants Released To ROR 

Cases 
12 
29 

0 
4 

0 5 17 
0 6 35 
0 0 0 
0 0 4 

cltals By Track 45 0 11 56 
************************************************************************************************************************* 

UnAssgn Track A Track B Track C Total 
nact i ve Cases Bench Warrant 1 9 0 2 12 

****************************-11'********************************')1.***********************************************iC'-II,********** 

Pe.st Dispelsi t ie.n Status ?"" 

o Of Defendants Not Guilty ... .., 

clde 

18 
1C 
10 
1E 
IF 

EA 

~~ X-
I 

Defendants Senten~ed To 
Description 

PROBATION TREAT. COMMITTEE 
PROBATION JOB PLACEMENT COMM. 
PROBATION' RESTITUTION COMMITTEE 
PROBATION MONITORING COMM 
PROBATION COMMUNITY SERVICE 
CUSTODIAL SENTENCE MCACC 
CUSTODIAL SENTENCE STATE INSTITUTION iii . 

ATI_NL'- - - -

Co lint 

47 
22 
1 
45 
36 
21 
50 

IIIf - - - - - - - - - - -
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1. 

2. 

D. Defendant status 

Pretrial Defendants: 

a. Number of Defendants Detained lJ 

b. Number of Defendants Released 
By Method of Release9 

Bail __ ~3~5 __ ----__ 
ROR ____ ~~ ______ __ 

Total Pretrial Defendants _.....;S=-6.:::..-______ _ 

post-Disposition Defendants 
a. Number of Defendants Nolle Prossed/ 

Not Guilty 

b. 'Number 0'£ Defendants sentenced 
(1) to local jails ___ ~3~ ____ __ 

o 

(2) to state prisons ~1~6~ ______ _ 
Total Number of Defendants Sentenced, ____ ..:::.3=S __ _ 

c. Number of Defendants on Probation By 
Type of Probation10 
Communi tv Network~ ____ ~J~6~ ____ _ 

Total Defendants on.Probation, ___ ..::::.1:..::6~ ___ _ 

, « 

E . Please provide any other statistical infonnation which descri1:;es the effect of 
your EDeM program. 

Bench Warrant/Inactive' Status 
A 
9 

B 
o 

C Unassigned 
2 1 

Cr hginal Case Manager ' 
Specify types of pretrial release options/p~ am applicable number of 

defendants in each. 

, ,10 Specify applicable probation prcgrams/ optims in yrur ju:ds:licticrl arl:l n:nt:er 
of defendants in each. 

Total 
12 
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? COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT 
------------~~-

COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM 
I NTAKE FORI''! 

:': 0 ate 0 fBi re h : 

ATTACHMENT 3(a) 

----------------------------------- ------------------ Age: ---
jfddress: ___________________________________________________________________ ___ 

~cw long at this Residence: ~Home Phone No.: York Phone No.: ------- ---------- ---------
lIeans of Transportation: ___________________________ _ 

Address, Telephone Number &.Relationship of Closest Relative: -----------------

, 11-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Offense: Coure: ---------------------------

Sentence: lIud g e : ______ . ______________________________ __ -------------------------

~ lIealth Problems/AI lergles: ________________________________________________________________ _ 

~ ledications: __________________________________________________________________ ___ 
f; 
~ 

~ ~ny special problems (not indicated above) which might affect performance of Community 
i~ Ie rv ice: _________________________________________________ _ 

~ 11------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ Interes:s, S~ills: 

~ II Aide!HandicaDD, ed 
" ~: --Animal Care 
~~ I Carpentry 
~ Chi Id Care 

--Classroom Aide 
! II Cledeal Q 
~ Craf.:s 
~; 

(Check al I appropriate.) 

E I ec t rica I Ski I I s 
--Food Service 
--Health Service 
--Landscap i ng 
---Li brary 
--Ma i n tenance 
--Music 

Painting 
---Recreation Aide 
---Senior Citizens 
--Teachi ng 
---Telephone Work 
--Tutoring 
. Typing 

Visi tor (Nl1rsinc Home) 
Young Adults ~ 
Other -----------------

~ 
~ 
~ -; 

"pecial S~i Ils: ______________________________________________________________________ _ 

, "el igious & Communi ty Organizations: 
t -----------------------------------------4 
!: ,< 

~ 
IIresent or Previous Volunteer Work: _____________________________________________ __ 

~ 
~ Days & Times Avai lable for Communi ty Service Work: ' 

IL-----------------------------------------:----------_-------_----____ ----____ ----____ ---____ ----~-----------------------~---

~ust be included ror client transfer. 

-:: iii 



I ::t~ame: 

COUNTY PR08~TION DEPARTMENT -------------------
COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM 

INTAKE FORM (Cont'd.) 

------------------------------- :':Oa te of Birth : ___________ _ Age: ----
1I::~ddress: ________________________________________________________________________ _ 

::Social Security No.: :':Place of Birth: ------------- ------------------------------------
~ I Sex: ___ Race: _______ Height: ___ Weight: ______ Color Hair: _____ Eyes: _____ _ 

tl I ,'1a r i;:a I S ta tus : __ -'--___ _ 
tf' 

~ 

Nn. of Children: _________ _ Ages: ____________________ ___ 

~ 

~ 
ti 
~; 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I ::PR lOR RECORD 

Date of Arrest: ----------------
Place: __________________________________ ___ 

~ f; I Charge: pisposition: _____________________________________ __ 
~ . 
~ .. On P·roba t i on Now: 0 f f ic er : _____________ . __________________ _ 

~ II -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
II :~Drug/Alcohol Problem: ___________________________ Treatment: _____________________________ __ 

:': p S Y ch . / Emo tiona I Pro b I em : __________________ T rea tmen t : ________________________ _ 

II -~~~~~~~;~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I Grade Reached: _______ _ Attending School Now: -------- Hours: -------

Where: ____________________________________________________________________________ ___ 

G.E.D.: __________ _ Where: ---------------------------------------------------------
I -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*EMPLOYMENT . 

II Employer: ________________________________________________________________________________ __ 

.Address: 
-------------------------------------~----------------------------------------

,I Da te Emp I oyed: ---------- Sa 1 a ry: --------- Work, Days & Hours: ____________________ __ 
, 

;) Trade or Profession: 
1 I _____________________ ~ ____ ~ ___ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ___ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ___ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ___ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ___ ~ ____ ~ ___ ~ ____ ~ ___ _ 
~. . 
~ , 

~I t 

'1:':Must be included for client transfer. 
~ separate sheet. 
~. 

", ~, 

,I AO~-O~ ____ _ 

Include additional prior record information on 
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ATTACHMENT 3(b) 

COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT 
----------~C~O~M~M~U,~~I~I-~I'( SeRVICE PROGRAM 

Community Service Conditions and Release of Information 

, having 
------------------------------~-in 

been (convicted of) (charged with) 

am required eo perform days, or 
Court, understand that 

hours, of Community Service work. ------ -------
I understand that as a participant in the Community Service Program, I am not an 

employee of the County and, therefore, am not entitled to employee benefits including 
~or~~en's Compensation Coverag=. I am covered by an accident/medical expense insurance 
~ol icy. Notice of injury must be given to Community Service staff within 24 hours of the 

ac=ident. I muse provide verification that the injury was related to the performance of 
lommun i ty Serv ice. 

I agree to give the Community Service staff permission to release information about ~e 

1:
0 participating agencies. Community Set'vice staff employees have the authority to assign 
.e co a work site and to supervise the wo.rk performed. Community Service staff will be 

~ ,otified immediately of any change of job, residence, teJephone number, or heal th condition. I Inquiries from Community·Service scaff wi II be answered promptly and cruchfully. 

1'1 "> {F I am expected to perform a minimum of hours of Community Service per week. 
~ ~ust report ac the time assigned and nocify the agency in advance whenever I am unable to 
~ IPpea r for work. Any ex tended absence for ill nes s will be documen ted by a phys ic i an I s no te. 

L While at the work site, I will be cooperative, courteous and reliable, and obey all I; 
r, IUles and directions. I understand that I am not to report to a work site having consumed 
~ leohol or use,d illegal drugs. I am responsible for ensuring, that a record of Cor.;::1~nity l ~ervice hours is ~ccurately maintained. Agencies wil I report my work progress to t~e 
t Ijommunic y Service Program and this informacion wi 1 I be made available to the court. 

I I understand that fai lure to comply.with the rules and procedures of the progran and 
~ ?articipacing agencies may be cause for returning my case to court for another dis~osition 
~ Ihac may include sentence to a period of incarcera~ion: 
et i The above has been explained to me and I have been provided with a copy of this 
~1 

~~ 
I' 
~i 
~! 

locumen t. 

cs-04 

DEfENDANT 

PROHAI ION OFFICER 

DATE 

- iii" 
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ATTACHMENT 3(c) 
PHYSICAL LIMITATION STATEMENT 

As a condition of your court order, you are required to complete 

hours of service for a publ ic or private non-profit agency. You may be 

assigned to undertake a variety of tasks during the course of this service. 

Assignment will be based upon your'skills, interests, abilities, schedule 

and physical condition. In order to properly assign you t we require a precise 

description of any physical I imitations, handicaps or disabil jties you may have. 

If you have any condition which limits your work abil ity in any way, please 

describe this condition and the manner in which you are restricted. (Continue 

on the back if necessary.) 

Please I ist the name, address and telephone number of a physician who can 
verify the above. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

TELEPHONE NO. 

How long have you been under' th is 
physician's care? 

I attest that the above statements are true to the best of my knowledge 
and AUTHORIZE the release to the ~ __ ~~ __ ~~ _______ County Probation Depart-
~ent of al.J medical records or other information necessary to verify these state
men ts. 

- vii i -
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7 ATTACHMENT 3(d) 

COMMUNlTY SER TIeE SITES Vi ' .. 

EXPEDITED MANAGEMENT OF DRUG CASES PROGRAM: IL '.: . 

'90 JAN 12 All :03 

We are interested in having our organization involved in. this program as a community service 
assignment. 

Name and Address of Organization 

Edison Township Division of Parks 

328 Plainfield Avenue 

Edison, New Jersey 08817 

Name of Contact. Person in Your Organization 

~_~ris McAvoy. Supervisor of Parks Phone 287-0900 Ex~ 

Describe Work Involved 

- Grass Cutting, Weeding. Litter Pick UD, Leaf Raking 

Level of Skill Needed 

As described above. 

Approximate Hours Per Week 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.~. 

Day Evening Weekend x 

Person Responsible for On-Site Supervision 

Rotating Supervision Phone 287 -0900 E: 

Is ,?rganization Near T.ransportatlon? N (YIN) 

I Are Languages Spoken Other than English? _--=Nc:...;o:::..-___ _ 

»-1 ~.This .. Committee thanks you for your interest and commitment. One of our memBers will be 
~ contacting you in the near f~ture for more information and discussion. 

, I 

~ll , 
tt. . ~ 

----- ---~--~-----~--- -- -- ~--- - -~- - ~~~ - ~- ----~-- -- -
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COWWUNlTY SERVlCE SITES 
EXPEDITED }{ANAGEYENT OF DRUG CASES PROGRA}'( 

We are interested in having our organization involved in this program as a community service I assignment. 

I Name and Address of Organization 
American Red Cr0ss 

--. -----------------::--....".------------:------_._----------
I 501 George Street 

--------------------------~--N-e-w--Brun~~Ick-,~N~J~O~8-9-0~3=----------------------

--------------------------------------------------------
I Name of Contact Person In Your Organization 0 
I ~~di~~Meadow, Director Emergency & Social Se~vices Phone 247-9100 

I 
Describe WorK' Involved 

Typing, filing, photo copy work, and answering phones, 
general office work 

I 
Level of Sklll Needed I. Ab iIi ty t~ 

I 

read and write 

Approximate Hours Per Week 8:30-4:30 

----------------~--.- --------
----------,---------------------

I Day _X __ .Evening '_~_ Weekend ... ___ _ 

I Person Re~pon8tble for On-Site Superviaion 

Judith Meadow, Director Emergency & Social S~rvices Phone 247-9100 

I 
I 
I 

~s Organization Near Tr21nsportation? Ye_s__ (YIN) 

Are Languages Spoken Other than English? 
Spanish 

This Committee ~hanks you for yo.ur Interest and commltment. One of our members will be 
contacting you in the near future for more information and dlscussion. 

I I 
r_· ___ _ 
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY 

EXPEDITED MANAGEMENT OF DRUG CASES PROGRAM 
RESTITUTION PROGRAM 

Working Agreement with Work Site 

ATTACHMENT 3(e) 

In its capacity as a non-profit or governmental agency, 
(hereinafter referred to as the 

work site) agrees to consider clients on referral from the 
Restitution Program for community service work. 

Supervision of these clients will be provided by work site 
personnel. A monthly report o~ours completed, attendance, 
and the conduct of referred i~ividuals will be given to the 
program. 

The Restitution Program agrees to screen all clients and 
provide sufficient information regarding the client to 
protect the interests of the work site. All information 
regarding the client is confidential and will be safeguarded 
by the work site. The Restitution Program agrees to provide 
other assistance as needed to facilitate participation in 
the project. 

The work site agrees to provide a safe working environment 
for the worker. Clear instructions will be provided which 
will enable the client to perform the community service 
assignement in a safe manner. 

The Restitution Program provides accident/medical insurance 
for each referred client. 

It is tne mutual undestanding of the Restitution Program and 
the above-named work site that involvement in this program 
will neither reduce the present staff nor preclude the hiring 
of addi tional spersonnel .. 

This work site agrees to be identified to the media 
as a community services work site. 

This work site requests to be notified prior to 
being identified to the media as a community work 
site. 

., -
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Designated Site Contact Person 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

MAILING ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT) 

TELEPHONE 

Work Site Representative 

Date 

Program Representative 

Date 
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ATTACHMENT 3(£) 

MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT: WORK SITE 

NAME OF VOLUNTEER 

COMMUNITY AGENCY 

ADDRESS 

TELEPHONE 

CONTACT PERSON 

SUPERVISOR (IF .DIFFERENT) ________________________________ _ 

NATURE OF WORK _________________ HOURS REQUIRED 

HOURS 

DATE HOURS 
(FROM-TO) 

DAYS OF WEEK 

TOTAL SUPERVISOR 
(INITIALS) 

Overall Performance (Optional) 

5 
Outstanding 

4 
Good 

Comments on Volunteer: 

3 2 
Satisfactory Passable 

1 
Poor 

Suggestions for Improvements on Restitution Program: 

------~~-~~~~~~---~-
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

1. Project Summary 

The Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas implemented its Expedited Drug Case 
Management (EDCM; Program on January 2,1990, focussing initially on felony cases assigned to the Court's 
Felony List Program. Under the EDCM program, all new filings in the Felony List Program after that date 
have been assigned to one of four tracks, based upon the speed with which adjudication and disposition can 
be expected. In September 1990, the EDCM program was expanded to the Major Felony Case Program. 3 

In structuring the Philadelphia EDCM program, local officials attempted to address the 
constraints imposed on the judicial process by (a) the relatively low threshold for application of mandatory 
sentencing provisions for drug offenses; (b) the provisions imposed by state sentencing guidelines; (c) the fact 
that many drug dependent defendants were not necessarily charged with specific drug offenses; and (d) the 
fact that many defendants had multiple charges (drug and non-drug) as well as multiple cases pending. In 
response to these factors and their interrelationship, a decision was made to focus the EDCM program on 
expediting all felony cases rather than to single out drug cases. 

Case differentiation and track assignment is made by the Trial Court Administrator's Office 
immediately upon filing in the Court of Common Pleas on the basis of (1) defendant's custody status and (2) 
the likelihood of early case disposition. 

Simultaneous with expediting the adjudication of felony cases has been the expedited referral 
of drug cases to the County Department of Probation and Parole which is responsible for presentence 
reports, mental health evaluations and supervision. To this end, Probation officials have launched several 
special initiatives: 

(1) expedited screening of defendants whose cases are eligible for Track A (see Section 
lIBl below); 

(2) 

(3) 

expansion of alternatives to incarceration; and 

expansion of community based correctional services. 

2. Relevant Geographic and Demographic Factors 

Philadelphia, with a population of 1,600,000, is the largest City in Pennsylvania and located 
in southeastern Pennsylvania across the Delaware River from Camden, New Jersey. Philadelphia has a 

2 The Felony List Program handles felony cases with less 
serious charges, less serious prior records of defendants and in 
which no jury trial has been requested. The estimated trial time 
for Felony List Program cases is a maximum of 1 to 1.5 hours. The 
Felony List Program caseload accounts for approximately 70% of 
the Court's total felony caseload. 

3 The Major Felony Program handles all jury trial requests 
as well as the more serious felony cases, including rape, major 
arson; robbery cases involving mandatory incarceration; felonies 
with a firearm; and drug offenses in which a sent~nce of 
incarceration is mandated. Estimated trial time for cases in the 
Major Felony Program exceeds 1.5 hours. 
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number of universities and medical teaching facilities located within the city, and counts as its major 
industries banking, insurance and transportation. Presently, the City of Philadelphia is undergoing a severe 
fmancial crisis, complicated by a declining tax base. 

B. Description of the Judicial System 

1. Jurisdiction and Organization of the Philadelphia Courts 

The Philadelphia court system consists of two levels of courts: the Municipal Court and the 
Court of Common Pleas. The Municipal Court, the court of limited jurisdiction, has 22 judges and handles 
all criminal cases in which a sentence of under five years c::m be imposed and civil cases involving claims of 
under $ 5,000.00. The Municipal Court also conducts bail and preliminary hearings in felony cases. Appeals 
de novo from Municipal Court decisions are taken in the Court of Common Pleas which also hears cases in 
which a jury trial is requested. The Court of Common Pleas, the court of general jurisdiction, has 85 
authorized judgeships, 80 of which are presently filled, and a total annual case filing of approximately 40,000 
civil cases; 7,000 criminal cases; and 25,000 other cases Guveniles, domestic relations, etc.). The Court's 
jurisdiction extends to all felony cases in which a sentence can be imposed for five or more years, civil cases 
in which the amount in controversy exceeds $ 5,000.00 and probate, family and juvenile cases. The Court 
also hears criminal and civil appeals de novo from the Municipal Court. 

2. Description of the Court of Common Pleas 

a. Organization 

The Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas is organized into the following three 
divisions, each headed by an administrative judge appointed by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court: Trial, 
Orphans and Family. The criminal section of the Court's Trial Division is organized into three trial 
programs: (1) the Homicide Program which handles cases involving murder and manslaughter charger; (2) 
the Criminal Calendar Program, which handles more serious felony cases and felony cases in which a jury 
trial is requested; and (3) the Felony List Program which handles less serious fdony cases in which a jury 
trial is not requested. Approximately 70% of the Court's felony caseload is disposed of through the Felony 
List Program. 

b. Calendaring System and Support Staff 

The Court of Common Pleas uses a master calendaring system to assign cases 
within each of the three trial divisions of the Court. Cases in Tracks A, B, and C of the EDCM program, 
however, are assigned initially to the EDCM judge for possible disposition, either on the day of arraignment 
or at a pretrial conference scheduled within 21 days. All cases in Track E are assigned initially to the n Track 
En judge for the pretrial conference 49 days following arraignment; those Tl"ack E cases which require trial 
are then referred, on a master calendar basis, for assignment to a judge in the Trial Division. (See Section 
IIB1 below for a more detailed description of the EDCM caseflow process.) 

c. Caseload of the Cowt of Common Pleas 

Calendar year 1990 case filings and dispositions in the trial division of the Court of 
Common Pleas have been as follows: 

2 
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Trial Division Dispositions 

Criminal 
Homicide 570 

3,815 
12,581 
16,966 

423 
4,031 

15.942 
20,396 

Civil 

Major Felony Program 
Felony List Program 

Major Jury 
General Jury 
Non-Jury 
Asbestos 

Subtotal: 

Subtotal: 

10,755 
2,006 
6,553 
1,550 

20,864 

3. Description of the Philadelphia Criminal Justice System 

9,131 
2,126 
8,087 
1.438 

20,782 

The Philadelphia criminal justice system is made up of a number of state and local agencies. 
Judges of the Court of Common Pleas are elected for ten year terms and their salaries are paid by the State 
of Pennsylvania; judges of the Municipal Court are elected for six year terms. Judicial support staff and 
operating expenses for the courts are paid for by the City of Philadelphia. The Supreme Court of 
Pennsylvania exercises administrative authority over the Courts and appoints the administrative judge of the 
major divisions of the Courts. The Sheriff" is elected for a four-year term and is responsible for prisoner 
transport, courtroom security, and execution of civil process. The District Attorney, elected for a four year 
term, is responsible for prosecuting all criminal matters. Indigent defense services are provided by the 
Defender Association of Philadelphia, the director of which is appointed by the Board of Trustees of the 
Association. Conflict and homicide cases are handled by court-appointed attorneys. Pretrial release 
recommendations are made by the Pretrial Services Agency which supervises a limited number of defendants 
and assigns other defendants released pretrial to other agencies for supervision, including the Department of 
Adult Probation and Parole which is funded by the state (70%) and the City (30%). Five detention facilities, 
known as the Philadelphia prisons, are maintained for defendants pretrial and those sentenced to less than 
two years incarceration by the City of Philadelphia. Correctional facilities for defendants sentenced to 
incarceration for more than two years are provided by the state. 

4. Relevant Statutory Provisions Regarding Drug Cases 

In 1988, the Pennsylvania Legislature adopted sentencing guidelines applicable to all 
criminal cases~ The guidelines are presumptive. The Legislature has also enacted mandatory sentencing 
provisions5 which establish one of the lowest thresholds in the country for mandatory incarceration. Under 
Pennsylvania statute 6 possession of two or more grams of a controlled substance carries a minimum 
incarceration period of one year; possession of ten grams or more mandates a three year minimum 
sentence. 7 

4 Previous guidelines had been declared unconstitutional. 

5 Pennsylvania Consolidated statutes, section 18-6300 ff. 

6 See Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes. 18-6314.7508. 

7 A~di tional mandatory incarceration provisions have also 
been enacted for recidivist offenders. 

3 
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5. Impact of Existing Court Orders Regarding the Jail Population on the Court's Caseload 

The Philadelphia Prison, located in northeast Philadelphia twelve miles from the courthouse, 
serves as Philadelphia's local jail. The prison has suffered severe crowding problems for some time and has 
been the subject of a number of recent federal and state court suits. As the volume of sentenced defendants 
in the jail increased, more pretrial defendants have been released under court orders issued in the cases 
described below: 

o Harris v. Reeves 

To comply with the federal jail population cap, all cases 
of defendants detained pretrial are reviewed to screen out persons charged with less serious offenses or with 
minimal criminal histories. Defendants found qualified to be released are released on a Harris v. Reeves 
signature bond. Persons not released pursuant to the Harris case, are subsequently screened by the 
Conditional Release Unit of the Pretrial Agency except for fugitives and defendants charged with armed 
robbery, murder or rape. 

o Jackson v. Hendricks 

Persons not released under Harris or subsequently conditionally released by the Pretrial 
Agency, may be released pursuant to Jackson v. Hendricks which requires O.R. release of accused drug 
dealers where the amounts of drugs involved are below 50 grams. (Since the provisions of the Section 
18.6300ff require mandatory incarceration of defendants found guilty of possessing two or more grams of a 
CDS, the mandatory release required by Jackson v. Hendricks has resulted in an increase in the number of 
failures to appear (FrA's). In addition, defendants released under the Jackson v. Hendricks criteria have 
also picked up new cases while on release, thereby exacerbating the Court's caseload. 

6. Organization of the Prosecutor's Office and Indigent Defense Services. 

a. Prosecutor's Office 

The, Philadelphia District Attorney's Office is headed by an elected district attorney 
and staffed by 220 attorneys and a support staff of 233 persons. Under state rules of discovery, most 
discovery is discretionary although such items as names and addresses of eye-witnesses and documentary 
evidence is mandatory. Generally, the prosecutor provides available discovery, if requested. Police reports 
are provided at the arraignment or, if not available, within several weeks following at a specially scheduled 
discovery conference. The increased use of facsimile machines had reduced the time for transmittal of police 
reports and thereby improved discovery exchange between prosecutors and defense counsel. 

b. Indigent Defense Services 

Indigent defense services are provided by the Defender Association of Philadelphia 
which is headed by an appointed public defender and staffed by 135 attorneys, and approximately 170 support 
staff consisting of nine paralegals, 31 investigators, 37 social service workers and secretaries, and 93 
administrative and file room staff. In addition, the office is served by law and student internees. Conflict 
and homicide cases are handled by court appointed attorneys. Felony cases involving indigent defendants are 
assigned to public defenders at the Preliminary Arraignment in the Municipal Court at which time eligibility 
for indigent defense services is determined. It is estimated that 80% of the felony defendants appearing 
before the Court of Common Pleas are indigent. 

4 
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7. Provision of Pretrial Release and Probation Services 

a. Pretrial Services 

Pretrial Release Services are provided by the Pretrial Service Agency, which is city
funded. The Pretrial Service Agency interviews all defendants upon arrest and makes recommendations to 
the Municipal Court Bail Commissioner regarding their release. Prior to the current jail crowding 
conditions, the Pretrial Release Agency provided bail recommendations based on an adopted grid scale and 

. any departures from these recommendations required a written explanation. While the guidelines are still 
followed, there are also various reviews conducted of detained defendants' cases to comply with recent court 
orders. (See (5) above). 

The Pretrial Services Agency supervises a limited number of defendants on 
conditional release; others are assigned to local agencies for supervision. 

b. Probation Services 

Probation services and parole services for individuals sentenced to incarceration of 
less than two years are provided by the Adult Probation and Parole Department (APPD) of the Court of 
Common Pleas. Approximately 70% of the APPD budget is provided by the State of Pennsylvania and the 
balance is provided by the City of Philadelphia. The APPD is staffed by 412 employees, divided into two 
departments: Special Services, which performs presentence investigations, mental health evaluations, intensive 
supervision services and other special programs, and (2) general services which provides general probation 
and parole supervision. Probation officers also have warrant authority. 

As of January 1991, the caseload of the APPD included 32,175 probationers and 
parolees. In addition, APPD prepares 4,000 - 5,000 presentence investigation reports annually. 

8. Diversion/Deferred Prosecution Programs 

For some years, the Philadelphia District Attorney has referred certain criminal cases, 
including cases involving minimal drug possession, for Accelerated Rehabilitation Disposition (ARD) in 
which prosecution is deferred pending the defendant's participation in a probation supervision/treatment 
program. These cases had been referred to a specially assigned Court of Common Pleas judge (the ARD 
Court) and dismissed upon the defendant's successful completion of the conditions imposed. At that time, 
his/her record is also expunged. As of April 1, 1991, these cases are being handled in the Municipal Court. 

Section 780-117 (Section 17) of the Pennsylvania Code also permits the Court to enter a 
finding of "probation without verdict" in a case involving a defendant charged with a drug offense and whQ 
has no prior drug convictions if the defendant pleads to or is found guilty of a drug offense. In such cases, 
the Court may withhold entering a judgment, defer proceedings and place the defendant on probation for a 
period not to exceed the maximum for the offense and, upon the defendant's sm'l:essful completion of the 
probation, the court may dismiss the case. The prosecutor has been generally opposed to the application of 
Section 17 and it has not been frequently applied. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE EDCM PROGRAM 

A. EDCM Program Objectives 

1. Adjudication Component 

The initial purpose of the EDCM program was to expedite the disposition of drug offenses 
and to accelerate the point at which defendants in drug cases came under court supervision aJild treatment. 

I 
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Attention initially focussed on those drug cases which could be diverted or be disposed of under Section 17 
(See Section 8 above). As program planning progressed, however, it became apparent that a far greater 
segment of the court's caseload was amenable to the expedited case management program. In addition, it 
also became apparent that many non-drug offenses were committed by defendants with drug problems who 
could benefit from accelerated probation referral even if they had not been charged specifically with a drug 
offense. 

Accordingly, when the program was implemented on January 2, 1990, all cases (drug and 
non-drug) flied in the Court's Felony List8 program were included. Based on the Court's success in disposing 
of these cases, the EDCM program was expanded to cases in the Major Felony Division 9 on September 1, 
1990. In February 1991, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court approved a phased-in expansion of the 
Differentiated Case Management procedures introduced in the Felony List Program to the entire criminal 
docket. 

2. Treatment /Supervision Component 

Concurrent with the goal of expediting the adjudication of drug offenses is the goal of 
accelerating the point at which drug offenders come under the supervision of the Court and its supervision 
and treatment programs. To this end, focus has been initially directed toward early probation screening of 
incarcerated defendants suitable for" A" track disposition so that the EDCM judge handling the disposition of 
"A" track cases at the time of arraignment will have adequate presentence information at that time for 
sentencing and probation referral. 

B. Program Description 

1. Adjudication Component 

a. Tracks Established and Their Criteria 

The EDCM Program for Felony List cases establishes four tracks: 

Track A: Track A cases are those which are eligible for diversion from trial (e.g., 
through the Accelerated Rehabilitation Program) or for disposition on the day of arraignment through a 
guilty plea. 

If an itA track" case is not disposed on the day of arraignment, it will be reassigned 
to Track B if the defendant is in custody or to Track D if the defendant is released. 

Track A was established to transform the arraignment into a meaningful screening 
mechanism whereby defendants charged with certain non-violent offenses can be offered an opportunity to 
enter a guilty plea on their first appearance in Common Pleas Court; initially, Track A cases included 
primarily retail theft, auto theft, bribery, illegal use of credit cards, etc. As the EDCM program progressed, 
Track A was expanded to include burglary, arson, certain drug cases and escape. 

Track B: Track B cases involve primarily incarcerated defendants whose cases are 
not eligible for Track A or whose cases are not disposed of through the Track A process. 

Track B was established to enhance trial date certainty for custody cases, regardless 
of the charge, by providing for a trial readiness conference 21 days after arraignment. The initial intent of 

8 See Note 1. 

9 See Note 2. 
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Track B was to ensure the timely completion of discovery, screen out cases in which a defendant requested a 
jury trial, and to provide for stipulations to testimony which would reduce the necessity of witness 
appearances on the day of trial. 

Track C: Track C cases involve defendants in custody with multiple open cases 
which can be consolidated and disposed of at or shortly after arraignment. 

Track C was designed to consolidate at a single adjudicatory proceeding multiple 
cases pending against a defendant in custody, regardless of the charges involved. These cases are identified 
at the time an EDCM case is fIled and scheduled before the EDCM judge for a consolidation itearing. If a 
consolidated disposition of these pending cases cannot be achieved, the EDCM case is assigned to Track B 
or D, as appropriate, and the other pending cases proceed as originally scheduled. 10 

Track D: Track D cases are those which do not fall into Track A, B, or C 
(generally bail cases and complex custody cases). Track D serves as the standard track on which all cases 
would be assigned if they were not adjudicated through the mechanisms established by Tracks A, B or C. 

In addition, a fllth track, Track E, was created eight months after the initial EDCM 
program began, for cases in the Major Felony Division which handles more seriQus felony cases and cases in 
which jury trials have been requested. Track E applies to serious, non-drug felony cases fIled in the Major 
Felony Division and uses procedures comparable to those for Track B. Track E was established on 
September 1, 1990 for all cases assigned to the Major Felony program after that date. 

b. Track Assignment Process and Point at Which Track Assignment is Made 

Immediately following the preliminary hearing in Municipal Court, the public 
defender provides the Court Administrator of the Court of Common Pleas with a list of defendants who 
appear to be eligible for diversion programs or who seem likely for disposition through Track A. A copy of 
this notice is also sent to the Probation Department for purposes of obtaining criminal history information 
and screening for the DOWOP program (see Section 2 below). Approximately two days prior to 
arraignment in the Court of Common Pleas, the Deputy Court Administrator for Criminal Listings reviews 
each case and assigns it to the appropriate Court administrative division (i.e., Felony List, Major Felony, or 
Homicide). At that time, cases assigned to the Felony List program are also assigned to the appropriate 
track based on the criteria established. This information is also entered into a personal computer in the 
Court Administrator's Office which permits the Court to monitor the operation of the EDCM program. 

c. Track Processing Procedures 

Cases proceed in the EDCM tracks as follows: 

Track A: All cases referred to Track A are heard before the Arraignment Court 
judge and disposed of on the day of arraignment; if an A case is not disposed of that day, it becomes a B or 
D Track case depending upon whether the defendant is in custody; 

Track B: Track B cases generally involve custody defendants and are scheduled for 
a trial readiness conference 20 working days after arraignment before the EDCM judge. The purpose of the 
trial readiness conference is to monitor discovery, discuss stipUlations to testimony, screen jury demands and 
identify additional non-trial dispositions. Trials of Track B cases are scheduled for 49 days after arraignment. 
In the event a continuance is required, it does not exceed 30 days. 

10 The Track C procedure was important when the EDCM 
program began because of the large number of defendants who had 
multiple pending cases; as the EDCM program has progressed, the 
number of Track C cases has necessarily declined. 
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Track C: Track C cases are scheduled for a pretrial conference within 21 days 
following identification. Because of difficulties in retrieving fIles for pending cases scheduled shortly after the 
Defendant's arraignment on the EDCM case, a decision was made to exclude from Track C consideration of 
any pending case scheduled within 30 days of the arraignment because of the difficulty in (a) locating the fIle 
for the pending case and (b) reassigning it to the public defender and district attorney handling the 
consolidated Track C hearings. However, if a case, otherwise suitable for Track "C", is assigned to Track 
"Bit because of these scheduling problems, pending mUltiple charges will be dealt with at the Track B trial 
readiness conference. If the cases are not disposed of at the conference, the new case continues in Track B 
for disposition and the pending cases proceed as scheduled. 

Track D: Track D cases are set for trial 45 days following arraignment, with no 
intervening events. Most Track D cases are disposed of at the first trial setting; if a continuance is essential, 
disposition occurs in any event no later than 90 days following arraignment. 

Track E: Track E cases are scheduled for a pretrial conference 49 days following 
arraignment; in appropriate cases, a second pretrial conference is held 20 - 30 days later. Those cases which 
have pot been disposed of by that time are then scheduled for trial within 120 days. 

The purpose of the E track was to provide court supervision and intervention in 
Major Felony Program cases much earlier in the process and to provide an opportunity for case disposition 
at each scheduled event. Unlike the List program cases, which are considered less serious felonies, little 
dispositive action is anticipated with Major Felony cases at arraignment. However, court officials felt that, 
once discovery could be completed, a meaningful pretrial conference could be held which could result in case 
disposition in certain cases. Prior to the EDCM program, the pretrial conference for Major Felony cases 
was held two weeks following arraignment -- too soon for discovery to be completed and therefore not 
contributing to case disposition. Under the EDCM program procedures, the timing for the pretrial 
conference was therefore extended from two weeks to seven weeks to permit attorneys time to prepare the 
case and conduct a "B" type of pretrial hearing before the EDCM judge assigned. The purpose of this 
pretrial hearing is now to "clean out" the docket and distinguish those cases which can be disposed at that 
point from those which need to be tried. For those cases which need to be tried, the goal is to set the trial 
date sooner. 

The program began by focussing on custody cases and has been disposing of 
approximately 6 cases per day (25-30% of the cases set.) 

2. Treatment/Supervision Component 

a. Special Programs for Drng Offenders 

In addition to various intensive SUpef'llSlOn programs, concurrent with the 
implementation of the EDCM program, funding from the State Board of Probation and Parole permitted the 
Probation Department to establish the Drug Offender Work Program (DOWOP) which provides multiple 
weekly contacts, urinalysis on demand, job training, and community service to defendants with low levels of 
drug involvement and minimal criminal histories. Generally, these defendants are adjudicated through the 
Track A process. Each defendant referred to the DOWOP program is required to spend the first sixty days 
following referral at a private non-profit residential and vocational group center known as the Greater 
Philadelphia Center for Community Corrections. During this period, staff prepare a structured program of 
drug counselling, vocational assessment and preparation for conditions of supervision along with 
arrangements for a medical assistance card, determination pf training services, and other personal support, as 
needed. The assessment of the defendant's needs made during this sixty-day period then becomes the basis 
for the probation office's subsequent supervision. 

In addition to the DOWOP program, the probation office also provides intensive 
drug supervision, electronic monitoring, and other specialized services, as appropriate, for drug dependent 
defendants. 
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b. Description of the EDCM Screening/Referral Procedures 

At the time of the preliminary hearing in Municipal Court (10 days following 
arrest), the public defender identifies defendants for potential Track A disposition and submits this list to the 
Probation Department (F.ee Attachment 1) two to three times each week. Defendants on this list are 
primarily those with lower levels of drug involvement who might benefit from expedited referral to probation 
services. The list designates the custody status and Common Pleas arraignment date for each defendant, 
along with his/her Municipal Court case number and Police number. 

The list of cases is assigned to the Probation Office's technical specialist who serves 
as a liaison between the Probation Office, police agencies and other justice agencies in order to obtain 
criminal history information for each defendant and a preliminary laboratory report for drug cases to 
determine whether the amount of drugs involved is over or under the two gram threshold for mandatory 
incarceration. The technical specialist records the results of his/her investigation on a face sheet summary 
(see Attachment 2) and sends it to a probation agent who reviews it. If the lab report indicates that less than 
two grams of a CDS was involved and the defendant's criminal history is minimal, the probation officer 
interviews the defendant to determine the type of probation resources appropriate and whether he/she is 
suitable for and willing to participate in the special DOWOP program and, in some cases, conducts a home 
visit. Based on this information, the probation officer then submits a report to the judge regarding the 
defendant's prior history and eligibility for the DOWOP program. The report is sent to the judge's law clerk 
who gives it to the judge after adjudication. The judge may accept or reject the probation officer's 
recommendation. Approximately 20% of the defendants initially identified as potentially eligible for the 
accelerated Track A probation program actually participate. 

c. Summary of the DCM Felony Case Process 

1. Felony Case Processing Procedures 

Defendants arrested on felony charges appear before a Municipal Court 
Bail Commissioner within six hours of arrest at which time conditions for release are determined and a 
preliminary hearing in Municipal Court scheduled within three to ten days after arrest. The Pretrial Services 
Agency reviews the defendant's custody status and makes release recommendations to the Court. 

Release can be made on one of the following conditions: (1) release of 
recognizance (ROR); (2) satisfaction of a bond set by the Municipal Court Bail Commissioner on the basis 
of an assessment of the Defendant's risk and community ties; (3) upon recommendation of the Pretrial 
Release Agency for conditional release; or (4) pursuant to the conditions mandated in Jackson v. Hendricks 
or Harris v. Reeves. 

On the day following the Bail Commissioner's Hearing, the Municipal 
Court reviews the status of those defendants who are still confined and, upon the recommendation of the 
Pretrial Services Agency, may order a defendant conditionally released and assigned to a community agency 
for supervision. Those defendants who remain confined (generally those who are charged with more serious 
offenses, may have detainers and/or an FTA history) are subsequently screened (when?) according to the 
criteria of Jackson v. Hendricks at a hearing conducted by the Court of Common Pleas Jail Master and 
attended by representatives from the prosecutor, public defender, pretrial service and probation offices. At 
that hearing, a decision can be made to release the defendant and assign him/her to the Probation 
Department's Intensive Supervision Program or another community agency or to have him/her remain 
confined. 

All violations of pretrial release conditions are reported by the supervising 
agency to the Pretrial Services Agency. 

The purpose of the preliminary hearing in the Municipal Court is to 
determine probable cause. Upon such a fmding, the case is held for the filing of an information within ten 
days. 
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Arraignment in the Court of Common Pleas is scheduled for twenty-one 
days following the preliminary hearing in Municipal Court. Two days prior to the arraignment, the deputy 
court administrator in the Court of Common Pleas reviews each case on the basis of the EDCM track 
criteria established and assigns it to an appropriate track. Those cases suitable for Track A have already 
been identified by the public defender during the Municipal Court Preliminary Hearing (see Section 2b 
above). On the day of the Court of Common Pleas Arraignment, the prosecutor and defenses attorneys 
meet to discuss all cases assigned to Track A. If an agreement on a guilty plea is reached or if the defendant 
indicates a desire to enter an open guilty plea 11 to the charges, or if the case qualifies for disposition under 
Section 17, the case is referred to the EDCM Judge for immediate disposition. Cases approved for diversion 
are scheduled for a diversion hearing within 14 days before the judge designated to handle diversion cases. 
CUstodial defendants on Track A eligible for the DOWOP Program (see Section 2a above) are also screened 
for program participation and enter a residential treatment program for 60 days. 

Cases on Track B are scheduled for a pretrial conference before the 
EDCM judge within 21 working days. Track B cases which cannot be disposed of at the pretrial conference 
are scheduled for trial within 49 days following arraignment. 

Cases on Track C are scheduled for a consolidation hearing within 21 days 
after their identification before the EDCM jUdge. Those Track C EDCM cases which cannot be disposed of 
at the consolidation hearing are assigned to Track B or D, with the pending cases proceeding as scheduled. 

Track D Cases are scheduled for trial 49 days after arraignment. 
Below is a comparative summary of the case processing events and 

timeframes applicable to each track in the EDCM program 

2. EDCM Track Timeframes 

All Cases 

Event Track A Track B Track C Track D Track E 

arrest Day 1 Day 1 Day 1 Day 1 Day 1 

Mun.Ct. 
Pr.Hrg Day 10 Day 10 Day 10 Day 10 Day 10 

Arrgnt. 
in C.P. 
Court Day 1* Day 1* Day 1* Day 1* Day 1* 

* 30 days after arrest but Day 1 as a 
Court of Common Pleas Case 

Dispos. 
Hearing Day 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Pretr. 
Conf. n/a Day 21 Day 2112 n/a Day 49 

Trial n/a Day 49 n/a Day 49 Day 120 

11 An lIopen guilty plea" is made before a judge who 
determines disposition without any prior negotiations between the 
prosecutor and defense counsel. 

12 e.g., 21 days following identification of the pending 
cases by the Trial Court Administrator's Office. 
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d. Project Start-up Date 

The EDCM program for Felony List 13 Cases began January 2, 1990 and was 
expanded to cases flled on or after September 1, 1990 in the Major Felony Program 1~ 

e. Cases Included in the EDCM Program 

All felony cases flled in the Felony List program after January 1, 1990 and in the 
Major Felony Program after September 1, 1990 are included in the EDCM Program. The only crhninal 
cases not included in the EDCM program are those assigned to the Homicide program which will be 
incorporated September 1, 1991 into the court-wide DCM program now being phased in. 

f. Provisions for Handling the Pending Inventory 

Cases flled prior to the start-up date for the EDCM Program in the Divisions 
involved have been scheduled according to pre-EDCM program procedures. All pending custody cases in the 
Felony List program, however, were specially scheduled for a pretrial conference and, if not disposed, 
scheduled for the next available court data. All other cases have been assigned for trial at the next available 
trial date before one of the ten judges assigned to the Felony List Program, with 12 cases per day scheduled. 

g. Case Monitoring Perfonned 

The Court Administrator's Office, with the designated EDCM judges, closely 
monitors the case process through the use of a pc-based information system developed by the Court in 
supplement to its mainframe equipment and very frequent meetings 15 with the EDCM judge, prosector, 
defense counsel and probation staff. Information is maintained regarding the number of cases assigned to 
and disposed of in each track; the median case age at disposition by track; the median age of pending cases 
by track. In addition, compliance with the conditions of pretrial conference and other orders is carefully 
monitored by the appropriate supervising agency (e.g., probation, pretrial, etc.) A sample monthly case 
monitoring report is provided in Attachment 4. 

III. CHANGES REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT THE EDCM PROGRAM 

A. Rules 

No rule changes were required to implement the EDCM program. 

13 See Footnote 1. 

14 See Footnote 2. 

15 During the planning 
meetings were held daily. 

and early implementation 
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B. Procedures 

1. Within the Court 

Implementation of the EDCM program introduced major changes in the caseflow process. 
Every event scheduled became a dispositive event designed to provide an opportunity for case disposition. 
The arraignment proceeding, for example, had always been considered purely an administrative function at 
which no dispositive action on the case occurred. Conducted by a bail commissioner, who scheduled a 
pretrial date, no judge was involved at that stage who might take a guilty plea if proffered. Trials were 
always overscheduled to accommodate the numerous continuances that always occurred because there was no 
certainty to the trial date scheduled and no pressure to be ready for trial on a case until it had been 
previously continued. 

To implement Track A, the Common Pleas Court arraignment, which previously had been 
largely an administrative function designed to initiate case processing activity in Common Pleas Court, 
became a dispositive event in the caseflow process. Track A cases not disposed of at arraignment are then 
assigned to Track B (if the defendant is in custody) or Track D. An Arraignment Judge was therefore 
designated to whom all cases (Track A, B and C) which might reach disposition the day of arraignment were 
referred immediately following arraignment. The function of the Arraignment Judge is to take pleas in those 
cases in which a plea agreement is made and, in other cases, explore outstanding issues and schedule a 
pretrial conference within 20 days for A and B track cases not disposed of on the day of Arraignment. Track 
E cases were assigned to the E-Track judge who maintained control over each case during the pretrial period 
until it was either disposed of or scheduled for trial. 

In preparation for implementing the EDCM program, court officials held numerous 
discussions with the district attorney, public defender, probation, sheriff, clerks and other officials in agencies 
potentially affected by the new EDCM procedures. These meetings focussed upon projecting the impact 
which the EDCM program would have on each of their respective office operations and determining how to 
accommodate it, including such issues as the sheriff's resource and logistical needs to provide the additional 
prisoner transport anticipated, the additional clerical support required to handle the increased volume of 
cases, etc. Careful planning was also needed to determine the number of cases that could be scheduled daily, 
paper and defendant flow, and other logistical problems that the new program presented. Notices were 
published in legal newspapers informing the defense bar of the tracking system and procedures. (See 
Attachment 3). Court staff met with the criminal bar to explain the new program. 

A major milestone in this planning process was the commitment of the District Attorney 
and the Public Defender to provide sufficient experienced attorneys to staff the EDCM Court and the 
District Attorney's agreement to reevaluate the plea offers made at the arraignment stage in light of statistics 
on the court's sentencing practices, particularly for low end offenses. These statistics indicated that judges 
were sentencing defendants in the low or mitigated ranges of the guidelines instead of the upper range which 
was the basis for the prosecutors' initial plea offers. These statistics also demonstrated that the prosecutor's 
plea offers did not require change in substance but, rather in timing, so that the same offers being made on 
the day of trial could merely be made months earlier at arraignment. 

The court made available funding from the BJA grant to the prosecutor and the public 
defender to permit one attorney from each office to staff the EDCM court. The prosecutor, through his own 
resources, provided two additional experienced prosecutors and two paralegals; the public defender, through 
his own resources, provided an additional attorney and one paralegal. 

Court officials met weekly to plan the EDCM program; after its implementation they met 
daily in the EDCM Judge's chambers before court convened. Invariably, numerous problems surfaced and 
were resolved as soon as possible after they arose. For example, because the Arraignment Court was 
handling three to four times the volume of cases as other courts, its need for additional resources became 
evident, particularly, for more clerks and computer access to criminal history information. The Court also 
instituted a computer link with the police lab and the Court Administrator initiated daily communication with 
the city prisons regarding prisoners scheduled for court the following day. 
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The implementation experience of the EDCM program in the Felony List Program provided 
the groundwork for a relatively smooth implementation of the EDCM program in the Major Felony Case 
Program Division. To launch that program, an additional data entry clerk and a courtroom clerk were 
immediately assigned. Building on the procedures for prisoner transport developed for the Felony List 
program, the sheriff was able to provide necessary prisoner transport (a major problem experienced when the 
EDCM program was fIrst implemented.) In preparation for expanding the EDCM program to the Major 
Felony cases, the judge assigned and the deputy court administrator for criminal listings met with the 
Criminal Justice Section of the Bar and published various announcements in bar journals (see Attachment 3). 
The judge assigned has attended to a myriad of other tasks needed to keep the program going smoothly, 
developing its credibility, carefully phasing in its procedures and developing systems to accommodate the high 
volume of cases being handled. For example, an area of additional computer support that was needed was 
for transferring notes on a case made at one hearing to the computer for subsequent reference at future 
hearings. 

2. Within the Prosecutor's Office 

The Prosecutor's commitment to cooperate with the EDCM program objectives was -- and 
continues to be -- essential to implementing the EDCM program. The District Attorney's Office screens all 
cases flIed prior to arraignment and district attorneys meet with defense counsel at that time to discuss plea 
potential. The District Attorney has provided experienced staff to the EDCM courtroom on a daily basis to 
assure that plea offers are consistent with those generally made at the trial stage and has developed 
appropriate procedures to assure that district attorney files are present in court and that victims are 
contacted beforehand so that plea offers can be made. In addition, as previously noted, he has reevaluated 
the plea offers made at the arraignment stage in response to comments that they were unreasonable and has 
made an effort to make them consistent with those offered at the time of trial. He has also instituted an 
open flIe policy at arraignment to permit defense counsel to have whatever information is available to assist 
the defendant in assessing the plea offer. 

3. Within the Public Defender's Office 

The Public Defender designated a senior attorney to staff the EDCM Court and to screen 
all incoming cases prior to the Municipal Court preliminary hearing for potential expedited disposition. The 
Public Defender also took on the responsibility of notifying APPD of eligible Track A defendants at the time 
of Municipal Court screening, 20 days prior to fIling in the Court of Common Pleas. This notification has 
permitted APPD to be prepared on the day of the Court of Common Pleas Arraignment with the following 
information for each detained defendant potentially eligible for Track A disposition: (a) the laboratory 
analysis report confIrming both the nature and weight of the confiscated substance; and (b) an evaluation of 
the defendant's treatment needs and referral recommendations. 

The change in the prosecutor's policy regarding plea offers so that those presented at the 
time of arraignment reflected the likely disposition after trial also appears to have enabled the public 
defender to be able to more frequently recommend that defendants accept these plea offers at arraignment 
unless other factors dictate otherwise. 

4. Within Other Agencies 

a. Probation Office 

To implement the EDCM program, the Probation Office established closer working 
relationships with a number of agencies. For example, the public defender provides the Probation Office 
with a list of potentially eligible Track A defendants at the time of their Municipal Court Preliminary 
Hearing for further APPD screening. (See Section 2(b) above). In order to screen these cases grior to Court 
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of Common Pleas Arraignment, the APPD has hired a technical specialist to coordinate with the drug lab, 
detention facilities and sources from which a defendant's prior criminal history are obtained, in order to 
provide treatment/supervision recommendations to the Court for cases disposed of on the day of 
Arraignment. 

A number of probation officers (26 approximately) have been added for drug 
offenders. Approximately $ 100,000 was obtained from the state legislature to operate the "Dowopn 
program (see Section _2(a) above), an alternative to incarceration, permitting a defendant to be referred to 
an intensive supervision/work assignment program operated by the Department of Probation and Parole. 

b, Sheriff's Department 

The EDCM program has necessitated a major increase in prisoner transport 
services, requiring the sheriffs to transport 5-10 prisoners at one time, compared to generally one per hearing 
previously. 

c. Clerk's Office 

The increased volume of cases handled through the EDCM progr'am has also 
imposed a major increase in workload on the Clerk's office. The Clerk has increased clerical support to the 
EDCM judge from one clerk to three clerks and has also provided additional file cabinets to store the 
disposed cases. 

d. Police 

Funds from the BJA grant were provided for a lab assistant in the police lab who 
could analyze and weigh suspected narcotics before arraignment. The Court also provided the lab with (a) a 
court computer so that the amounts of drugs in each case could be entered in the Court's computer and (b) 
a fax machine so that lab reports could be sent to the courtroom when necessary. 

A. 

IV. PROJECT EXPERIENCE TO DATE 

Case Status 

1. Track Assignments 

During CY 1990, EDCM cases were assigned to tracks as follows: 

Track A: 

Track B: 

Track C: 

Track D: 

35% of the Felony List Cases were assigned to Track A of which 40% 
(14% of the total Felony List cases) were adjudicated through the Track A 
process; the remaining cases were transferred to Tracks B or D, depending 
upon the Defendant's custody status; 

33.4% of the Felony List Cases were assigned to Track B, including those 
transferred from Track A; 

10.6% of the Felony List cases were assigned to Track C, of which 36.5% 
(3.9% of the total Felony List cases) were adjudicated through the Track C 
process; the remaining cases were transferred to Track B or D, depending 
upon the Defendant's custody status; 

42.5% of the Felony List cases were assigned to Track D, including those 
transferred froth Track B or C. l 
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2. Methods of Disposition 

During CY 1990, EDCM cases were disposed of as follows: 

Track 

A B C D E 

ARD 14.6% 6.2% 1.6% 

1402 Disp. 23% 14.6% 10.3% 4.2% 6% 

Plea 
Neg. 45.4% 47.3 33.5% 17% 45.9% 
Open 16.4% 20.1 55.6% 18.2% 38.3% 
Nollo 
Plea .3% 2% 18.3% 1.1% 

Trial 
Glty 5.9% 17% .7% 
Not Glty 1.1% 6.6% 1.4% 

Nolle Pro sse .1% 5.6% .1% 10.5% 5% 

3. Age of Cases at Disposition 

The average days from ruing in the Court of Common Pleas to disposition for each track 
during CY 1990 was: 

Track A: 
Track B: 
Track C: 
Track D: 

B. Other Areas 

1.9 days (14% of the Felony List cases) 
59.1 days (33.4% of the Felony List cases) 
30.5 days (3.9% of the Felony List cases) 

105.7 days (42.5% of the Felony List cases) 

1. Reduction in the Pending Inventory 

On January 2, 1990, the Court had a pending inventory of 7,068 cases in the Felony List 
program. During CY 1990, 12,581 cases were fIled in the Felony List program and 15,895 were adjudicated, 
resulting in a 47% reduction in the pending inventory of Felony List cases. 

2. Earlier Trial Date Av~iIability 

Trial dates are more readily available since many cases that would otherwise have been set 
for trial are settling much earlier. 

3. Impact on the Jail Population 

During the first year of the EDCM program's operation, the percentage of pretrial detainees 
in the local jail has been reduced from approximately 63% to approximately 51%. 
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4. Greater Interagency Communication 

The key to the success of the EDCM program has been the extraordinary interagency 
cooperation that has existed from the program's initial planning stage. Formal meetings of all involved 
agency officials have occurred at least bi-weekly during the fIrst year of the program, with numerous, smaller, 
ad hoc meetings held daily to address problems as they arose. 

5. Impact on the Docket Generally 

There are a number of spin-off effects which may result from the EDCM program. Among 
these are greater scheduling certainty as a result of the screening occurring early on; more efficient use of 
judicial resources as a result of more certain trial schedules and stricter court monitoring of continuances; 
and, as a result of the "weeding out" of cases through the EDCM screening procedures, greater trial date 
availability for all cases. It is also anticipated that, by disposing of simpler cases earlier, more realistic trial 
scheduling can occur, taking into account, of course, the likelihood that those cases set for trial will be more 
complex and time-consuming. 

Apart from the positive impact which the EDCM program has had on the cases ftled since 
January 1990, implementation of the EDCM program has demonstrated that, with proper resources, the 
Court can take control of its docket and bring together the diverse interests of the various parties involved in 
the case process. The positive experience of this pilot project has changed local perceptions and attitudes 
about the pace of litigation and the role which the Court, in cooperation with other justice agencies, can play 
in efficiently managing the caseload. 

C. Implementation Problems and Issues Addressed 

1. Prisoner Transport 

The transportation of prisoners, both between the court and prison (located 12 miles from 
each other) and within the court facility has always posed a problem but has been exacerbated with the 
accelerated pa e of case processing introduced with the EDCM program. These problems were complicated 
by the fact that the holding facility in the courthouse is seven floors down and requires a walk of 
approximately 1/10 mile to the EDCM courtroom and most of the sheriff's busses are old and in poor 
condition. To adequately address these problems will require completion of the City's new criminal justice 
facility complex now being planned. 

2. Secretarial Support 

The increased volume of cases handled by the EDCM judge as well as the increased length 
of the court day in the EDCM courtroom made it apparent that additional support from the Clerk's Office 
was essential to handle the paperflow of the EDCM courtroom. To address this problem, the Clerk agreed 
to provide two additional clerks to the EDCM courtroom. 

3. Information System Needs 

Since the court's mainframe information system lacked the capability to provide the 
monitoring reports necessary to manage and fIne-tune the DCM program, the court developed and has 
maintained a pc-based information system focussing primarily on the DCM program activities, including track 
assignments and case status. 

16 
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4. Facility Issues 

All criminal proceedings in the Court of Common Pleas take place in the Philadelphia City 
Hall which is an old building, in poor repair, and without the physical features deemed essential to promote 
adequate security, public accommodation and flow, and working efficiency. For example, the task of 
transporting prisoners to and from the "courthouse" requires at least three to four elevator trips each way to 
and from the basement courtyard to the seventh floor holding facility. A new criminal justice facility is being 
planned but construction has not yet begun. 

D. Special Issues Addressed 

1. Principal Modifications Made Since the EDCM Program Began 

A great deal of fine-tuning has occurred to make the EDCM program work. Numerous 
changes in program design and operation have been made since the EDCM program was introduced, 
primarily to expand the scope of the program. 

2. Other Issues Addressed 

In addition to the modifications noted above, a number of "delay producing" situations have 
been addressed. These include: 

a. Requests for Jury Trials on the Day of Trial 

Under Pennsylvania procedure, a jury request can be made at any time up to the 
point of trial. To address this problem, three judges are assigned randomly each day to handle jury trials 
requested on the day of trial; whether or not they can handle all jury requests that might be made on the 
day of the request, the effect of this procedure should reduce frivolous jury demands because (1) the judges 
are randomly selected by the computer and therefore one party cannot "judge shop"; and (2) once a jury 
demand is made, the judge assigned hears the case -- even if it turns out to be a plea. 

An average of 143 jury demands are made monthly for cases in the List program. 
These cases are sent to the Major Felony Program Division and scheduled for trial within 120 days if they 
cannot be tried on the day of request. An additional problem which has had to be addressed involving jury 
demands occurred because the public defender's policy has been to assign a new public defender if a jury 
demand is made, maintaining that preparation for a jury trial requires more time. 

b. Motions 

Although motions continue to be heard on the day the trial is scheduled, once ruled 
upon, the case often results in a plea that day. The Court has not instituted a special motions hearing date 
and hears motions on the day of trial because, under the EDCM program, trial is scheduled 49 days 
following arraignment -- which is only 12 days after the date motions and answers must be filed under 
Pennsylvania Rules of Procedure. 

3. Efforts to Institutionalize the Program 

The first year of experience with the EDCM program has been accomplished, primarily, 
through the efforts of a number of individuals in the Philadelphia justice system. The personal leadership 
and commitment of the first EDCM Judge, the deputy court administrators, the prosecutor and the public 
defender, in particular, have been instrumental to the program's effectiveness. As the program:continues, its 
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need to become institutionalized has become very apparent so that its continued operation can be assured 
regardless of the individuals in office at anyone time. A new EDCM judge took "office" in January 1991 and 
has been maintaining the pace of the EDCM program. The Court has adopted a plan which will not only 
institutionalize the EDCM program for the Felony List and Major Felony cases but will also expand the 
DCM program to the full criminal and civil docket over a three-year period. 

For further information, contact: 

Judge Legrome D. Davis 
Judge, Court of Common Pleas 
1408 One East Penn Square or 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
TEL: (215) 686-9534 
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David C. Lawrence 
Chief Deputy Court Administrator 

for the Trial Division 
Room 370, City Hall 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
TEL: (215) 686-7348 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

COURT OF COM~~ON PLEASE - TRfAL DIVlS10N 
Adult Probation and Parole Department 

Differentiated Case Management Pre-Trial Evaluation 

IDENTIFYING DATA 

Name: AKA..: Sex: 
. 

Phila. Photo No,: Datt.:) of Evaluation: 

Age: Birth Date: Birthplace: 

Ethnic Group: Re.ligion: 

tyfarital Status: Occupation(work history): 

Educdtion & Training: 

PRESEN"T OFFENSE 

Charges: 

Bill & Term: Plea: 

DispOSldon: 

POLICE r \.B0~ATORY 
Date: ----- [] Over 2 Grams- [] lJnder 2 Grams 
,-\r.ai~mment Date: 

~ -----------

C:R.r.l\1I1'~AL 1-ITSTORY & Rt JrvL",,1ENDATIONS: <see reports> 
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COORT OF GOMMON PLEAS - TRIAL DIYISIOH 

Adult Probation and Parole Department 

Differentiated Ca~e Manage~~nt Pre-Trial Evaluation 

IDENTIFYING DATA: 

Name: Ar..A. . SEX: 

MALE 

Phila. Photo No. : DaLe of Eyaluation~ 

711670 

Age: Birth DaLe: Birthplace: 

29 4/3/61 . 

Ethnic Group: Religion: 

OTHER 

Marital Statu.o: Occupation (wor~ history): 

Education & Training 

PRESENT OFFENSE 

Chargee: KNOW/POSS CO~~~ROLLED SUBSTANCg; MFGjDELjPOSS W/I MFG/DEL 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 

Bill & Term: Plea; 

H.C. 90/01 ~3165 

Disposition: 

POLICR LAEQRATORY 

Date: [ J Over 2 Grams 

Sentencing .Date: 1/1Q/9J' 

QEIMIH6.L HISTORY !!I RECOM11RliDATIONS: 

DC #90-09-005544. 

. , . 

[XX] Under 2 Gram6 

I 
I 

<see reports> 
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COURT NOTICES 
CIVIL TRIAL LIST 

JULY 31- SEPTEMBER 4, 1m 

1l1CfC ..nil be no foonal CaI.I of the L1st during Ihe mooth of A\J~'Ust. However. C;u,:SlIPI~ring 00 Ihe 
tri.allist IS of July J I. 1990. will be ~Jled lvzilablc fonrial 00 ooe day's oo<icc. unlcssspcda! >pplica
rK.'IIl is made 10 lbe COWl. 

Tn ;a.:kJjrion. any case whkh all piII1ics wish 10 have Iriod m ADgust may be added 10 this list byapplica
tion 10 the Cakntlar Judge. 

The Calcudar Judg<: will be AVailable foc apflliCllioos, ~gD<ncn!S and iajunctiOl2 .J>«lCCCdinLS 
throughout AogWl at 9 l.m. in Courtroom W7. 1601 "'far\:C( Strcx:l. 

1l1C Cal! o( doc List will CWT!nx:oce on Sq>ICmocr 4. 199O.1'hal lisl will be printed iD Tk I~gal 
Itlldli!,(Il~Lr un Auguu 20. 1990. 

EDWARD J. Bu.K£ 
MminisrraJ~ JI/dge 
Trial Dilisicm 

MJRN{AM J. GAFNf 
Civil CaJu.dar JllJigt 

NOTICE TO THE BAR 
CRI.Ml1'IAL CALENDAR ])ROGRAM 

National Trial Bar Fear-s 
An 'Assault On Juries" 

New A TLA President SOli;nds .Off 

By WIlliAM VOGELER 

SAN DIEGO (ACCN) - When (be 
new president of the Association ofTriul 
Lawyers of America gave ]Iis inaugural 
speech at (he group's annual convention 
last week, he used a phrase Ulat was 
oft-repeated during !lIe week-long meet-

for insurano::-iodustry public relations; 
placed ads in t.lozens of newspapers an9 
national magaz.ines and on network tele
vision in !.he media campaign. 

ing: ·'the assault on the civil jury." . . 
Michael Maher, who was elected But Cbarles Clarke. executIve VlCC 

Campaign Over 

Thursday to preside . over the pr~id~nl of the institute. said the cam-
70000-member association said trial palgn IS over. 
la~yers must work together' to ward off "We are oot doing any advt:rtising 

C~lCIlCing l.ulY 27. 1?90. all.aim~ CtiCS.processed dwooy. the Room 875 m-Iignroen( proce- the assault on the civil jury by big now," be said. "There's still some prob-
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duru. will be as5ltnOO 2 tria.llhle 111 Ihell' respccuvc: pro~. b . 1cms in the tort system, but the impact of 
1>bttcnassigned 10 the Criminal Calendar Progrun wilt be scboduled for trial in Room 625. approxi- USlness. those roblell1s is less." C 

m.uc/y J 20 days a(~ .KTl\ignmeD.I. corui$lcnt with roun~, availab1lity aDd the ~c at which.new ~s Insurers On Attack CJ!ke said joint and several liability ~ 
an: filed. l1>e tnCIlCe 0{ schoduJtng !hesc cases IOf ... f'R·uul coofcrence two weeks aftec aJTalgnmcnt IJC •• •• •• 
susy.t00cd. All new cases. OOta ~il and custody. "'=sign:t1Cd as being aPI'ropriD(C for the Criminal CaJ- He said (he IOSUI'an:e mdusl~ IS .Icad- had Ixe~ a majOr problem for m~I~:->, <-
end:.., Prtogrun ..... ill. ~.urraigruJ)Cnl. be ~bcduled befol'e Judge Carolyn Enge! TcnliJl foc 11 "Trial ~_ lug tbe attack by tClJlOg potential JUrors beause it has exposed them (0 liabilIty I-

11oC$S" Conference 35 w()flUng days laIC!. Addilionally •• 11 ClI.flody cases presently sc\)cduled fonrill in that large jury awards are driving their for the tortious conduct of others who I' 

ROOOl615 00 or aflel' November S. 1990 will be listed [Of' a "Tria! Rcadines.s Confcreocc" before lOOge insurance costs up. could not afford tf' pay adverse judg- c 
Tcmin.35 woWng days prior (0 trial. ~ fim Trial R.eadi1'lCSS ConfereDce, will be hdel 011 &pIemlH.T '"It's lI:!<llly an insultlo tbe intelligence ments. However.: the legislatures in. 42 I-

_J7r J99OJa_:lJO..,P;OOA 1I JAe _ir_rlo'·:r .... , R.,.di_.~ •• " ... q ... alMt~I.w¥> •• ~r .ariUllU'j __ ..l:;~.said.m • r.:. »Iates mvo.o ... d';i ...... d,1It.~ •. , .. . C 
aJ.>.. <b... bi-l .w.. .....J..eu. ~ by !he coon. .' ". ". ........ :. _.-: ..... .' ,_, \nter m{(: ,eW. "They're saying thaI the Clarke .denied the iusuraoce industry is _ ........ 0:.:.. • 

The p<lrpo:s.e or~ coo~= W~I be~ ~U!e. dl~ p-roqM. c.1i= .SU~~.I.O tr;W- American Jill)' bas been doing the \\-TOng trying'to "assault the chrUjwy. ,_. He said ~ 
mouy. sctOaI pmnaJ JlIOIIOO.!. lIOd idenQfy non-Irial tlispo1Jt!OOS. U)C ~II 0( this 1151111& will be .[0 th· .. th . _' try h ·u· ! __ A.~ c'vil J'USt;"A . 
. ~_, -'___ . by d·' . of' ·bl·r mg_ c ur"us as en CUQ.J we J ........ 
1nr:::re.llSe u .... .uoc; C'C'llllDl)' urunalLlIg a.5 JJl.Iny cooses OClI'ItlnUUlCe as po5Sl C, .Iu 10 aeocc emy " • • ::< 
ui:aJ liu~ iJI Cot.troom 625 through oon-lrial dispol..ltiom bcfoc-e die trial readiness coo[e:rcncr. jl>l!ge. • I n. .. " ~rs .ba;e ~v:rti.sed heavily ~n na- system: bot oo~ the Jury syste'?l'. L 

F« casc maoJIgcmart W ~iStiaJ purposes !he TrW ~ Coofer= process in the: CrimiJUtl ~ media I. Junes Mve made JllSur- "1 think the lllSurence compames rup- c 
C.kDdar l'rognrn slLlll be known u "E Track.... ance too CXpw!il/t:: .by granting massive port 100 pero=nl the jury system in the c 

M.aUen which ZR I\()( tfupo:sed ulhe Trial RudinessCoafCl'CDC(: 'olI111 be JUignod flY a wKvrrtrial. awards. Some professionals - stich AS Unieod Srates," be said. " 1-

jwy Ula\'1Y guihy plea by Ihc Cakndu Jodge~! witbjudicial avIilability. Dcsi~ Of" pre- obstetricians - and public agencies - Julie Rochmm assiStilDt manager 0{ -, 
idcnIifJCd open plea jud~ will 00 longer be .vtilablc ID cooDSd 00 the day of IrW in coomoomill in such as school dislTiclS - cannot even get federal affairs for the institute in c 
any cue coofamoed by JPdge Tcmin. ".. .' coverage, tbc:y say. Wasbi~D D.C~, said i~ arc not· r, 

. '.' \ In 1986, the Insura.occ Infoonatioo In- against the jury S)'!>tetU- • 
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Already, the message seems to be ris
ing higbee in trial lawyers' consciousness. 
At the An. ··mventioo. even attorneys 
speaking on ,,-dared topics repeated the 
charge that the jury sysrem is under attack 
00 several fronts. 

Allan Kanner. a Pbiladclphla Jawya-
. who spoke at the Environmental and 
Toxic T-orts Section ~otatioo. said 
large ~ions attempt ro overwhelm 
jurors in toxic-tort trials with complicated 
issues and experts. He urged lawyers ro 
make ~ simple. and to focus 00 moral 
issues of responsibility. 

··"fhat·s what the jtll)l system is ,." 
about, •• be said .• , Let those rules of Ci(JIl-o 

duct in a oomrnl,nity OOtltrol.·· . 

A PrecIwious Position· 
Barbara LawJess. a San Francisoo Iaw-· 

yec who lectured aI: the Employment 
Rights Law Section program. commented 
lhat the jury system is in a precarious p0-
sition as the best protector of the people. 

"1be only thing that scares a e<>qJOf3-
lion is a jll1Y:' she said. "Wi.thout the 
jwy system _ • • we would be in real 
trouble." 

Laurence Drivoo. president of the Cal
ifornia TriaJ Lawyers Association, sent 
the same message in about 80.000 more 
words. He wrote' 'The Civil War on Con
sumer Rights," an IS7-page argument 

. that the insurance industry, the medical 
community and big business are conspir
jng to wage war against consumers. 

He daims the hi.g-business alliance is 
pt"epared to destroy the right to a civil jury 
trial through its propaganda and sophisti
cated marketing technique:;. 

Tort Refonn War 

But Peter H!lber. a senioc fellow at the 
Manhattan Institute for PoUcy Research 

• C>~_U~ ~U}'<U~IJ agamst~

crecy in the courts:" • 
Among the init.ttives: "release of in

formation to the media .... 

• 

., ___ ~ . _ .... ..>VJulUU aLK1 1""11-

rive damages • 
A1LA also approved amencilUCllts £1.1 

its bylaws for the election of two A TLA 
~ members. to represent the Uoited 
I.iogdom and two more members to rep
resent the rest of the world . 

COURT ~~OTIC¥B 
NOTICE TO THE !JAR 

CRIMINAL CALENDAR ~~ROGKAM 

(Comimu!tijromT 9) 

Ust Pn>gna cases Do wbich a j.uy ha beeft daI-*'d wiD '-<1:) loop be ~lico1 foe trial Ihrougb 
<AltJmoom 625. Cor • .DmCing 00 Jr J 27. 1990, aU slldl CtiC6 will be ~ 00 a random basts w 
citbrr JtJdge BemsreiJl.looge GUlrioo or JIoIdte- Warl:ins MJd scboduled for .. pn:um ~ bdOfe 
\be ~ judge ~x.ima!tly two wed;s afll:t \be <lanlmd is made. lbese tlmt judges will maintain. 
iodividual calendars and witt be res~ fO(" all cakodaring activities in Ih!:se cases. 

Additiooally, beginning September 4, !99(}. tad CIOD!iooiog \f:wQugb JUUItIY 4. 199t, the policy 
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ATTACHMENT 4 

MEMORANDUM 

January 11, 1991 

To: 
From: 

Honorable Edward J. Blake, Administrative Judge Trial Division 
Joseph A. Cairone, Deputy Court Administrator Crim.inal Listings 
Expedited Drug Case Management Program Statistic% Subject: 

Adjudications December 1990 Term 

!:!:I:llli:li:!1!:!~~1:~§'!~~:ti§m~~~~::!:li:::~:~j:;:1;. ~il::i~j:I~:;:~~:~!i:~:;I:i:liji:f,H'i!:;!:ll::i::lil::;lillll!i!:j!ildlii:ii,!lili::i"g:ll:;l:li:::::jiHi::lii:llili!iiiy;i!;ilill:!iii!ltillli!illii!;!l!!l;§:!!!!!!il!!I!llilil. iill:[~m:!I::ill: 
Abated 0 0 0 1 0 1 

ARD 29 0 0 23 0 52 

Guilty 0 23 0 38 2 63 

Not Guilty 0 7 0 32 6 45 

MC Appeal Withdrawn 1 13 0 10 0 24 

Nolle Pros 0 17 0 29 14 60 

Nolo Plea 1 8 0 48 3 60 

Plea 1402 68 26 0 11 10 115 

Plea Negotiated 102 105 9 40 89 345 

Plea Open 38 42 0 46 64 190 

Pros Withdrawn 0 0 0 0 0 0 

'::1i!§:tJ.:!:11;!~j'~;~1:~!:~·~::i;1;~lil~~:i;i!I!!~;;::;:I:i::':l:;:: ::;::::::;:'jlij::~~2:;:::;:[l·;::~;:i~l;i:!~g1.!i!iii:lH::!il:l!il;I::::~:;;:~i:::;~i:~2::::: ;!iiil::l:i;:;!;i:~:z§:ii!!I!H:!li!:!iliiili!i!liiii!§'§::il! iliiiiiii!:II!!liiji2§.l:i! 

Total Targeted 614 364 30 550 664 2222 

Percent Adjudicated 38.9% 66.2% 30.0% 50.5% 28.3% 42.9% 

Total A Track Bench Warrants = 86 
Percent of A Track FTA = 14.0% 
Total Bench Warrants Issued for Term = 86 

Calendar Program Adjudications = 170 
List Program Adjudications = 785 

I . 

EXHIBIT III 
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Adjudications Year to Date 

:·:~~ii;;:::i:i:~::i.A:~Jv~~r~;mri:§J/jffi:~~::::!i;:;;;:i;:;;;:. ::.::::i::;:i:;jl;·4:;::il:!~::i::l::; i;:iil:~I:;lij;l:~;!!:11:i:i!:I:i::: :~;11\::::1:!ij:;:·:Q:!:::!i!!:::l:i:·::;lj:jt:;::;:::l;!?:;::i;;i:!~~:i~:: :i~;:;·l:;:::;;~::l;:llll\:l!l!i:: ·;:l:!i::T~ili·~~·'[:"; 
Abated 0 2 0 4 0 6 

ARD 391 1 0 102 7 501 

Guilty 0 136 0 282 3 421 

Not Guilty 0 26 0 109 6 141 

MC Appeal Withdrawn 8 74 3 32 0 117 

Nolle Pros 3 130 1 174 22 330 

Nolo Plea 7 45 0 303 5 360 

Plea 1402 615' 337 76 69 26 1123 

Plea Negotiated 1214 1091 247 281 200 3033 

Plea Open 438 464 410 301 167 1780 

Pros Withdrawn 0 0 0 0 0 0 

:::;;~~~§.!~i[:~~Jy:gJ~~I~j:I::::~:!!i![III:!:l!:l:l:i(1::!!:;:1!;:::·::::::;::·;:::::I~i!~:§i76::;ii:: .:!Iii::~[!:~.§:~:~.:~!i:::. ~:;i!:;:::;;;;:iz~2::i:ili:: ·l;il:l!!i:::il::i.§'.~;1.::;;; :!i:;::!ji!i:l:l!:!j1:;~~:~;(:( :j:[!!!!I(~i:;!~:q:.§X~:;;![;;:i 
Total Targeted 6682 4540 2018 5775 1654 20669 

Percent Adjudicated 40.0% 50.8% 36.5% 28.7% 26.4% 37.8% 

Ave. Days To Adjudication 1.9 59.1 30.5 105.7 72.9 47.3 

Total A Track Bench Warrants = 805 
Percent of A Track FT A = 12.0% 
Total Bench Warrants Issued = 904 

Calendar Program Adjudications = 583 
List Program Adjudications = 7229 

I , 
1 Trial adjudications are incluoed in these totals, for a separate breakdown of trial adjudications see the 

following chart. 
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Time of Trial Adjudications Year to Date 

. ;iil;l!i[!i!~il~l~t~:~j'~~I~~!!:§:ti:~!~:~E;;it :l!;llll!ij;!I~~~jl!!ll!i)~!!;I· ;111~l!lllllll~~Jlli!!jliili!l~ :;~I~jllll~;Q:)!111!!lt;li~;~I)llljl;j!lllQ;illll!ll)lIllll;' iil~il)ll!I!I:~lll!i:ll~i;:II!j!!ll: :Ii!ll~[~:~:!.~:;lll!f 
Abated 0 2 0 4 0 6 

'" ARD 0 1 0 98 0 99 

Guilty 0 130 0 277 3 410 

Not Guilty 0 24 0 106 6 136 

MC Appeal Withdrawn 0 43 0 30 0 - 73 

Nolle Pros 0 115 0 158 14 287 

Nolo Plea 0 43 0 290 2 335 

Plea 1402 0 75 0 50 4 129 

Plea Negotiated 0 163 0 263 14 440 

Plea Open 0 169 0 283 10 462 

Pros Withdrawn 0 0 0 0 0 0 

JAC:cb 

cc: Honorable Legrome D. Davis 
Honorable Carolyn Engel Temin 
James A. Buggy, Court Administrator Trial Division 
David C. Lawrence, Chief Deputy Court Administrator 
Joseph A. Lanzalotti, Deputy Court Administrator 
Michael Green, Deputy Chief Probation Officer 
Cliff Baumbach, Director M.I.S. 



Criminal Programs Statistical Report 1990 

Cases Received Cases Adjudicated* 

Homi ci de Calendar List TOTAL Homicide Calendar List 
Jan 41 367 1017 1425 39 463 1665 
Feb 29 310 953 1292 41 311 1205 
Mar 48 373 986 1407 47 318 1429 
Apr 71 419 1156 1646 42 501 1738 
May 55 326 1071 1452 44 379 1337 
Jun 33 346 841 1220 48 335 1293 
Jul 50 385 1254 1689 45 332 1456 
Aug 48 205 1010 1263 28 149 806 
Sep 34 244 897 1175 49 257 1102 
Oct 43 381 1168 1592 63 375 1506 
Nov 65 226 1054 1345 29 258 1176 
Dec 53 263 1174 1490 41 321 1182 

TOTAL 570 3845 12581 16996 516 3999 15895 
Mon. Avg. 47.5 320.4 1048.4 1416.3 43.0 333.3 1324.6 
Daily Avg. 2.2 14.9 48.8 65.9 2.0 15.5 61.6 

Year to Date Through December Term 1990 258 Trial Days 

Homicide Calendar List TOrAL 
Beg. Inv. 1/2/90 407 2654 7068 10129 
Cases Received 570 3845 12581 16~96 
Cases Adjudicated 516 3999 15895 20410 
End. Inv. 12/31/90 461 2500 3754 6715 

Increase/Decrease 54 -154 -3314 -3414 
Monthly Average 4.5 -12.8 -276.2 -284.5 
Da i 1 y Avera.ge 0.2 -0.6 -12.8 -13.2 

EXHIBIT II 

* Adjudication is the entry of a final verdict but does 
_not necessarily require the imposition of a sentence 

Current 
Backlog Estimate 
Homicide 267.5 
Calendar 1000.4 
List -2206.6 

-TOTAL -938.8 

TOTAL 
2167 
1557 
1794 
2281 
1760 
1676 
1833 

983 
1408 
1944 
1463 
1544 

20410 
1700.8 

79.1 

.. - -----_ ... - - - - - - - - - - .. - - ---_S6:;:!~::11~d'-t ,.;","~~"'_ ~"'~' "~':<:_~"'~~f""""c.,'" ~ .. ,,~, _,,:_,,_,,~. c:'",.\/,~"n": L~,_-!<.";.{J'f_i,;_~':~s&i.._-'X~_~4.i§~~~.tfd;< (;'%;-fr,,,.,,,;t' ~_ H ,:t::;:.'r"eRF""M"·$'~4;'}r f.,·'/'YY'""tV "1'4'" M~~·,··.fj·'jilW; '-V·u""'''';~\'''@fia''':'n''*$'¢-· ef'i"Wf.#"t"?Ai#Yf o"l)jir«i'Y<§,' [Wt;" \""'"1 "~··;<·liiP:Y5/""ff.J·-mimfN(·' ,&"~'¥'\~5i'tW>:l's:t"'~ .",-.i).'}i"""" "r.""";;'f i·@"'5'"- ..1.J6i''''7f "''r'''r£''j~>to:<:~I;'i& '''( '~£G:;:"}·'!t cEf w"'iSi'!'''m !i''';#~';,p'l.4Wf#:wJ 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

1. Project Summary 

On April 1, 1988, the Second Judicial District Court in Ramsey County, Minnesota 
implemented a Differentiated Case Management (DCM) program for all civil cases. 2 On September 9, 1990, 
the Court expanded the civil DCM program to the criminal docket and, in addition, established a special fast
track for drug cases in December 1990. Both the civil and criminal DCM programs utilize mUltiple tracks to 
accommodate the special procedural and managerial requirements of the Court's caseload. 

2. Relevant Geographic and Demographic Factors 

The Second Judicial District Court sits in the state capital, st. Paul and, consequently 
handles almost all cases in which the state is a party. Ramsey County, whose 1988 population was 472,683, is 
part of a multi-county metropolitan area including also Hennepin, Washington, Anoka, Dakota, Scott and 
Carver Counties. A large minority population resides in Ramsey County, primarily of southeast Asian 
extraction, resulting in the need for interpreters in many criminal cases. 

B. Description of the Judicial System 

1. Organization of the Second Judicial District Court 

The Second Judicial District Court is a unified court, having been merged by statute in 1987 
with the st. Paul Municipal Court. Since the merger, all criminal and civil matters are filed in the District 
Court, including misdemeanor, traffic, conciliation (small claims) matters, etc. The Court is served by 24 
judges and has three locations: one downtown and two suburban. 

Twenty of the judges hear general assignments consisting of criminal and civil calendars. 
The other four judges are assigned to Special Courts as follows: 

District. 

2. 

Probate Court: 
Juvenile Court 
Family Court: 

Criminal Jurisdiction 

1 judge 
1 judge 
2 judges 

The Second Judicial District Court has jurisdiction over all criminal matters arising in the 

3. Calendaring System 

The Court uses a master calendaring system. In June 19SD, in preparation for implementing 
the expansion of the DCM program to the criminal docket, the following three assignment plans were 
adopted for the 20 judges on general assignment: 

2 See BJA pilot Differentiated Case Management (OCM) and 
Expedited Druq Case Manaqement (EDCM) Proqram: Overview and 
Program Summaries. August 1990. Program Summary No.6. 
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(a) Ten judges are assigned primarily to criminal calendars, including the three 
suburban assignments. For these ten judges, a 2O-week assignment includes ten weeks on criminal 
assignments (such as arraignments, omnibus hearings, pretrials, and chambers), three weeks in the suburbs, 
and seven weeks of trial. These ten judges are not assigned special term calendars 3 except summary 
judgment motions. The trial weeks consist of civil and criminal trials. 

(b) Five judges handle the special criminal assignments, all suburban assignments, the 
special term calendar and trials. In a 2.0-week period, a judge in this category has 11 weeks of general 
assignments and nine trial weeks. 

(c) five other judges are assigned contested Omnibus Hearing calendars, special term 
calendars and trials. In a 2O-week period, these judges have six weeks of general assignment and 14 weeks of 
trial. 

Every judge is assigned one-half day per week of chambers time, during which summary 
judgment motions, Rule 23 motions to dismiss and similar dispositive motions and other chambers work is 
scheduled. To accommodate vacations, illness and other judicial absences, the 2O-week schedule may be 
modified to ensure coverage of mandatory calendars. 

4. Caseload 

Case filings in the Second Judicial District Court for the years 1988 - 1990 consisted of the 
following: 

Criminal 
(felonies and 
gross misds.) 

Civil 
Major Civil 

Un.law dets and 
Imp!. Cons. 

Family 

Probate 

Juvenile 

Msc. Civil 
(dflt judgments, 
trusts, etc.) 

Summary matters 
(cone. cases, nontraf; 
traf misd~uv.trat) 

TOTAL 

1988 

3,214 

4,319 

5,047 

4,857 

2,018 

4,174 

4,876 

284,485 

312,990 

1989 1990 

3,963 4,204 

3,948 4,320 

5,366 4,750 

4,775 4,613 

2,095 2,345 

4,382 4,437 

4,276 4,857 

270,361 289,129 

299,162 318,652 

I 

3 Special Term Calendars are civil motion calendars.' 

2 

I. 
I ___ _ _ ___ .'_ 
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5. Principal Componenrs of the Ramsey County Criminal Justice System 

The Ramsey County criminal justice system consists of a mix of state and county agencies. 
Judges of the District Court and their law clerks are paid by the State of Minnesota; s.alaries for court 
reporters and support staff and operating costs are paid by Ramsey County. Prosecution services are 
provided by the County Attorney for felonies and by the City Attorney for gross misdemeanors 4 and 
misdemeanors; indigent defense services are provided by the Ramsey County Public Defender's Offke which 
is state-funded. Pretrial services are provided by Project Remand, Inc., a non-profit private ct.il'poration 
which contracts with the Ramsey County Department of Corrections to provide pretrial and diversion 
services. Probation services are provided by the Ran1sey County Department of Corrections. The county
funded Sheriff's Office provides prisoner transport, court security and pretrial detention services. Detention 
facilities for pretrial detainees are located at the Adult Detention Center adjacent to the downtown 
Courthouse. Detention facilities for persons sentenced to up to one year in jajl are located at the Ramsey 
County Workhouse. Persons sentenced to more than one year incarceration are sent to one of the State 
Prisons. 

6. Relevant StatutoI)' Provisions Regarding Drug Cases 

Controlled substance crimes are generally defmed in M.S. Chpt. 152. There are five degrees 
of controlled substance crimes ranging from First Degree (most serious) to Fifth Degree, and some 
additional miscellaneous offenses. The statute sets forth suggested sentences for the first offense and 
mandatory prison offenses for subsequent offenses. 

If a person is convicted under Degrees I, II o. III, and the sentencing guideline calls for a 
presumptive prison sentence for the offense, the Court may stay imposition or execution only if the defendant 
is amenable to probation and can respond to treatment. Any other mitigating grounds require some jail time 
to be served as a condition of probation. 

M.S. 152.18 allows the Court to defer proceedings and place a defendant accused of 
violating Degree IV and V and some other minor offenses on probation. If the person does not violate the 
conditions of probation, the Court can discharge the person and dismiss the proceedings. The person may 
then petition the court to have any record expunged. 

7. Impact of Existing Court Orders Regarding the Jail Population on the Court's Caseload 

The delays in the criminal case process prior to implementing the Criminal DCM program 
had a major impact on the length of stay of the population housed in the Ramsey County Adult Detention 
Center prior to case disposition. During the period 1985 through 1989, the number of felons staying three or 
more days increased 52.2%. The number of gross misdemeanor defendants staying 3 or more days increased 
209.2% in this time period. Bookings of defendants charged with possession of controlled substances 
increased 131.2% from 1985 to 1989, with the length of stays greater than three days for these defendants 
increasing 229.5%. The increasing length of jail stays was considered a major factor contributing to jail 
overcrowding in the facility. The average jail popUlation in 1989 in the Adult Detention Center was 192, an 
increase of 73% since 1985 and a 14.3% increase in one year. (Capacity in the ADC is officially 134 plus 75 
temporary additional bunks that can be added by double bunking in certain cells.) 

4 Gross misdemeanors are repeat misdemeanors which carry an 
enhanced sentence. : 
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8. Organization of the Prosecutor's Office and Indigent Defense Services 

a. Prosecutor's Office 

(1) County Attorney's Office 

In 1990, the County Attorney's Office had a staff of 178 employees. The 
office has the following divisions: Administration, Civil, Victim Witness, Human Services, Legal Resources, 
Juvenile/Family Violence, and Criminal. 

The Criminal Division consists of the Director, and Assistant Director and 
a staff of 32 including 21 attorneys. The Division is dividt;d into four trial units: (1) Crimes Against Persons 
(six attorneys); (2) Crimes Against Property (four attorneys); (3) Controlled Substance Crimes (four 
attorneys); and (4) Special Crimes (two attorneys). In addition, the Charging Unit is staffed by three 
attorneys and the Appellate Unit has two attorneys. 

Recent caseloads of the respective Units have been: 

Cases Charged 1988 1989 1990 

Crimes Against Persons 333 321 319 
Controlled Substances 412 547 465 
Crimes Agst Property 836 952 616 
White Collar Crimes n/a n/a 314 
Misc. 87 98 122 
Total Cases Charged 1,668 1,918 1,836 
Cases Reviewed for 
Charging 3,955 4,232 4,515 

While some cases are assigned to a prosecuting attorney at charging, any 
cases not resolved by the time of the first Omnibus Hearing (OH1) are assigned to a trial attorney by the 
Director of the Criminal Division for all subsequent. proceedings. 

(2) City Attorney's Office 

Gross misdemeanors and misdemeanors are prosecuted by the City 
Attorney's Office of the municipality involved. There are 12 attorneys in the criminal divrsion of the st. Paul 
City Attorney's Office. Two of the attorneys in the criminal division of the City Attorney's Office handle 
domestic assault cases; the remainder are on general assignment. Suburban gross misdemeanors and 
misdemeanor cases are handled by private attorneys under contract with the municipalities. One City 
Attorney generally handles the preliminary stages for all of the misdemeanors which, if not disposed, are then 
assigned to other attorneys. Gross misdemeanors are assigned after the pretrial; misdemeanors are assigned 
after arraignment; and domestic assault matters are assigned at arraignment. 

b. Indigent Defense Services 

Indigent defense services are provided by the Office of the Ramsey County Public 
Defender which is composed of 21 full time attorney employees and 23 part-time contract attorneys. In 1989, 
the Office was assigned 1,699 felonies, 10,591 misdemeanor/gross misdemeanors, 2,781 juvenile delinquency 
cases, and 69 paternity cases. The Ramsey County Public Defender's Office is divided into the following 
units: 
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Felony; (6 full-time and 11 contract attorneys); 
Gross Misdemeanor::;/i1llisdemeanors: (9 full-time and 4 contract attorneys); 
Juvenile (4 full-time and 3 contract attorneys); and 
Suburban Misdemeanors: 2 full-time and 4 contract attorneys). 

The public defenders are not organized by type of offense but are assigned cases by 
virtue of having appeared at the flrst appearance (arraignment). 

The number of felonies handled by the Office of the Public Defender increased 
43%, from 1985 to 1989, and the number of misdemeanors increased 50% in the same period. 

Indigent defense services are also provided by the Neighborhood Justice Center 
(NJC) , a nonproflt legal defense organization, which receives $ 20,000 from the Office of the Public defender 
and the balance of its $ 450,000 budget from grants. In 1989, the NJC handled 203 felonies, 861 
misdemeanor / gross misdemeanors, and 28 juvenile matters. 

Conflict cases are referred to the part-time contract attorneys or to the 
Neighborhood Justice Center. 

9. Provision of Pretrial Release and Probation Services 

Pretrial services are provided by Project Remand, Inc., a private non-proflt corporation 
under contract with the Ramsey County Department of Corrections. Project Remand also makes the bail 
recommendation. Probation services are provided by the Ramsey County Department of Corrections. 

10. Diversion/Deferred Prosec'ution Programs 

The Court has established a special diversion/deferred prosecution program for flrst 
offenders and others charge with less serious drug offenses. (See Section IIC below). In addition, diversion 
programs operate for other eligible flrst offender cases. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CRIMINAL DCM PROGRAM 

A. Program Goals and Objectives 

The criminal DCM program in Ramsey County is designed to draw upon the beneflts achieved from 
the Court's earlier civil DCM program to expedite the criminal case process generally and, particularly, to 
achieve trial date certainty, improve the management of the growing arraignment court calendars, and to 
comply with recent amendments to the Rules of Criminal Procedure which reqUIre all issues relating to 
probable cause and suppression of evidence to be resolved within 30 days of arraignment. (Previously, the 
judge could make a fmding of probable cause and then defer contested evidentiary issues, frequently 
dispositive of the case, to the day of trial.) As part of the criminal DCM program, several new criminal 
calendar events were created, timeframes between events were changed, modillcations were made in 
procedures for handling summary judgment motions and the special term civil docket, and the assignment 
and rotation of judges through the criminal calendar was formalized. 

One component of the criminal DCM program is to expedite "targeted" drug related felony offenders 
through the Court within approximately 44 days after flrst appearance and into sound treatment or 
supervision plans through special pre-h·.ial diversion and post conviction probation programs. The fast track 
drug program is designed to reduce court processing time as well as facilitate treatment, placement and 
supervision by the Department of Corrections and Remand at the earliest time. 
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B. Description of the Criminal DCM Program 

1. Tracks Created and their Criteria 

Three processing tracks for felonies and gross misdemeanors are created and cases are 
assigned to these tracks on the basis of whether there are contested Rasmussen/Florence issues~ Track 
Assignment occurs at the Omnibus Hearing which is held 14 days after arraignment. In addition, a special 
eligible cases for the fast track drug case program are identified at arraignment and assigned to a fourth 
track for special processing. 

a. Track A 

Track A is for those cases in which there are no contested Rasmussen issues to be 
decided. The right to a contested omnibus hearing is waived and the case is set for a pretrial to be heard 30 
days after the fIrst omnibus hearing. 

b. TrackB 

Track B is for those cases in which there may be some Rasmussen issues but those 
Rasmussen issues are not considered to be dispositive of the case or the judge feels that there is good cause 
to bifurcate the omnibus hearing and continue the Rasmussen issues to the trial da.te. The judge is 
responsible for determining whether the issues raised are dispositive, based on analysis of the evidence to be 
suppressed, whether the prosecutor has ind';pendent evidence to continue prosecuting the matter or whether 
the case would most likely be dismissed if the evidence was suppressed. Like Track A cases, Track B ca.ses 
are also set for a pretrial if they are not resolved at the fIrst Omnibus hearing. Any omnibus issues still 
unresolved are heard on the trial date. 6 

c. Track C 

Track C is for those cases in which there are contested omnibus hearings (including 
Florence and Rasmussen issues). On this track, a second, contested omnibus hearing (OH2) is scheduled 14 
days after the fIrst omnibus hearing (OH1) Any evidentiary rulings made at the OH2 hearing are binding on 
the trial judge. If the case is not resolved at the second omnibus hearing, the matter is set for a pretrial 14 
days later. 

d. Special Dntg Fast Track Calendar 

On December 12, 1990, the Court approved a Fast Track Drug Calendar to 
expedite certain "targeted" drug related felony offenders through the court and into treatment or supervision 
plans. These offenders are generally fIrst offenders and/or individuals with minor criminal histories and 
charged with less serious drug and drug related charges. The Fast Track Drug program relies on special pre
trial diversion and post conviction probation programs which are described in Section C below. 

5 Rasmussen issues are evidentiary; Florence issues refer to 
alibis. 

, 
6 An omnibus issue relates to probable cause or evidence. 
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2. Track Assignment Process and Point at Which Track Assignment is Made 

Cases ~Il the general criminal DCM program are assigned to tracks by a judge at the fIrst 
omnibus hearing (OH1), which occurs 15 days after arrest. Track assignment is made on the basis of the 
nature of the issues presented at the omnibus hearmg (see Bl above). Cases eligible for the fast track drug 
case program are identified by the County Attorney at arraignment, 1 day after arrest. 

3. Summary of the DCM Criminal Caseflow Process 7 

a. Arraignment 

The fIrst appearance for a felony defendant occurs at arraignment, which is held 
within 36 hours after arrest. Separate arraignments are conducted for defendants charged with felonies and 
those with gross misdemeanors and misdemeanors to reduce congestion on the arraignment calendars and to 
make more efftcient use of prosecutors and public defenders who are assigned to separate felony and 
misdemeanor dockets. This division also provides more opportunity for prosecutors and defense counsel to 
meaningfully discuss possible pleas at the time of arraignment and for the judge to hear those plea petitions. 

Arraignments for custody defendants are held in the Adult Detention Center, with 
gross misdemeanor/misdemeanor arraignments held in the morning, beginning at 9:30 am., and felony 
arraignments beginning at 1:30 p.m. The judge assigned to conduct felony arraignments for new cases also 
hears omnibus hearings (OH1's) (see b below) for pending felony cases on the same calendar. In the 
morning, one judge hears non-custody felony arraignments and omnibus hearings in his or her courtroom; in 
the afternoon, this judge travels to the Adult Detention Center to hear the arraignments and felony case 
omnibus hearings for the custody defendants. 

b. Omnibus Hearings (OHl and OH2) 

An omnibus hearing, to determine whether probable cause exists, is scheduled 14 
days after the arraignment in felony and gross misdemeanor cases. (Prior to the DCM program, omnibus 
hearings were scheduled seven days following the arraignment. This time period was extended to permit 
attorneys more time to analyze Rasmussen issues and talk with clients, and to permit corrections staff to 
collect preliminary criminal history information. This information is then used at the OHl to negotiate pleas 
and try to arrive at a fInal disposition of the case.) 

The fIrst omnibus hearing is also used to identify those cases that need to have 
contested Rasmussen issues decided before trial. Cases are also assigned to tracks at the fIrst Omnibus 
Hearing. 

Those cases in which there are contested omnibus hearings, including those which 
raise Florence and Rasmussen issues, are assigned to Track C and scheduled for a second omnibus hearing 
(OH2) 14 days following the fIrst omnibus hearing. 

c. Pretrials 

(1) Felony Pretrials 

Every gross misdemeanor and felony case that is not resolved at either the 
OHl or OH2 hearing is set for a pretrial conference 30 days after the OHl (or 14 days after the OH2). The 

7 A flowchart of the criminal DeM case process 
in Attachment 3. 
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possibility that the prosecutor may move to amend the complaint is discussed at the pretrial and all 
disclosures are made. At the pretrial, the ramifications of any Rasmussen rulings are also discussed with the 
attorneys and a the defendant and the possibility of disposing of the case at that time is discussed. For those 
cases not disposed of, a pretrial order is issued and the trial date is set. The pretrial order confirms any plea 
negotiation offers made so that the trial judge has this information at trial. 

(2) Misdemeanor Pretrials 

If a misdemeanor case is not disposed of at arraignment, it is set for a 
pretrial in 45 - 60 days ~ Domestic assault cases, which previously were directly set on the trial calendar, now 
have settlement conferences set within 14 - 21 days after arraignment. Trials in Domestic Assault cases are 
scheduled within 30 days of arraignment. 

d. Trials 

Felony trials are scheduled 65 days after arrest and begin on Monday mornings. 
Gross misdemeanors are also scheduled for trial 65 days after arrest and begin on Wednesday mornings with 
other misdemeanors. As noted above, misdemeanors may be older than felonies or gross misdemeanors 
since DCM procedures have not applied to them. 

e. Sentencing 

One of the goals of the criminal DCM program has been to shorten the time 
between plea or verdict and sentencing. The Court's goal for sentencing custody cases is no more than two 
weeks after a plea or verdict; the goal for non-custody cases is no more than four weeks after plea or verdict. 
To achieve this goal, the presentence investigation (PSI) process begins much earlier. 

Each judge has a designated sentence time. Because the number of cases that each 
judge has on any given sentencirlg day varies, there is no policy regarding any set amount of time a judge is 
expected to devote to sentencing during any week. Instead, judges are given time for sentencing consistent 
with their caseload and the need to complete sentencing on a timely basis. A judge who has a limited 
number of sentencing scheduled is expected to hear a court calendar at the conclusion of the sentencing 
calendar. 

4. Role of the Criminal Cale~dar Assignment Judge 

The chief Judge designates one judge as presiding judge for the criminal cases who is 
responsible for ruling on all continuances, approving the administrative assignment of cases for trial, 
approving the reassignment of cases after notices to remove, trouble-shooting the calendar and providing 
needed coordination to implement the criminal calendar system. 

a Because the criminal DCM program focusses on felonies and 
gross misdemeanors, the misdemeanor docket is now slower than the 
felony and gross misdemeanor docket; consideration is now being 
given to applying the DCM concept to misdemeanor cases. . 
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5. Summarv of the DCM Felony Case Process 

EVENT Track A Track B Track C Fast Track 

Drug Cases 
arrest 1 1 1 1 

Arraignment/Bail 
Determination 2 2 2 2 

Omnibus Hearing (1) 16 16 16 16 

Omnibus Hearing (2) n/a n/a 30 n/a 

Pretrial Conference 46 46 46 n/a 

Trial 67 67 67 n/a 

Sentencing (custody) 81 81 81 46 
(noncustody) 95 95 95 46 

C. Description of the Fast Track Drug Case Program 

1. Targeted Cases 

Two levels of cases are targeted for the Fast Track Drug Case Program: 

a. Level One 

Level One cases are sentenced to strictly structured probation/treatment sanctions, 
instead of additional jail time. 

The eligibility requirements for Level One Cases are: 

- 5th degree possession of a controlled substance or attempt to procure forged 
prescriptions; 

- small amount of drugs possessed for personal use; 
- defendant confesses with full admission of guilt; no Goulett or Alford pleas; 
- defendant cooperates with Rule 25 chemical assessment and follows 

recommendation; 
- defendant has no felony convictions; 
- defendant has no gross misdemeanor or misdemeanor convictions for crimes 

against persons or other violent crimes; 
- defendant is eligible for Chapt. 152.18 (e.g., deferred prosecution) 
- defendant has no previous unsuccessful diversion to REMAND, no previous felony 

diversions to REMAND, no previous application of Chap. 152.18, and no previous 
"Fast Track" pleas; 

- defendant is determined by Probation to be a good candidate for treatment or 
targeted drug supervision program; 

- defendant provides other community service and/or pays fines as recommended by 
probation and complies with targeted drug supervision program. 
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b. Level Two 

Level Two cases are sentenced to 15 to 90 days of jail time, followed by strictly 
structured probation/treatment sanctions. 

Eligibility requirements for Level Two are: 

- defendant's history indicates all "above the line,,9 posse..: sian of controlled substance 
violations; 

- defendant may have felony or misdemeanor convictions, as long as total criminal 
history points don't make complaint a "below the line" felony on Sentencing 
Guidelines grid; 

- defendant must confess with a full admission of guilt; no Goulett or Alford pleas; 
- defendant must serve 15 to 90 days of workhouse time (this can include electronic 

monitoring release or "sentence to service" after service of 30 days of workhouse 
time.) 

The defendant must serve a minimum of 15 days if he or she has a previous record 
of crimes against property and 30 days if previ~us record'consists of crimes against persons. The defendant 
does not have to be eligible for treatment. 

In addition, Project Remand continues to take those drug cases which qualify under 
the existing program guidelines (See Attachment 1). 

2. Identification of Fast Track Cases 

The County Attorney identifies appropriate cases for the "Fast Track" program at the time 
of arraignment. The County Attorney can, veto a recommendation for including a particular case in the fast 
track program at the Omnibus Hearing if the defendant is alleged to be a "dealer" and not a simple "user" or 
because of other unusual facts. For those cases deemed eligible for the Fast Track program, the County 
Attorney makes the fIles available to the probation/diversion staff at the time of arraignment for subsequent 
case preparation purposes. 

3. Summary of the Case Process for Fast Track Drug Cases 

Both Level One and Level 1 wo Fast track drug cases are eligible for placement on the fast 
track drug calendar proceed as follows: 

Day 1: Arrest 

Day 2: Arraignment 

(a) Project Remand makes a recommendation release recommendation to the judge and 
conditions of release are set. These conditions include regular drug testing, cooperation 
with criminal history checks, and regular reporting to the Remand counselor. (See 
Attachment 2). 

(b) The County Attorney indicates on the complaint whether the case meets fast track 
criteria, either for Level One or Level Two. 

,9 "above the line" violations refer to the Defendant's score 
on the Minnesota sentencing Guidelines which would not, mandate 
incarceration. ' 
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(c) Police and victim approval is obtained verbally by the Remand counselor prior to the 
first Omnibus Hearing. Police may veto the County Attorney's recommendation for the 
Fast Track Drug Case program if the defendant is also alleged to be a drug dealer or 
has other major charges likely. 

(d) Probation Staff begin pre-plea PSI preparation, after the case is identified for the fast 
track. 

( e) Defense counsel approval is obtained as soon as possible after a case is designated by the 
prosecutor as eligible for the Fast Track Program. 

Days 2-9 

(f) All defendants designated for the program report to a Probation Branch Office for a 
chemical assessment within one week following arraignment and the case is screened to 
determine whether Probation or Remand will complete further case processing. 

Days 9 • 16 

(g) Remand and CorrectiDns staff then review the fIles that are forwarded by the County 
Attorney. Prior records are checked through defendant interviews, the Remand records, 
the prosecutor's records and probation computer, telephone and correspondence checks. 
A date is set for preliminary completion of these record checks, generally within 14 days, 
to coincide with the production of the written chemical assessment. 

Day 16: Omnibus Hearing 

(h) At the Omnibus Hearing, the defendant is recommended for (1) a diversion study if he 
or she meets preliminary criteria (See Attachment 1), or (2) for consideration in the Fast 
Track Drug Case Program. 10 Those defendants rejected for these programs, as well as 
those who are placed in these programs and fail, are returned to the regular judicial 
process at the first Omnibus Hearing. Those Defendants accepted for the Fast Track 
Program plead guilty according to Level One or Level Two criteria and a formal pre
sentence investigation is ordered, to be completed within 30 days. For those defendants 
accepted into the Fast Track Drug Case program, the judge withholds [mal adjudication 
of guilt and sentencing on a tendered plea agreement until Probation Staff can complete 
a thorough criminal history review and presentence investigation. 

Days 16 - 46 

(i) The PSI is completed, drawing upon the prior criminal history check, and a Minnesota 
Sentencinfi Guideline worksheet is prepared. Normal victim contacts are made per 
61IA.037 including requisite neighborhood impact statements required for violations of 
Chapter 152 offenses involving the sale or distribution of controlled substances. 

10 Although successful completion of a diversion program and 
the Fast Track Drug Case program both result in the dismissal of 
the case, these programs are separate. Diversion programs 
generally have minimal supervision i the Fast Track Drug Case 
program has intensive supervision and treatment. 

11 The Minnesota victim's Rights Bill recognizes a 
neighborhood as a "victim" in drug cases and permits testimony on 
the impact of drug offenses in the neighborhood in which the 
offense occurred. 
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G) During the course of preparing the pre-sentence investigation, treatment placements are 
made. Coordination with Project Remand's conditional release unit continues when the 
PSI is underway for enhanced communication between agencies and with the defendant. 

Day 46: Sentencing Hearing 

(k) A sentencing hearing is held four weeks after the ftrst Omnibus Hearing at which time 
the court reviews the defendant's social history and goal plan prepared by the probation 
offIcer. If approved, the defendant is referred immediately to a treatment facility which 
he or she enters the same day and remains in the program for one year. 12 At the 
Sentencing Hearing, a "Fast Tra~k" probation offIcer explains the Probation agreement to 
the defendant and transports him or her to the treatment facility to begin the treatment 
program. (In the event, the defendant is serving some local jail time, he or she is 
transported to the treatment facility immediately upon release.) 

(1) Referral to Treatment facility is made immediately after the sentencing Hearing 
concludes. Upon arriva.l at the treatment facility, the facility representative, probationer 
and agent discuss expectations and clarify issues; this interview is considered a key event 
in the fast track case proces,s and is intended to further enforce the need fOI' establishing 
close ties between the probationer, treatment staff and the probation offIcer. 

A summary of the Operational Plan for Fast Track Drug Cases and the responsibilities of 
the various justice agencies involved in the program is provided in Attachment 2. 

4. Supervision 

The expected time frame for the Fast Track supervision is 120 to 160 days. Special case 
management services are applied during this time, including random urinalysis and frequent unscheduled case 
manger contacts. Caseloads are kept to a maximum of 30. For those offenders who successfully complete 
the "Fast Track" probation process and one year of follow-up supervision, a special notice is sent to the 
sentencing judge requesting consideration for discharge from supervision, providing that all other conditions 
of probation have been met (restitution, etc.) 

5. Handling Probation Violations 

A swift response to probation violations is a key ingredient to the success of this program. 
Violations are heard within one day of apprehension and strong sanctions are recommended for violations. 
Special efforts are made to impose various intermediate sanctions such as Sentence to Service, home 
conftnement on electronic monitoring or use of the Day Reporting Probation center program before holding 
actual violation hearings. 

12 In order to assure that defendant who have been detained 
pretrial can be admitted into the treatment facility the same day 
as sentencing and not require one additional day of jail time, 
sentencing hearings are scheduled for 1 p. m and defendants are 
permitted to come to the hearing in street clothes so that they 
can go immediately to the treatment facility. : 
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D. Other 

1. Project Start-Up Date 

The Criminal DCM Program began on September 10, 1990. The Fast Track Drug Case 
component began initially December 12, 1990, and fully phased in on April 16, 1991. 

2. Cases Included in the Criminal DCM Program 

All felonies and gross misdemeanors are included in the criminal DCM program; the Fast 
Track Drug Case component targets primarily fIrst offender and less serious drug offenses. (See Attachment 
1). 

3. Provisions for Handling the Pending Case Inventory 

The criminal DCM program ar,ld the Fast Track drug case component applied to all cases 
filed after the dates these programs were imple;,nented. All previously filed cases were scheduled according 
to the procedures in effect prior to the criminal DCM program. 

4. Case Monitoring Performed 

The presiding criminal judge provides overall supervision and coordination for the program. 
On-going monitoring of the criminal cases is performed by the Criminal Calendar Committee and 
As::ignment Office staff to aSsure compliance with track timeframes. 

E. Changes Required to Implement the Criminal DCM Program 

1. General 

The criminal DCM program in Ramsey County is an outgrowth of plans developed by a 
Criminal Justice Planning Group formed in April 1990 to address growing delays in the criminal case process, 
including a high continuance rate, decreasing certainty of the trial docket and congestion at the arraignment 
proceeding. The Planning Group was composed of judges, representatives from the County Attorney's and 
City Attorney's Offices; the public defender's office; correctionsj victims groups and assignment office staff. 
The group met monthly, developing a draft plan in June 1990 and revising and implementing it in September 
1990. 

2. Specific Changes Instituted 

a. Within the Court 

The criminal DCM program and the Fast Track Drug Case component required a 
complete revision of the Court's process for case assignment (see IB3 above). In addition, two new events 
were added: the second Omnibus Hearing (OH2) and the pretrial conference, and the time for the first 
Omnibus Hearing (OH1) was extended from seven to 14 days to permit more time for evaluating each case. 

b. Within the Prosecutor's Office 

To implement the criminal DCM program, the County Attorney established plea 
negotiation "standards" and designated one attorney to manage the arraignment doc~t and take 

13 
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responsibility for evaluating each case and negotiating pleas within the plea negotiation standards developed. 
This prosecutor is designated the "Calendar Attorney" with overall responsibility for expediting early 
dispositions of felony cases. One prosecutor was also designated to handle the Fast Track Drug cases, from 
the initial charging decision to sentencing. 

c. Within the Public Defender's Office 

The Public Defender instituted a new scheduling procedure so that the same 
attorney who appeared at arraignment stayed with the case through the Omnibus Hearing. This scheduling 
change permitted the attorney to'talk with the defendant and initiate meaningful plea discussions with the 
prosecutor prior to the Omnibus Hearing. Like the Prosecutor, the Public Defender designated one attorney 
to handle all Fast Track Drug cases from initial charging to sentencing. 

d. Within the Department of Corrections 

The increased pace of case processing instituted with the criminal DCM program 
has necessitated much earlier preparation of :PSI reports. This need is still being addressed but some 
progress has been made by increasing coordination between the Department of Corrections and Project 
Remand staff to obtain initial information gathered for the pretrial release decision. 

III. PROJECT EXPERIENCE TO DATE 

A. Implementation Problems and Issu£s Addressed 

The most significant implementation problem that has arisen deals with the need for much earlier 
preparation of the PSI reports. In addition, during the period when old cases and new criminal DCM cases 
were being processed simultaneously, a tremendous burden was placed on the Department of Corrections. 
This issue is presently less of a problem since old cases are now disposed and efforts are underway to 
coordinate with Project Remand to obtain pretrial information relevant for the PSI report. 

B. Initial Program Impact 

1. Age of Pending and Disposed Caseload 

a. Age of Pending Caseload 

As of December 31, 1989, when the need for the criminal DCM system was 
becoming very apparent, 1,303 felony cases were pending, the age of which was as follows: 

25% (332 cases) were pending 2 months or less 
27% (351 cases) were pending between 2 and 4 months 
18% (240 cases) were pending between 4 and 6 months 
17% (223 cases) were pending between 6 months and 12 months 
12% (157 cases) were more than 12 months old. 

On March 3, 1991, when the criminal DCM program had been operating for six 
months, the number of pending felony cases had been decreased by 59% to 538 cases. The age of the 
pending caseload on March 3, 1991 was: 

14 
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58% (312 cases) were pending 2 months or less 
25% (136 cases) were pending between 2 and 4 months 
9% (51 cases) were pending between 4 and 6 months 
6% (34 cases) were pending between 6 and 12 months 
1 % (5 cases) were more than 12 months old 

The percentage of pending cases less than four months old therefore increased from 
52% prior to the criminal DCM program to 83% after the program had operated for 6 months. 

b. Age of Disposed Cases 

A comparison of the age of cases disposed in 1989 and 1990 indicates the following: 

AGE 1989 1990(pre Change 
and post DCM) 

less than 4 months 41% 51% +11% 

less than 6 months 78% 84% +6% 

less than 12 months 98% 99% +1% 

The average age of disposed felony cases in 1989 was 91 days. In 1990, it was 85 
days, including both pre-DCM and DCM cases. 

2. Case Screening and Scheduling 

With the implementation of the criminal DCM program, cases are screened at the fIrst 
Omnibus Hearing (OH1) and the judge assigns each case to a track. If a case is assigned to Track A and 
dispositive evidentiary issues are later identifIed, a contested OH2 hearing is scheduled and the case track is 
changed. This flexibility has been important to the success of the criminal DCM program so that defense 
counsel do not risk prejudicing their client's case by prematurely waiving evidentiary issues without recourse 
to litigate them later. Without this "safety valve", it was unlikely that any evidentiary waivers by defense 
counsel would have occurred and the Court would have been required to schedule contested Omnibus 
hearings on all cases. In addition, by disposing of more cases at the Omnibus Hearing stage (see 3 below) 
which otherwise would have been assigned trial dates, trial time is freed up for other cases. 

3. Event and Time at Which Disposition is Occurring 

Prior to the criminal DCM program, felony dispositions occurred as follows: 

15 
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Pre·DCM Post-DCM 
Event 1989 1990 1990 

(Jan-Aug) (Sep·Dec) 

Omnibus Hearing 104 (5%) 62 (4%) 412(46%) 

Advanced for 
Plea prior to 
Trial 183 (9%) 353(24%) 111(12%) 

Trial 
Plea 1,277 (66%) 898(61%) 331(36%) 
Jury Trial 76 (4%) 44 (3%) 24 (3%) 
Court Trial 32 (2%) 14 (1%) 1 (1%) 

Dismissed 50 (3%) 40 (3%) 21 (7%) 

Bench warrs. 216 (11%) 70 (5%) 13 (1%) 

4. Productivity 

Significantly, under the criminal DCM program, the disposition rate in four months of the 
program surpassed the disposition rates in the fIrst 8 months of 1990 and all of 1989. Pleas are being 
entered at earlier stages of the process and the number of pleas being entered on the trial date have been 
signifIcantly reduced. The Court and the criminal justice agencies involved in the case process are thereby 
able to concentrate their resources on a smaller number of pending cases and to assure that those cases 
which warrant significant attention receive it, with benefits to the attorneys, law enforcement, lay witnesses 
and corrections. 

a. Dismissals and Bench Warrants 

The number of cases being dismissed and the number of cases entering bench 
warrant stage have been reduced as well under the DCM system. 

b. Trial Rates 

The trial rates have not been significantly affected but the time to trial has been 
signifIcantly reduced. 

c. Jail Population 

Since the criminal DCM program was implemented, the average length of jail stay 
has decreased significantly. For the fIrst eight months of 1990, the ADC average population was 197; for the 
last four months of 1990 when the DCM program was operating, the average daily population was 171 -- a 
decrease in 13%. 

For further information, contact: 

Judge J. Thomas Mott, Chairman 
Criminal Caseflow Committee 

Suzanne Alliegro 

Second Judicial District Court or 
Judicial District Administrator 
Second Judicial District Court 
1001 Ramsey County Courthouse 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102 

1439 Ramsey County Courthouse 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102 
TEL: (612) 298-4541 TEL: (612) 298-4374 
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GUIDELINES FOR DIVERSION 

standard Diversion Qualifications for All Offenses 

1) Ramsey County criminal offense 
2) No previous diversion as an adult 
3) Not on probation or parole from any jurisdiction 
4) Admission of guilt but no plea entered 
5) Drug charges involving simple possession only. 
6} No additional criminal charges pending 

ATTACHMENT 2 

7) Defendant must have identifiable problems and be in need of 
intervention 

8) Defendant must voluntarily participate 
9) Defendant must cooperate with Project Remand and agree to 

established goals 
10) Restitution limited to $3,000:. 

a) Amount may be evenly divided between charged 00-
defendants in order to bring all defendants below the 
$3,000 limitation 

b) Where stolen property is recovered undamaged, the fact 
that the value of the property stolen exceeds $3,000 
will not prevent approval for diversion. Damaged 
recovered property, however, is subject to the $3,000 
limitation, as measured by the cost of repair 

c) Restitution amounts of over $2,000 may justify a two
year diversion. 

Additional Qualifications for Felonies 

1) No prior felony or gross misdemeanor convictions in-
cluding gross misdemeanor ~WI on record. 

2) No felony juvenile adjudications after the age of 16 
3) No crimes of violence or burglary of dwelling cases 
4) Victim and police do not oppose diversion 
5) 100 hours of volunteer community service 
6) Signed confession in the Prosecutor1s file 

Additional Qua'ifications for Misdemeanors 

1} Clear or minimal prior criminal record 
2) victim of Assault V does not oppose diversion 
3) Petit misdemeanors cannot be diverted. 

(Theft value must exceed the minimum of $25). 
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ATTACHMENT 3 

OPERATIONAL PLAN 

rev. February 1, 1991 

PRE-COMPLAIN: 
A. County Attorney 

1. screens fer eligibility and marks eligible fil~s 
2. clEars cas~s for diversion with pclic~ (County 

attorney shall explore establishing policy with 
police that police agree ,to divert all cases 
meeting drug track diversion criteria unless 
officer objects at tim~ case is presented for 
chat~ging) 

~. obtains available criminal history frcm automated 
sources and' Ramsey County police agencie5~ record 
to be atta~hed to ccmplaint. 

COMPLA!NT 
A. COI..:nty A-I;:to;~ney 

1. pr"ocess like 
cesign~.tion ';'5 

B. Corrections 
L 

C. Remand 

all complaints 
dl~!,.\g tr~.;:,ck case 

completes bail evaluation with 
check including local checks 
surrounding ccunties etc. 

with 

thcwough t'ecor~d 

l. e. sl~\b!_\rbs, 

III. FIRST Options: 1)non-participation in drug 
according to standard calendar; 2) 

track a) diversion scre~n; b) waive PC 

, . 

track, F.e. fer OH~ 
participation in drug 
and continue for,PSI; C'} ,F. C. for OH,. per' drl..tg track . 
A. County Attorney 

1. screening attorn~y 
Diversion or Level 
available informatioQ. 

determines eligibili~y for 
I or II tr~atmeMt baged on 

B. - Cor"t'ec t ions 
1. (arr"anges RLtle 25 and criminal hi stot .. y interview 

to be held at same time and place with results to 
bG avsilAbla at OH~ - ref~rral Gymt~m ne~ds t6 bo 
developed) 

C. Remand 
1. takes Conditional Releases according to current 

criteria and supervises bn service basis 
defendants who are conditionally rei eased to the 
court (all drug track cases shall require the 
following condi tions whether a CR/PR or" CRIer: 1-
cooperate with Rule 25 evaluation and ~ollow all 
~'ecommendations of evaluation, inclt.\des bringing a 
verifying SOf"lt .... c:e toevalL\ation; 2. . abstain ft"om 

" .' 
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IV. 

D. 

drugs and alcohol and submit to UA"s as requested; 
3. r~main law abiding; 4. cooperate with criminal 
history interview and be truthful during 
interview; 5. ather: * Need to develop form 
fer CR/CT) 

2. Diversicn eligible cases are continued for 
diver5i~n screening by PRo This includ9s record 
ch~ck and Rule 25 evaluation <Corrections and 
Remand to develop system to have same evaluator do 
Rul~ 25 in Diversion and non-diversion caSES with 
criminal history interview to occur at same 
location and time as tHe Rule 25 evaluation) 
Diversion screen to be completed by OH~. 

F'~tb 1 it: Defender~ 
L ider.tifies cE'fendan{:'s iii ter~ested 

basic~ 

in ci t"ug -: r"ac k 
i.e:. release 

pt"oces3 for 
! .?nd 1 I fe·r 

program and explains 
conditions and Diversion 
appropriate ~andidates and 
those individuals 

sc~"S'en 

Level 

2. non-diVersion candidates may PG at this stage if 
everyone is secure with criminal history and case 
would be cont£nued for PSI (Corrections functions 
would th~M b~ th~ ~~m~ ~s on guil~y pl~~g @ OH~, 
including immediate treatment placement for 
defendants who obviously meet Level I criteria) 

..;; .. 

either CF:/F'R 
with or without bail as an additional condition or 
CRIer with or without bail - no OR's, must have 
basic conditions as above. (form to be developed 
for defendant's signature acknowledging 
understanding of eonditions for CR/CT) 

2. sets OH~ dat~ that groups cases for ease of 
scheduling PO and Corrections (PD and Corrections 
need to work bU~ this proposal) 

GH~ - Options: Diverted to PR~ .PG and continue for PSI; PNG 
and continue fer OHQ or p~ according to currant tracking 
plan. 
A. County Attorney 

1. Makes joint rEcommendation re: drug track treatment 
B. Corrections 

1. takes re"l~Erra 1 Tor PSI to be comp 1 eted with in 30 
days L~vel I' defendants to be placed in 
treatment ASAP Since no jail time is anticipated 
fo~ these individuals 

C. Project Remand 
1. takss Diversion cases for complete diversion'study 

afte~ Court finds PC, These cas~s are returned to 
court with final diversion study completed w~thin 
30 days - return is to OH~ calendar ~Returned 
non-divsrtable cases shOUld be accompanied by a 
report that is complete Enough so that it can be 
determined if the def~ndant is eligible for Level 
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v. 

! I 

D. 

E. 

2 .. -.~ . 

I cr II treatment, including complete record check 
even if defend~nt is non-divertable fer reasons 
other than reccrd.) 
continue supervision 
failed, eS opposed 
Ceses ~re set on 
eligible fer furthe~ 

Of C~"S 
to non-divertable r diversion 
the OH~ calender and are net 
fast. track treatment. 

Public Defender 
• ... . 
2. 
. .::, .. 
4. 

5. 

joint recommendation 
treatiT,en t 
exp12ins program to defendant 
reviews petition with defend~nt 
reviews written agreement 
(~9reement regarding plea 
expectations of defendant must be 
enters guilty plea 

wi th defEnd~.nt 
withdrawal and 
developed) 

1. agrees to doint recommendation and plEa withdrawal 
unde~·s-!;;:.n'::l ing 

2. 

3 .. 

sets sentencing out approx. 30 days (grouping 
system needs to be developEd) 
returned cases go on OH~' calen~ar and may be 
diverted or tracked at Level I or II if e1i9io1e

PR report should be ccmpl~te sncugh to allow such 
determination when case is returned. 

SENJENCI~G 

A. County Attorney 

.... c. 

1. deal with plea' withdrawal motions'or renegotiate 
p12=? I~n the spot 

Corrections 
1. Has PSI completed and delivered to court at least 

2 d~ys prior to sentencing 
2. PSI indicates that defendant is or is not eligible 

for drug tt"'ac~, "i not eligible, r'eaSOiiS ar"'e 
specified and r~ccmmendation is made re: 
s2-ntencinl~ . 

3. PSI recommends st~ndard druQ track conditions of 
probation and may recommend others, 
recommendations are made also for those cases 
which are not eligible. (Standard drug track 
conditions, including PO's authority to increase 
level of supervision needs to be prepared in 
wr'i tten form) 

4. takes drug tracked defendants dir~c:tly from court 
to review conditions of probation"and to treatment 
ASAP 

5. takes workhouse committed defendants directly from 
workhous~ to treatment 

C. Project Remand 
1. continues to monitor any defendants who withdraw 

plea if CR is continued 
2. diverted cases are diverted for one yea~ and all 

recommendations of Rule 25 are included in goals 
including requirement that defendant fellow all 



V!. 

directives of Remand counselor re: treatment, 
relap~e prog~ams, UA's, lavel of supervision etc. 
_ initial treatm~nt placement to be ASAP 

D. I F"Ltblic: Defender . 
i. mO"Clon to \o'li;;hdr~w plea if appropriate or. 

renegotiate plea on the spot if possible 
E. COI_tt~t 

L 5.Entence, deal with motic.n to withdr"a.w pl'3a if 
made; and/or' t'snegc)'\;ia.te P ls:::a a.tid sen tenc:e en the 

spot. 
Probation Violation 

A. County Attorney 
1. attend hearing prepared to make recommendation 

B. Carr'actions 
:,oJi th in one d,;.y of 

2. advise court of all efforts m&de to resolve 
problem befQr~ rescr~ing to hearing request 

":". make recomm::?.r.c:iaticn to the c:ou.rt rE: c:onseqr..\enc:es 
that are ccmrnens~rate with the violation and 

SEek violaticn 
2.ppt~'2hens ien 

history 
C. Project Remand 

D. Public Defender 
1. appear at hea~ing 

E. COUt't 
1. schedule'hearing within on~ day of ap~~ehension 
2. since higher lEvels of sup~rvision are involved in 

these cases and since alternative short of the 
he~ring will have been tried prior to the he~ring, 
court"will impose sanctions not merely slap wrist 

~ ________________________________________________________________ ~~ ____________________ -=~::~~_t ~ A~ 
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April 8, 1991 

PROJECT REMAND 
RAMSEY COUNTY PRETRIAL SERVICE AGENCY 

150 E. Ke!logg e:vd .• Suite 650 • St. Paul. MN 55101 

FAST TAACK DRUG DIVERSJ:OO P.RCCECURE 

ATTACHMENT 4 

G i 2/298·4932 

I. The County Attorney's office w~+l screen for potential fast .track diversion 
cases at charging. The county Attorney will also note tr:at there is no 
police opposition' to ?iversion ~t this time. 

II. At the first appearance, pot~ntial diversion caSes screened by the County 
Attol:'ney I S otfice will be revie'ileO by Pt"'oject Remane staff. After 
preliminary screening and dete~rnining that the diversion program criteria is 
met, the case ~ill be continued for two weeks for bH. Project Remand staff 
will ex~lain diversion to potential clients at first appearance and a Rule 25 
chemical cependency evaluation will be scheduled with Remand's chemical 
heal thassessor before the defendant leaves the court room. If the client is 
.coriditionally r~lea.sed, 'the diversion unit will be responsible for 
sur~rvising the conditional release. 

III. Between first appearance and the 08 .date, the diversion client will complete 
the Rule 25 chemical dependency evaluation at Project Ramand. Also, any 
further investigative wcrk that needs to be aone, i.e., record checY~1 police 
approval, etc., will be completed prior to the OH date by the program 
supervisol:. 

IV. At the OR date, a four week continuance will be requested for a diversion 
study to be completed. If, during the two week period, it is d~termined that 
the client is not an appropdate candidate for diversion, a rejection memo 
will be pl:epared and presented at the OH date. The Program Supervisor will 
communicate with Adult Probation to oeter:mine if the' case is eligible for 
Level 1 or IX prior to the OR date. The rejection memo and Rule 25 assessment 
will be faxed to the Payne Avenue Probation Department office. The rejection 
memo will include the specific reasons why the defendant is not eligible for 
fast track diversion. . . 

V. I~ between the OH ana diversion study date the social history appointment 
\01111 be scheduled and completed, and the social history report IHill be 
pt"epared for the',-coUl:t.· If during this time, the defenoant is deemed to be 
an inappropriate candidate for eiversiont a rejection memo will be prepared 
and the diversion study date w.i11 be advanced to expeoite the 'case.· 
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PROJECT REMAND 
RAMSEY COUNTY PRETR1AL SERVICE AGENCY 

150 E, Kellogg Blvd, • Suite 650 • St. Paul, MN 55101 

Project R~ - Condit~cna1 Release 
F-c:lSt Track DrL-g Plan 

ATTACHMENT 5 

612/298·4932 

Draft 

The county 
charging. 
diversion, 
Criteria; 

Attornev's office will screen for potential fast track cases at 
These A cases will be "tagged" by the Prosecutor either as 

Level I or Level II. (See attachment for Levelland Level II 

I!. At the first appearance, where the defendant is orderea to be conditionally 
released to Rerrand, the following will take place: 

A. Standard CR conoitions outl~ned, as well as any other imposed by 
the court. 

B. Prior to the defendant· leaving the courtroom, the Remand 
counselor sets up CD assessment ap~intment time With Remand 
assessor for' Level ! and diversion offenders and with Payne AVe 
Probation office for Level II offenders. The counselor will 
inform the defendant that he/she needs to bring in a collateral 
contact. for CD aooointment time. The counselor will give the 
defendant a form ·stating the date, timer and location of the CD 
assessment. 

C. Defendant has OB date set for two weeks at the ADC 
courtroom. 

I,Cr. Prior to the OH, defendant' completes chemical health assessment. The 
assessment completed by Remand (Level I and diversion) will be sent to che 
Payne AVenue, pr:obation office for distribution.. In cases where the 
defendant misses his/her first CD appointment, with a valid excuse - the 
new CD appointment time will be given at the OB, with a request for a one 
week continuance~ , 

IV. At the OH, the ~D recommendations will be available. ~he Remand assessor 
will con~inue to coorClinate referral and CD treatrr.ent for appropriate 
diversion and Level I cases. !n instances where treatment is recomrr~ded 
but the sentencing date is within one we€k's time, treatment will start 
after the sentencing date. 

v. Revocations: 
For defendants who either 'do not follow-through with the CD assessment ~ 
the recom:nendations, they will be warned that they are in l violation of 
their conditional release. 

If the defenaant is' founa to be in violation of the conditional release, 
he/she will be placed on the AOC felony arraignment calendar (within one 
week) for a revocation hearing. 

...... -- ... ~" .--........ .-.-.-. 
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FAST TRACK DROG PRCGW1 
CHEMICAL ASSESS1ENT R.EE'EruW.. FORM 

ATTACHMENT 6 

As part of your conditional release and refer:.-al to the fast, track drug 
,program, you ar.e expected to have a chemical health assessment and follow the 
recommendations from this assessment. 

You will need to appear for this asses~~nt on: 

11r-------, 

[l" 

i( 

;.1 
;-1 

':1 
I 

Type of Case: Diversion/Level I f'Ype 0 f Case: Level It 

Date! -, Date: 

Time: ',' Time: 

Location: Project Remand Location: Payne Ave. Office 
965 Palms Ave. 

Phone: 

ISO E. Kellogg Blvd 
st. Paul, MN 55101 

298-4932 

St. Paul, MN 55101 

Phone: 

Assessor: Gail Bauman Assessor: 

I'1: IS YF:F::( IMJ?Oln'ANI' THAT XCU APPEAR. FOR THIS ASS~ AS S<:aroJLED .. 
FAJ:t~ TO APEEiW. MAY RESULT I.N A REVCCNl':r:CN OF YOUR. (.'C;M)ITICW-U:. ru::LEl\.SE 
AND/OO 1'ERMINAT.J:OO OF YCOR, nEFERRAt ro TeE FAST TMCK DRUG POOGru\M. 

As part of the asS€5Sment, it is mandatory- for you, to bring someone with 
you to the <lfPO.:i.ntment; this person will serve as a verifier. It is important 
that this person be well acquainted with you .and able to provide us information 
about your alcohol,and drug use for the past six months. 

I' 
I 

If you have any questions about this assessment, please call the person 
listed as IIAssessocll

; at the above phone number. 

'I 
I 

i· 
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ATTACHMENT 7 
\,?-<c.TR/A~ 

A,,-y~~ 
<? , .. _,1~' "% 
s( 6j[eJ~ 
0~ROJEcr 1::. 

I.PU REMANO ~->;.C) 
':.'/7-'0 

~ • r.: 

'DATE: 

PROJECT REMAND 
RAMSEY COUNTY PRETRIAL SERVICE AGENCY 

150 E. Kell",gg 81vd, • Suite 6S0 • St. Paul. MN 551 Oi 

, " 
" 

Dear ___________ : 

612/298·4' 

As part of your conciitional release and t:eferral to the fast track drug prcgraJTIf yo' 
were scheduled to app-ar for: a chemical health assessment on 
_________________________________________ ~ at __________________ _ 

since you did not appear at ~~e above-scheduled time, you need to call Ot~ office at 
(298-4932) irrmediately upon receipt of this letter. Failure to reschedule thit 
appointment imrrRdiately way result in a revocation of your conditional release ana/oJ 
termination of your refecral to' the Fast Track Drug Program.. w'hen you call tc 
reschedule your appointment, as for Dianne. 

If you have any questions about the assessment, please call Gail Bauman at 298-4932. 

Sincerely, 

Court Cou..l1selor 
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APPENDIX 

Comparative Operational Features of the 
DCM and EDCM Demonstration Programs 

A summary of the comparative features of the DCM and EDCM operational plans in the 
demonstration jurisdictions is attached. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

Individuals interested in additional information regarding BJA's national Expedited Drug Case 
Management Program should contact: 

Jay Marshall 
Chief, Courts Branch 
V.S. Department of Justice 
Bureau of Justice Assistance 
Room 600 
633 Indiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20531 
(202/514-5943) 

or 

Caroline S. Cooper 
Director 
Expedited Drug Case Management Program 
The American V niversity 
3615 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20016 
(202/362-4183) 
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" OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JURISDICTIONS 
PARTICIPATING IN BJA'S DCM/EDCM PROGRAM 

! (REVe l.0/30/89) 

PART I. DCM JURISDICTIONS 

I. Project Information - General 

Jurisdiction 

Detroit/wayne Co., 
Michigan.- crim. 

Pierce County 
(Tacoma) 
Washington - • 
Drug lie Sex"Asst. 
Cases 

Camden county, 
New Jersey 
Criminal 

Camden county, 
New Jersey 
Civil 

st~rt-up Date 

Phased-In Program: 
July l., 1988 - Rev. Fee 
Sched. 
Oct. l., 1988 - full implem. 

July 6, 1988 - Drug Cases 
June l., l.989 - Sex. Asst. 
Cases 

July l.8, 1988 " 

september l., 1988 

contact 

George Gish 
Clerk/Court Administrator 

The Recorder's Court for the 
City of Detroit 

Frank Murphy Hall of Justice 
l.44l. st. Antoine street 
D~troit, Michigan 48226-2384 
Phone (313) 224-2506 

Beverly E. Bright 
Superior Court Administrator 
Pierce County Superior Court 
930 Tacoma Avenue, S. 
Tacoma, Washington 98402 
Phone (206)591-3653 

Hon. A. Donald Bigley 
Assignment Judge of the 
Superior Court, Camden County 

Hall of Justice, suite 670 
5th Street and Mickle Blvd. 
Camden, New Jersey 08l.03 
Phone (609) 757-8l.83 

Hon. A. Donald Bigley 
Assignment Judge of the 
Superior Court, Camden County 

Hall of Justice, suite 670. 
5th street and Mickle B1vd. 
Camden, New Jersey 08l.03 
Fhone (609) 757-8103 

Cases Included 

All Felonies 

All Drug Cases and 
Felonies with a 
Drug Charge and 
other Crim. Cases 

All Indictable Offenses 

All Civil-Law Cases 
Over $5,000.00 
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I. project Information - General [continued] 

Jurisdiction 

Ramsey county 
(st. Paul), 
Minnesota civil 
& some crim. 

Berrien county 
(st. Joseph), 
Michigan 
criminal 

start-up Date 

April 1, 1988 - civil 
June 1, 1988 - crack/cocaine 

(possession/distribution) 

octo 1, 1988 

contact 

Suzanne A11iegro 
Judicial Administrator 
Second Judicial District Court 
1001 Ramsey county Courthouse 
st. Paul, Minnesota 55101 
Phone (612) 298-4374 

Hon. Ronald J. Taylor 
Chief circuit Judge 
Second Judicial circuit 

Court of Michigan 
courthouse 
st. Joseph, Michigan 49085 
Phone (616) 983-7111 Ex. 386 

Cases Included 

All civil Cases 
except: 
- Conci1. Apps. 
- Un1awf. Dets. 
- I~p1. Consent 

and crack/cocaine cases 
.::_-,.' sal . 
U1VU4Vl.l'g e or p:;sges:nm 
wi th intent to sell. 
intent to sell 

All Felonies 
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II. project Information - operational 

Jurisdiction 

Detroi t/Wayne Co. 
Michigan 

Pierce County, 
washington 

project Goals/Objectives 

1. Red. 19th of trial tr. fro 91 days 
2. Red. # of cases 180 days old 

from 173 to 50 
3. Red. pending caseload 

from 3,027 to 1,800 
4. Red. # of jail days used due to 

trial downtime, etc., from 72,390 
to 30,000 or less 

5. Red. # of bench trial days sched 
but not held fro 1,134 to 600/less 

6. Red. # of jury trial days sched 
but not held fro 1,129 to 600/less 

Calendaring System 
Used for DeM Cases 

Hybrid/individual 
(team approach) 

7. Red. # of defendant docket days fro 
179,394 to 95,000 or less 

8. Red. # of defendant bond days from 
107,000 to 56,000 or less 

9. Assign each incoming case to a DCM categ 
Monitor each case to dispose 10. 

General: 
- transf respons. for cal. from_ 

DA to Court 
- promote speedy dispos of cases 
- make hearing and trial scheds 

more certain 
- eliminate continuances 
- reduce jail crowding 
- enhance ct. cal. control 
- implem. p. c. data base 
- expand proj. to other crim. cases 

Other: Time Goals: 
Drug Cases: 

indi v (pre-trial 
matters) master 
(trial) 

Exp Track: trial or plea 30 days after arrnt 
Mid: trial or plea 60-90 days after arrnt 
Compl: per scheduling order assuming waiver 

of speedy trial (could be up to 150 days) 

Arrangements for Handling 
pending Case Inventorv 

will be handled 
parallel with 

DCM cases 

all drug cases filed before 
proj. start-up date 
heard to be handled in 
DCM court but DCM 
procedures donlt 
apply 
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II. project Information - operational [continued] 

Jurisdiction 

Camden county, New 
Jersey - criminal 

Camden County, New 
New Jersey - civil 

project Goals/Objectives 
Calendaring System 
Used for DCM Cases 

General: 
- test estab. of 3-track mgt sys. 

with time goals for each track 
demonstr effctvns of DCM appl to civ 

and crim. caseloads at same time 
ident drug cases and pred offenders 

other: Time Goals: 

Track: Pre-Ind 
BI JI 

Post Ind Total 
BI JI Bl JI 

Exp. 50 40 60 60 
stand. 70 50 120 90 
Compl. 120 90 180 150 

110 100 
190 140 
300 240 

General: 
test categs of civ cases with spec 

case chars into limited no. of 
subtracks 

test new mechms for early/active 
case mgt. thru DCM proceds 

estab. and test time to dispos goals 
demonst effectiveness of combined DCM 

program for civ and crim cases 
define role of altern. disp. res. 

Other: Time Goals: 
Exped. Stand. 

joind/disc. compo 
disc/dispos 
total time to disp 

100 days 
80 days 

180 days 

Complex 

200 days 
165 days 
365 days 

indiv. 

pre-trial: indiv. 
trial: master 

per indiv. 
case mgt. 
other 

Arrangements for Handling 
pending Case Inventor~ 

proc. under old system 

cases filed before 
9/1/88 proc. 
under old system 
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I II. project Information - operational [Continued] 

Jurisdiction 

Ramsey county (st. 
Paul), Minnesota 

Berrien County (st. 
Joseph), Michigan 

Project Goals/objectives 
Calendaring system 
Used for OCM Cases 

General: 
shift from atty. control to ct 

contr of case process 
dev more accur case monit sys 
dev more accur case assgnt sys 
reduce continuance rates 
fast track crack/coc cases inv. 
sale/posse inv. sale/pos with into 
to sell 

Other 
- disp of 90% of civ jury trs w/in 10 

months of filing Note of Issue 
- disp of 90% of ct trials w/in 10 mos 

of filing Note of Issue 
- no cases beyond 2 years from Note 

of Issue to disposition 

Time Goals: 
- expedited: dispose w/in 90 days of 

Jt Is Memo 
standard: dispose w/in 305 ~ays of 
Note of Is 
complex: dispos within max. of 2 yrs. 
of Note of Is 
concl court apps: dispos w/in 60 days 
of filing 

- crack/cocaine pOSe or pOSe with into 
to sell: 45 days from first appear. 

General: 

master 

adapt cur civ OCM to crimI cases indiv. 
assure adequate resources to process 
high priority cases 
improve case asgnmt. system to permit 
greater empha. to drug cases & offd's 
improve utilize of judo resour. & flex. 
of judge time usage to assure availab. 
of trial time on assigned date 

Arrangements forHam.l.im 
Pending Case Inventory 

oanpl. aooit of all pe.n:iin;J 
cases; initially, every 
case older than 91OOS. 
set for pre-trials; 
expanded to include all 
cases filed prior to 
4/1/88 in which Note of 
Is filed; these cases 
are set for pretrial 
conf/trial along with 
OCM cases 

Review of all cases 6 
mos. after fil:i.r.g; status 
conf. for cases with 
no action for long 
time periods. 

to be' processed parallel 
with DCM cases 
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II. Track Information 
Info. Used to Make Distinu Chars Pt. at which 

Track Asst Made Jurisdiction Tracks Created and criteria_ Track Assgt. of Each Tz.:ack 

Detroit/waynecounty,Genl tracks: (each tr also 
Michigan includes subtracks) 

Pierce county 
(Tacoma) , 
Washington 

Track IA : Divers: First Offnds 
only 

Track IB: 1st Offnds (Exc. 
Serious cases) (50%) 

New fast track for drug cases 
Structd sent. progs. -
1st of drug offs. 

Track II: all other 1st ofs 
wIno hist. of asslt and non
assltive/repeat offs. (35%) 

Track III: all horns, 2nd 
offdrs, recidive etc (15%) 

Drug Cases: 
(1) simple: (0-30 days) - 28% 
- UPCS - no suppression issues or 

pre-trial motions 
- in custody 
- single defendant 
- simple drug analysis required 

sentencing 
guideline 

atty infor 
at arrgnt 

- minor criminal sanctions involved 

(2) Normal: 
- drug cases with stop/search issues 

search warrant with small amount of 
drugs; no search/seizure issues 

defendant has prior felony conviction 
noncustody status 

Cases in each track will arraignment 
exit system at different 
times; 

struct. Sent. Prog. (ef. 
1/25/89) provides that 
Tr.1 cases which qualify 
for probe under S.G. exit 
sys. 1 day after arrgnt. 

Exit Dates: 
- Plea: 19 days 
- Waiver trial: 49 days 
- Jury trial: 84 days -
- Spec. fast trk for drug 

cases: 60 daysstruc. 
- Struct. sent. prog.: 1 day 

(1) simple: 
- arraignment within 1 day 
- pretrl conf and track assgt (10 days) 
- plea at pretrial/or w/in 30 days 
- trial date if nec w/in 60 days 

(2) Normal: (60 - 120 days) - 62% 

- arraignment within one judicial day 
- pretrial conf. & track assgt (10 days) 
- (omnib. hrgs/pretrial mots/disc cut 

off dates ent. on schedule order) 
- trail date (60 days) 
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II. Track Information [Continued] 

Info. Used to Make Distinq Chars. Pt. at which 
Track Asst Made Jurisdiction Tracks created and Criteria Track Assgt. of Each Track 

Pierce county (cont) 
(Tacoma), 
washington (3) complex (60 - 150 days) - 10% 

- search warrants 
- multiple defendants 
- conspiracies 
- compl supprs issues or pretrl 

hearings involved 
- on-going reI investigs 
- amount of drugs requ. extens 

testing 
- serious potential prison sent 

Sexual Assault Cases 
(1) Expedited (Plan A) - n/a 
(2) simple (Plan B) (30-120 days) 

- uncontested cases with 
-no suppresion or pretrl mot. 
-in custody party 
-minor crim. sanctions 
-psych. eval. completed 

(3) Normal (Plan C) (60-150 days) 

atty. info 
at arrgt 

- contested cases w/out complex med/ 
disc. issues or expert w's; 

- uncontested cases reque psych. eval. 
- def. has prior fel or sex offense 

convfcs. 
- out of custody 
- multo defs. 
- phys. abuse/ast. 

(4) Complex (Plan D) (pre-assgnt capab.) 
- multi-def. contested 
- complax med/psych issues/expo w's 
- numerous/complex pretr. motions 
- disc. of records involved 
- serious pot. prison sents. 

(3) Complex: 
- arrgnt (w/in one day) 
- pretrial conf & track 

assgt (10 days) 
- all other events on 

sched. order entered 
at pretrial hearing 

arrgt. 
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II. Track Information [continued] 

Info. Used to Make nisting Chars. Pt. at which 
Track Asst Made Jurisdiction Tracks Created and Criteria Track Assgt. of Each Track 

camden county, 
New Jersey -
criminal 

(1) Expedited: 
- cases with pres probe 

sentence or PTI 
- cases warrnt. prior. 

proces. 
- other cases by joint 

applico of counsel 

(2) Standard: 
- defs. facing presump. jail 

terms on property crime 
drug pOSe charges; minor 
drug distrib. to other 
crimes agst. person 

(3) Complex: 

nif. Crim. Case 
Mgt. tracking 
form 

- cases from spec prosec units: 
homic., arson, white collar 
crimes, sex crimes, narcs car 
crim/org. crime 

* track set for all cases except direct indictment offenses 

- CJP (0-7 days) *-all tracks at OJPjwithin 
1 wk of CJP 

- PIC (no later than 21 days) 
exped. and stand. (~) 

- grand jury {25-40 days-e 
39-60-s; 
60-90- comp; 

- arrgnt: 35-45-e;45-75-s; 
70-100-c; 

- pretrial conf: (56-66-e; 
75-105-s; 95-125-c; 

-trial: (75-90-e;90-180-s; 
180-270-c; 
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II. Track Information [continued] 

Jurisdiction 

Camden County, 
New Jersey -
criminal 

Camden County, 
New Jersey -
civil 

Tracks Created and criteria 
Info. Used to Make Distingu Chars. 
Make Track Assgt. of Each TracJc;, 

(1) Expedited: Case Inf. state-

- commerc matters, arb., book 
accts, bills and notes, sima 
contrs, liqu. dams, prerog. 
writs, mun, appeals, stat. 
acts to conf. arbi. award; PIP 
cases; proof cases - 21% antic. 

(20-25%) 

(2) standard: 

ments of attys. 

- all cases not expedited or complex 
75% antic. .(70-75%) 

(3) Complex: 
- cases requ attent. of indiv. judge 

from outset (no. of parties; nature 
of claims or defs; factual diffic. 
of subjec matter etc. antic. 4% or 
less; Pres. Judge confirms/denies 
complex track assignment 

(1) Expedite:1: 
Disc: 100 days max. 
Interr: 50 ques. 

(no subparts) 
Depos: on leave of 
court 

(2) standard: 
Disc: 200 days max. 
Inter: 50 ques max. 
Depos: for parties 
and experts only 
case sched. plan 
subm. jtly by attys. 

(3) Complex 
per judge's order 
and confs. w/attys. 

Pt. at which 
~rack Asst Made 

Joinder 
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II. Track Information [Continued] 

Info. Used to Make Disting Chars. 
Jurisdiction Tracks Created and criteria Make Track Assgt. of Each Track 

Pt. at which 
Track Asst Made 

Ramsey County 
(st. Paul), 

Minnesota 

Berrien Co. 
(st. Joseph) , 
Michigan -
criminal 

civil: 
(1) Expedited 
lim disc reg; single issue; 
collections/enf. of contr where 
money dams. specified; 
shorter trial lengths - 10% antic. 
(30% actual) 

(2) Standard 
- most cases which requmore discI 

prep. time; most pers. inj. 
cases - 88% antic. 

(3) Complex 
- multo party cases; ext. disc. 

antic.; likely to reg. num. 
motions; greater no. of expo 
witnesses - 2% antic. 

Drug Cases: 
fast-track: simp. pos/dist. of 
crack-coc.: 45 days for disp. 
(1) Expedited 
(2) Standard 
(3) Complex 

- crit for track assgt based 
on factors rel to case compl 
and priority for processing 

Jt. Is. Memo. (1) Expedited: Jt. Is. Memo 

(2) 

Jt. Is. Memo. 

Note of Is/Jt. At 
Is Mem: 90 days 

Jt. At Is Mem/Trial: 
60-90 d~ys 

standard 
Note of Is/Jt At Is 
Mem: 90 days 

I Jt. Is. MeIoo. 

Jt At Is/Tr. set: 
90 days 

Tr. set/Jt. Disp Conf 
(JDC): 60 days 

Disp Conf/Pre-tr: 30 dys 
Addit. Events: 
order to show cause 

Jt. Is. Memo. for fail to file Jt. Is. 

forms compl. 
by attys. at 
arrgt. 

Memo or JDR/no show at 
JDC 

(3) Complex Jt. Is.MeIoo. 
case assigned to indi v. or Pet. to Ch. 
judge when At Is. Judge 
Is. Memo filed 
status conf. at 120 
days all disc. and-
proceeds sched. by 
indiv. judge 

no. of events/time 
for each track differ 
- exp.: 90 day max. 
- stand: 120 day max. 
- compl: 210 day max. 

pre-trial 
conf. inuned. 
following 
arrgnt. 
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IV. DCM project Management Information 

Jurisdiction 

Detroit/Wayne 
county, 
Michigan -
criminal 

Pierce county 
(Tacoma), 
Washington 

Camden County, 
New Jersey 
criminal 

Camden county, 
New Jersey -
civil 

Ramsey county 
(st. Paul), 
Minnesota -
civil/crim. 
(drug) 

Berrien county 
(st. Joseph ) 
Michigan -
criminal 

Point at Which DCM Indiv. Making 
Track Assgt Ends Track Assignt 

sentencing 

plea/trial 

disposition 

judgment/final 
order 

trial/dispose 

trial/sent 

Def. Scrng 
unit 

D.A. and def. 
couns. with 
court concur. 

DCM Prosec. 
Def. can 
reg. change 

civ P.J. EX/or. 
civ. Case Mgr. 
upon recom. 
of tr. coord. 

DCM Track 
coord/cal. 
referee 

Arrgt./pre
trial judge 

Proceds. for Rev! 
Appeal of Track Decision 

Docket Man in D.A.'s Of 
revs track assgnt 
and mons. case progr 

attys. may dispute assgt 
when sched. order signed 
at court 

Pres. Crim. Judge rules on 
track assgt disputes 

track coord. reviews ra:pest 
for reassgt; if attys 
disagree, court suggests 

appropr. track; if no 
agreemt,judge hears 
motion 

Atty. can request rev. by 
DCM track coord/cal. 
referee 

trial judge can review 
tr. assgt. after 
orig. assgnt or on 
a subsequent applic. 
of counsel;event 
dates may also be 
modified within 
assgnd tracks as nec. 

ManagementlMonitoring Procedures 

ct. admin. monitors system; 
progrs dev. to identif. non
compliance cases 

crimo case manager will track 
cases manually 

Court DCM Coord. monitors 

Motions monitoring; computer 
reports; supervise by ct. 
DCM staff 

Case exception reports generated 
automatically 

Developing reports on data 
system to monitor indiv. 
case status and overall 
operation of system; 
reviewed by ch. judge and 
court admin. routinely 
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OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JURISDICTIONS 

PARTICIPATING IN BJA'S DCM/EDCM PROGRAM 
(REV. 1.0/30/89) 

PART II. EDCM JURISDICTIONS 

JURISDICTION POPULATION JUDICIAL SYSTEK INFORMATION 

Indianapolis/ 1.,228,596 
Marion Co., 
Indiana 

Name: 

Juris. : 

No. of Judges & 
Assignments 

Calendaring sys: 

MiddlesexCo., 650,000 
New Jersey 

Name: 

Juris: 

No. of Judges & 
Assignments 

Calendaring Sys. 

Gen. Juris. Court 

Marion Co. superior ct 

crim.: orig. juris. in all 
stat. viols; appel. juris 
provo by law; in practice, 
felony juris. shared with 
Mun. Court 

Civil: 
Probe and Juv.: orig. and 
exclus. 

1.5 total: 6 crim;7 civ; 1. 
1. juv.; 1.prob. 

individual 

Middlesex Co. Sup. ct. 

7 total 

Hybrid (master/indiv.) 

Lim. Juris. court 

Munic. ct. of Marion Co. 

orig. juris. with Sup. and Circ. 
cts. in Class D fels. ; orig. juris 
in all misds, infracts, ord. viols, 
traf viols.; 

orig. over contr/tort claims under 
$ 20,000 and landl/tene regardless of value 

1.6 total: 1. pres. judge; 1. assgnd to mental 
hlth matters; 1. envir.matters; 4 civil; 

9 crim. 

individual 

nine sep. munic. courts 
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JURISDICTION POPULATION JUDICIAL SYSTEII IBFORlmTIOIf 

philadelphia, 
Penn. 

Name: 

Juris: 

1,650,000 

No. of Judges , 
Assignments 

Phil. ct. of Common Pleas 

crim.: all Fels. of over 5 
yrs. impris. 

Civil: claims over $ 5,000 

84 Judges 

calendaring system: Master 

Phil. Mun. Court 

Misdmeanors (under 5 yrs.) 

Claims under $ 5,000 , LandI/Ten. 

23 judges 

Fel. Case Proc. Functions: 
Pre I arrgs, prel, hrgs; misd. 

trials 

Master 
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JUlUSDIc.rIOB 

Indianapolis/ 
Marion Co., 

Indiana 

New Brunswick/ 
Middlesex Co., 
New Jersey 

Philadelphia, 
Penn. 

''''';..~;f!< ··\'~*1,r.~ !''';''-'''''>''j .'I:\~"\.{'.y;:..: 
I ""'·"~'I 

JUDICIAL SYSTEH IHFORHATIOB (Cont.) 

ProsecUtorlsOffjm 

No. of Attys. 

65 total; 
24 in Sup. ct 
21 split between Mun. 
Misd and Fel. D cts 

41 total 

special units 

CrimHab. Crim. ; Dom. Viol; 
Sex Crime units 

Sex crimes; juv; appel; 
gr. jury 

Car. crim.; Narcotics; 
eeon. crimes and other 

divs. 

3 

screening Functions 

All fels screened 
prior to filing with 

Det. and atty.; all 
misds screened thru 
pol. rpts./sup. docs 

early screening upon 
rec. of complt .. 

screening and diversion 
progrs. at charging 
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JURISDl:CTJ:OII 

Indianpolisl 
Marion co., 
Indiana 

Middlesex Co., 
New Jersey 

Philadelphia, 
Penn. 

JUDICIAL SYSTEH IHFOBHATION (Cont.) 

l:ndiqent Defense Services 

Method No. of Attys. 

Mun. ct.: pub. def. off 9 full-time; 7 part-time 
org. under pres. judge; 

Sup. ct.: each of the 6 
crim. cts. has 5 pub. 
defs, most contract; 
some co. empls. 

Public Defender office 
with one confl. atty. 

Public Defender office 

30 attys, mostly under 
contract 

18 

134 attorneys 

4 

NOe of Cases Handled 

Misds and D Fels: 16,000 est. for 1989 
(50% of total caseload) 

fels. (80 - 85% of caseload) 

1988: 4,073 fels (75%) 

1988: 8,477misds. (8S%0ftotalca~) 
15,539 fels. (70% of total c::aselJ::8:l) 
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JURISDICTION 

1986 

Indianapolis/ 
Marion Co., 
Indiana 

Sup. ct. 

crim. 
Drug 
civil 
other 

Mun. ct. 

Middlesex county, 
New Jersey 

Sup. ct. 1 

crim. 
Drug 
civil 
other 

Mun. ct. 

2,984 

5 

CASE FILINGS 

1987 1988 1989 (first half) 

3,529 4,073 2,760 

1 Less serious crimes (misdemeanors am less serio..lS felonies) are filed in the nine nunicipll o:::mts. M:xre serius CI:'.iItes are filed 
in the Superior Court. 
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JORl:SDICTIOH CASE PILIHGS 

1986 1987 1988 1989 (first half) 
Philadelphia, 

Penn. 

ct. of Com. 
Pleas 

Crim. 12,154 13,103 14,492 8,121 
Drug 8932 1,8503 2,6014 1,7845 
civ'il 17,6546 18,5287 18,1738 9,620 9 
ot!ler 

Hun. Court 

crim. 60,240 62,664 63,640 32,919 
Drug 101,345 109,119 117,669 67,498 
civil 
other 

2 dispositions 

3 Dispositions 

4 dispositions 

5 dispositions 

6 excludes arbitration 

7 excludes arbitration 
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JURISDICTION 

Indianapolis/ 
Marion Co. 
Indiana 

Middlesex Co. 
New Jersey 

Philadelphia, 
Penn. 

7 

PRETRIAL RELEASE RESOURCES 

Pretrial ReI. options 

surety, cash, 10% 
appear. bond 

Bail (Prop/Cash 
10%) ;ROR 

10% Cash Bail; Cond. 
ReI. subj. to Prel. 
Arrgnt; ReI. under 
ct/order in Jackson 
v. Hendricks (jail 
crowding case) 

Pretrial ReI. Proqraas. Pretrial Detent. Pacs. 
as of 7/1/89 Jail Cap. Jail POp. as of 7/1/89 

Drug mon: 400 active 
Elec. mon: 50 cases 
Sup. ReI.: 50 cases 

1,370 defs. in Pre-tr. 
ReI. progrm of intn. 
sup. or el.monit. 

ROR: 561 
Cash: 600 
Cond. ReI: 28 
Jackson v. Hendrs: 

245 decr) 

1120 
(fed. cap) 

3,750/3850 
wknd (1986 
fed. cons. 
decr) 

Pre-Trial Total 

615 (60%) 1025 

600 950 

3,229 (65%) 4934 
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JURISDICTION 

Indianapolis/ 
Marion Co., 
Indiana 

Middlesex Co., 
New Jersey 

Philadelphia, 
Penn. 

POST COBVICTION RBSOURCES/PROGRAHS OTHER 

Mun. court: Ale and Drug Servs. 
Unit/probe Dept. 

Intens. sup. Prob.: 43 

outpatient: Drug Free Trt. 
Progr: 3,754 slots in 41 
progrs;filled but no wt. 
list; 

Methad. Maint Prog: 2,232 
(90% eap.) 

Inpat. Drug Free Res. Progrs.: 
390 beds in 10 progrs; all 
filled; 1,355 on wt. list 
Detox: inpat non-hosp.: 
75 beds; all filled 

Drug Treatmt as Cond of Prob.: 
10,000 defs of 30,000 Defs •• 

Druq Testing' 
pre-bail det: no 
pre-trial reI. eond: 
as ordered 

DUF prog. partie. 

pre-bail det.: yes 
pre-trial reI. 

cond: yes 

pre-bail determ: no 
pre-trial reI. 
cond: no 

8 

Use of Elec. Monit.PROJ. DIR. 
pre-trial: yes ~~ 
post-cv.: yes Dep. Dir. 

pre-trial: yes 
post-conv.: yes 

pre-trial: yes 
post-conv.: yes 

Marion (b. Just. 
Agency 

1901 Cit.y-O:>.B1. 
~,:rm. 

46204 
317/236-3879 

Hon. George 
Nicola 

Pl:es. Crim. Jt$ 
sup.ct.ofMid
dlesex Co. 

Courthouse 
New Brunswick, 
N.J. 08903 

201/745-4156 

Jos. Cairone 
Dep.Ct.Adm.. 
ct. of C.PI 
Rm.. 617 
City Hall 
Phil.,Pa. 
19107 

215/686-2534 
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JUR:ISDICTIOIll 

Indianapolis/ 
Marion Co., 

Indiana 

RBLBVART PROBLEKS/ISSUES 

Intergovtal metro. law enf.drug 
task force concen. on complex 
cases requ. inter-juris. 
coord./coop. 

DUF data [posit. for 60% of arrs 
(antic. crack/co. probl.) 

Drug caseload incr. from 8.2% in 
1986 to 25.5% in Mar. 1989 

Incr. in case disms. due to missing 
wls or forgotten events; 

Incr. in jail pre-tr. det. pop. 
beyond fed. cap; 

Comprom. of pre-tr. release stands. 
Reduced plea stands. 

Middlesex co.compreh. Drug Ref Act of 1987 mands 
New Jersey penalties for drug offenders 

Attorney General's Action Plan 
for Narc. Enforcement lays out 
aggressive law enforcement plan 

1988: 75% of pre-indict. cases over 
speedy Trial Goal (30 days to ind 

-jail; 60 days to ind - bail) 

9 

EOCK PROJECT GOALS/OBJECTIVES 
CASES 

IIlICLUDBD 

GOALS/OBJS.: 
- within 24 hrs. of arrest, screen 

all drug/subst abuse arrestees 
re facts and law and assign to 
one of following case tracks: 

All Drug Cases 
in Mun./Sup. 
cts. 

(1) demand track (cases 
inv. pos/abuse of drugs/alc) 

(2) supply (distrib cases) 
For Demand Track, 
- reduce filing/dispos time by 1/3 
- eval each def. for trtmt/rehab& 
- hold or reduce dismissal rate 

For supply Track, 
- reduce filing/dispos time by 1/3 
- Maint/increase executed jail sent. 
- Hold/reduce dismissal rate 

GOAL: Develop classif. sys. to det. best 
meth. for different. drug cases 

OBJS: Collect info. on drug cases for anal. 
Decrease noncompl. with sp. Tr. pre 
and post ind. goals fran 75% to 25% 

Decr. pretrial det. proc. backlogs 
Incr. vol. of drug trials from 

5 to 100 min. 
Conserve st. pol. lab res. by 30% by 

incr. pleas 
Incr. sentence uniformity in drug cases 
Estab. basis for res progr. to classif 

and process drug cases 
Build commun. involmt in drug case proc. 

system and dispose alterns 

all ind. 
drug 
cases 
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I 

JUIUSDICTIO. 

Philadelphia, 
Penn. 

RBLBVAft PROBLE1fS/ISSUES 

Delay due to contins. for lab 
rpts, deliv. defs in cust.; fta 
of chemist, pol. w's df, attys; 
late notices; incorrect room 
identifs; 
Limited no. of courtrooms 
Limited D.A. and P.D. staffs 

10 

EDCH PROJBCT GOALS/OBJBCTIVES 

GOAL: Identif. defs. for 1st Off. 
treatmt. at Prel. Hrq. 

Permit CJS to focus resources 
on more serious cases; 

Identify and exped. other cases 
amenable for early quilty pleas 

OBJS: Red. adjud. time for eliq. 
cases from 120-370 days to 
30-45 days: 

Incr. ct's cap. to apply 
resources for more serious druq 
cases thru: 

- earlier and enhanced case 
screeninq 

- identif. defs for commun. 
based supervis/trtmt 

- earlier entry into trtmt/rehab 
programs 

CASBS 
I.eLUDBD 

Init.: Defs. m. 
with Pas/Int. 
to del and no 
pr.iar: dIu;JIv:io1. 
crime convs. 

Later: Expand 
to incl. all 

- dev. model for improve druq case 
manaqement 

- red. fel. case backloq 




